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PREFACE 

This report was prepared by the Institute for Defense Analyses 

under contract to the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance of the 

Department of Justice. The work was under the overall direction of 

Alfred Blumstein. Eugene Webb, Jean Taylor, Joseph Navarro, Lynn 

Curtis, Richard Larson, Muriel Shankman, and Janet Kiernan of the IDA 

research staff contributed to various sections of the report. 

Central to the development of the research plan presented here 

was the advice and g1..'.idance received from the Steering Committee es

tablished by IDA to guide the projecto The Steering Committee was 

composed of individuals representing all parts of the criminal justice 

system, research management, and various relevant research disci

plines. The members of the Steering Committee are as follows: 

Honorable Charles D. Breitel, Associate Justice 
State of New York Court of Appeals 

Courtney Evans, Director 
Office of Law Enforcement Assistance 

Dr. Eugene Fubini, Vice President 
International Business Machines, Inc. 

Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Administrator 
American Bar Foundation 

Richard A. McGee, President 
Institute for the StudY,of Crime and Delinquency 

Honorable: Patrick V. Murphy, Director' of Public Safety 
District of Columbia 

Chief Thomas Reddin 
Los Angeles Police Department 

Dr. David Z. Robinson, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
New York University 
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Dr. J.P. Ruina, Vice President for Special Laboratories 
Massachusetts Institute of T~chnology 

Honorable Fred M. Vinson, Jr., Assistant Attorney General 
Department of Justice 

Professor James Vorenberg, Law School 
Harvard University 

PrCtfessor James Q. Wilson, Department of Governmen.t 
Harvard University 

Professor Marvin E. Wolfgang, Director, Center for Studies 
in Criminology and Crimin.al Law, University of Pennsylvania 

Valuable guidance from OLEA was received from Mr. Daniel Skoler, 

Deputy Director of OLEA, and Dr. Robert Emrich. 

Important contributions to the report were received from Professor 

Herman Goldstein of the University of Wisconsin, Judge Richard F.C. 

Hayden of the Superior Court of California, Mr. Herbert Isaacs of 

Isaacs-Dobbs Systems, Inc., Dr. Charles Kingston of New York State 

Identification and Intelligence System, Professor E.K. Nelson of 

the University of Southern California, Professor Lloyd Ohlin of 

Harvard Law School, and Professor Franklin Zimring of the University 

of" Chicago. ~1any other persons too numerous to list made important 

contributions in the formulation of the program described here. 

The ultimate responsibility for the program, however, must fall 

on the authors of the report. Guidance given was not always re

ligiously followed. 
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I. SUMMARY 

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 (Public 

Law 90-351) creates a National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

.;, Criminal Justice within the Justice Department and authorizes $10 

million in Fiscal 1969 for this function. 

The Justice Department init:i.ated planning for the Institute by 

contracting with the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) to structure 

a research, development, and test and evalution (RDT&E) program to 

be undertaken by the Institute upon its creation. This report out

lines that program. 

The basic purpose of the total program is fostering successful 

innovation in all our efforts to control crime, especially those of 

the criminal jus~ice system. A consequence of this program will be 

the'introduction of new disciplines and professions into the criminal 

justice process. Hopefully, the new professionals will be a sig

nificant force for innovation. 

A functional structure of.mission and program areas is developed 

as an alternative to the traditional partition into police, courts, 

and corrections subsystems. Four Mission Areas are envisioned. Their 

common goal is the reduction of the total social cost associated with 

crime. Within the Mission Areas" 11 specific Program Areas are de

fined. The mission and program areas are as follows: 

Mission Area I. Focuses on reducing the need and desire to 
commit crime, by: 

Program Area 1. Reducing Causes of Crime 

Program Area 2. Reducing Recidivism through Rehabilitation 
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Mission Area II. Focuses on increasing the risk and difficulty 
in commiting crime, by: 

Program Area 3. 'Directly Preventing Crime 

Program Area 4. Apprehending and Convicting Offenders 

Mission Area III. Focuses on improving the management of the 
criminal justice system, by: 

Program Area 5. Improving Efficiency and Effectiveness 

Program Area 6. Improving Criminal Justice System
Community Relations 

Program Area 7. Improving Selection and Training of Personnel 

Mission Area IV. Is designed to provide various kinds of 
technical support needed by the other three 
Mission Areas. This support includes: 

Program Area 8. 

Program Area 9. 

Program Area 10. 

Program Area 11. 

An Equipment Evaluation Center 

A Statistics and Crime Measurement Center 

A Major Private Research Center 

Program Management Support 

The major current Federal RDT&E programs related to crime prob

lems are reviewed in order to help identify where gaps currently 

exist and where priority. for the proposed pro~ram should be assigned. 

This current work is broken into the proposed Program Area classi

fications. 

The principal activity at present (80 percent of total work) is 

found to be directed at Program Areas 1 (social causes), 2 (rehabili

tation), and 5 (system management), with Program Areas 1 and 2 

accounting for 65 percent. There are clear gaps in Program Areas 3 

(direct prevention), 4 (apprehension), and 6 (community relations), 

which together account for only 10 percent of the total current work. 

This allocation shows police to be receiving the smallest share of 

support, with 23 percent of the total. 

Drawing on -this review, a proposed program for the National 

Institute is developed, along with overall progam and management 

strategies. 
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The strategic objectives for the first year are to: 

-Demonstrate the Institute's value to operating agencies 

-Create mechanisms for disseminating RDT&E results into 

operating agencies 

-Establish informational bases on which future work can 

build 

.Begin to create institutions addressing problems of crime 

control 

-Train new cadres of specialists 

The following tabulation presents a suggested allocation to the 

11 Program Areas of a first-year $lO-million budget: 

ALLOCATION OF $10 MILLION BUDGET BY PROGRAM AREA 

Apportionment of $10-

Program Area 

1. Reducing Causes 
2. Reducing Recidivism 
3. Direct Prevention 
4. Apprehension and Conviction 
5. Efficiency and Effectiveness 
6 . CJS -Communi ty Rela"tions 

Million First-Year Budget 
(Thousands of $) 

1000 
1300 
1000 
2100 
1400 

7. Selection and Training of Personnel 
800 
400 
300 
300 

8. Equipment Evaluation Center 
9. Statistics and Crime Measurement 

10. Major Private Research Center 1000 
400 11. Program Management 

Within each Program Area, allocation of funds are made to spe

cific projects. The details of each project are discussed. Projects 

with the highest priority in light of the gaps in present research 

include the following: 

Program Area 

3 

4 

Project 

AnalYSis and experimentation ~lith preventive 
patrol strategies and techniques 

Analysis of factors leading to apprehension of 
criminals 
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5 

5 

9 

4 

3 

2 

2 

5 

4 

Development of model criminal justice information 
systems 

Analysis of total criminal justice system operations 

Development of a National Center for Criminal 
Justice Statistics 

Design of improved command-and-control systems 

Studies of factors operative in deterring crime 

Development of improved techniques to predict 
future criminal patterns of convicted offenders 

Development and evaluation of innovative treat
ment programs 

Improving the allocation of criminal justice 
system resources by time, place, and function 

Development of a new family of portable police 
radios 

In order to manage the InstituteTs program, a functional organi

zational structure is recommended, consisting of three functional 

divisions reflecting the three principal mission areas as follows: 

eCrime Prevention and Rehabilitation Division 

e Crime Control Division 

e Criminal Justice System Management Division 

It is recommended that the staff of each division contain both 

individuals with significant experience in criminal justice operations 

and technical and research specialists. 

The proposed research program will comprise three principal parts: 

~An internal program conducted by the Institute Staff 

eAn external grant and contract program 

e An institutional grant program designed to establish 

new ins'titutions 
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The Institute must place major emphasis on assuring that the 

results of RDT&E projects find their way into improving operations. 

This can be fostered through: 

eLEAATs technical assistanc~ offices 

• Widely distributed newslette:t's, journals, and magazine 

articles 

• Guidance through the planning and action grant programs 

• Workshops and meetings 

• Personnel transfers 
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II. A NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH, 
DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM 

A. BACKGROUND 

In February 1967, the President's Commission on Law Enforcement 

and Administration of Justice submitted its comprehensive report* 

examining the many problems of crime and its control, and the operation 

of the nationTs highly fragmented, technologically primitive criminal 

justice system. Among the many needs of law enforcement and the ad

ministration of justice, the Commission pointed out that "the greatest 

need is the need to know. "~h~ To fulfill this need the Commission 

recommended an integrated and diversj.fied program including research, 

development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) projects at local and State 

levels, especially supporting those widely useful projects that no 

single agency could support alone; an effort to provide criminal 

justice agencies with the technical support they need to incorporate 

the results of these projects into their operations; a program 

establishing operations research groups in the larger criminal justice 

agencies; and a major science and technology program in a research 

institute.*** To create this research and development program, the 

Commission called for a major new Federal role of stimulation, co
ordination and financial assistance. 

A dominant theme throughout the Commission's work was the need 

for reconsideration of what is now being done to control crime, and 

a search for new approaches. Because the cost of developing inno

vations, evaluating their consequences, and disseminating these results 

-"'?'[ 

The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, D.C., February 1967. 

~~"!c 

Ibid., p. 273. 
~,( __ 'c .. ': 

Ibid., p. 270. 
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throughout the criminal justice community are often too great for any 

but the few largest agencies to bear, the Commission urged Federal sup

port for these efforts. The Federal Government has a clear role in 

combining the interests of all the separate jurisdictions into a common 

RDT&E program. For these reasons, such a Federally supported Research 

and Development Program was incorporated into the President's Safe 

Streets and Crime Control Bill.* The Act, after amendment, was signed 

into law on June 19, 1968, as the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 

Act of 1968 (Public Law 90-351). 

Title I of the Act establishes a Law Enforcement Assistance Admin

istration (LEAA) principally to support State and local government ef

forts in cY'ime control. Parts Band C of Title I authorize grants for 

developing plans to improve crime control and for subsidizing the actions 

and innovations to carry out these plans. The grants are to be admin

istered through an Office of Planning and Law Enforcement Grants. 

Part D of Title I 0reates a National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice (referred to hereafter as the "Institute lT ) within 

the Justice Department. The Act~b': authorizes the Institute to per-

form the following functions: 

." 

"I. To make grants to, or enter into contracts with, public 

c~encies, institutions of higher education, or private 

organizations to conduct research, demonstrations, or 

special projects pertaining to the purposes described in 

this title, including the development of new or improved 

approaches, techniques, systems, equipment, and devices 

to improve and strengthen law enforcement; 

"2. To make continuing studies and undertake programs of re

search to develop new or improved approaches, techniques, 

systems, equipment, and devices to improve and strengthen 

law enforcement, including, but not limited to, the effec

tiveness of projects or programs carried out under this 

title; 

"H.R 5037 and S. 917, submitted to Congress on February 6, 1967. 
~"(~': 

Sec"tion 402. 
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113. To carry out programs of behavioral research designed to 

provide more accurate information on the causes of crime 

and the effectiveness of various means of preventing crime, 

and to evaluate the success of correctional procedures; 

114. To make recommendations for action which can be taken by 

Federal, State, and local govern.ments and by private per

sons and organizations to improve and strengthen law en

forcement; 

11 5. To carry out programs of instructional assistance consisting 

of research fellowships for the programs provided under this 

section, and special workshops for the presentation and dis

semination of information resulting from research, demon

strations, and special projects authorized by this title; 

"6. To carry out a program of collection and ~issemination of 

information obtained by the Institute or 0ther Federal 

agencies, public agencies, institutions of higher education, 

or private organizations engaged in projects under this 

title, including information relating to new or improved 

approaches, techniques, systems, equipment, and devices to 

improve and strengthen law enforcement; and 

"7. To establish a research center to carry out the programs de

scribed in this section." 

The Act authorizes* $10 million for these functions in Fiscal Year 

1969. 

In anticipation of a crime control act with such a significant 

research and development program, the Office of Law Enforcement 

Assistance of the Justice Department initiated planning for the 

Institute. The Office, as a consequence of the Institute for ~e

fense Analyses T Science and Technology Task Force studies, contracted 

with IDA to structure a research and development program for the 

National Institute to undertake upon its creation. This report, 

building on the total work of the National Crime Commission, outlines 

that program. 

Section 520. 
9 
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B. THE FEDERAL ROLE IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, 
TEST AND EVALUATION 

The RDT&E program must serve as a stimulus and a catalyst to 

foster innovation and change in the nation's efforts to reduce crime. 

It is clear from the growing public concern with crime that the actions 

being taken today are not considered adequate. The program is in

tended to find new ways of reducing and controlling crime, ascertain 

how much better they are, and see that the most effective approaches 

are applied widely and wisely. 

In considering such changes, a fundamental assumption is that 

the principal responsibility for crime reduction and control will 

continue to rest with State and local agencies and officials. The 

Federal Government should support them by helping to do those things 

they are unable to do wholly on their own, especially when the benefits 

can be generalized and shared widely, and also by fostering dissem

ination of results developed by State and local agencies on their 

own. 

In research arld development, in particular, the Institute can 

perform a central role without infringing on the prerogatives or 

authority of local agencies. Many agencies share common problems. 

Results such as development of new correctional rehabilitation 

approaches, for determining optimum patrol patterns, design, develop

ment, and evaluation,of new command-and-control ~ystems, or research 

into the susceptibility of different population groups to deterrence 

can be developed in one place and then reasonably translated to others. 

Furthermore, since many RDT&E projects are expensive, most 

jurisdictions, in the face of normal inertia or budget pressures, 

cannot or will not invest in them. To a large degree, this explains 

the technically backward state of our criminal justice system and 

the extremely poor state of our knowledge on how to reduce and con

trol cr~e. Those few organizations that do undertake research and 

development projects even in the face of these pressures, normally 

have little incentive to see that the results are disseminated else

where. 
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In contrast, the Institute can serve this collective interest. 

It can find the police departments best suited to conduct experiments 

on patrol tactics. It can choose the departments that are willing to 

experiment and have access to specialists in experiment design and 

evaluation. The research need not be inhibited by the agencyTs own 

budget. The Institute and the Law. Enforcement Assistance Administra

tion would then see that the findings are widely tested and duplicated. 

§ ) The Institute can also organize the market: for collective crim-
f! 
~ inal justice equipment needs. In many cases, especially in the develop-

ment of simple devices, industry can undertake the developments on 

its own. He:r:'e the Institute TS role is to assure industry of a market 

and to establish guidelines on the requirements to be met. The high 

cost of custom design for each individual operating agency (most of 

which lack the technical skills for participating in such a custom 

design process) should be avoided. The Institute and the Law En

forcement Assistance Administration can bring together the common 

interests and needs, organize the preparation of requirements for a 

standardized family of devices to meet the total need, and then 

stimulate or support the development by industry. In some cases, 

such as command and control systems where the development costs are 

high, the Institute can support the development directly. The In

stitute can also evaluate alternative devices and techniques to 

assure that protection is wisely bought by both criminal justice 

agencies and the general public. 

C. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION 
PROGRAM 

The RDT&E program has three principal objectives: 

1. Research--a better description of the current crime situation 

and of the relationships between crime and the actions 

taken to reduce and control it. 

2. Development--of new and improved approaches and means for 

solving problems of crime reduction and control. 

3. Test and Evaluation--of alternative innovations. 

11 



A consequence of this entire program will be the introduction of 

new disciplines and professions into the criminal justice process. 

The professionals involved, many of them with a research orientation, 

will pose fresh approaches, ask searching questions, and examine 

problems analyticallyo Hopefully, these people will be significant 

forces for innovation. 

1. Research 

The research objective is to be directed at the important areas 

of ignorance. The list ranges from the causes of crime to the infor

mation content of a fingerprint, from the genetic correlates of violent 

behavior to the biography of offenders, and from the measurement of 

the amount of crime to the measurement of its seriousness. 

The research studies aI~ intended to provide a foundation of 

knowledge for action programs and especially to guide the second 

objective--the development of new approaches. For a system like the 

criminal justice system, which has been only lightly touched by the 

profound social and technological changes of the 20th ceptury, the 

need for such innovation has become vital. 

2. Development 

a. Equipment Development. The process of equipment development 

for the criminal justice system will be appreciably different from such 

development for the Defense Department and NASA. In these latter cases, 

the agency sponsoring the equipment development and the ultimate user 

are normally in the same organization. There is a single, unique user 

to satisfy, and both the developer and the user report within a single 

chain of command. Because of this relationship, communication of user 

needs and development response to them involves a well-organized pro

cedure with eXplicitly formulated II requirements .11 In the Institute T s 

case, however, it must foster development for independent State and lo

cal users. The users and the developer are organizationally independent. 

Also, the individual users are independent of each other, and they 

may have different requirements, or at least different opinions on 

12 
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their requirements. These problems, of course, are shared in the 

programs of HEW, HUD, and other Federal agencies addressing domestic 

problems through local agencies. Clearly, coordination among these 

efforts will be required. 

New procedures will consequently have to be found to organize 

effective equipment development and procurement in this more complex 

case. The total set of user requirements will have to be collected, 

organized, mediated, and expressed by the Institute, undoubtedly 

working through a combination of technical study groups. These groups 

will cooperate with committees of user representatives and the in

dustry group performing ·the development. 

The role of the Institute in equipment development will depend 

on the nature of the innovations. These may be considered to be of 

three kinds: 

1. Innovations based on eXisting technology. 

2. Innovations for which all the technological components are 

available but must be combined in new ways into large, 

complex systems. 

3. Innovations which are not now technologically available and 

require advancing the state of the art. 

Most equipment needs will fall into the first class, where the 

needs are primarily for clever invention rather than technological 

advance. Examples of innovations might include new and improved 

burglar alarms, locks and shielding devices. 

Development in this case can be conducted almost entirely by 

eXisting private industry, working closely with user agencies or 

committees. Here the Institute plays mainly a stimulating role to 

generate response. to eXisting needs, and a coordinating role to 

assure that the needs are well represented. Little or no Federal 

subsidy for the development will be necessary, for the development 

risks and costs will be relatively small and the profit potential in 

the identified market is reasonable. Private firms in competition 

13 
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will thus have adequate incentive to pursue such developments. The 

National Institute can then help in the evaluation of alternative 
developments to encourage wise purchasing. 

In the development of complex systems such as police command and 
control systems and large information systems, greater Feder~l support 

will be needed, however. The Institute will have to bring together 

and support system development organizations and operating agencies 

for development of the first models. The problem of finding the best 
system design is technically difficult and can only be accomplished 

by a close linkage to actual operations. Federal support will be 

necessary for the ex·tra development costs associated with the first 

few models of each kind of system. As the appJ·;cpriate design and 

the design process become clear, the Federal participation can decline. 

Advances of the technological art will be required in such areas 

as the development of fingerprint recognition systems and an effective 

but relatively har~less non-lethal weapon for use against fleeing 

sU8pects. In such cases, Federal assistance would go directly to the 

technical group conducting the development. Without Federal financial 

assistance, the development risks and costs would normally inhibit 

private investment. Direct support will hopefully restore the develop

ment incentive. 

b. Non-Equipment Development. Most innovations will not require 
new equipment. Directly relevant here are such developments as new 

police procedures, new court management approaches, and new means for 

improving offender rehabilitation .. 

In these cases and the many other areas of operational develop
ment, cooperative experimentation will be needed between the operating 

agencies, which are acquainted with the day-to-day problems, and 

tecTh~ical organizations, which can provide professional assistance 

for development and evaluation. 

The Institute would provide the financial support to cover the 

extra costs associated with a new approach. In cases where sufficient 

background knowledge already eXists, innovative development can 

14 



, begin immediately. Unlike the equipment technology situation, how-
~ 
~i 

f.i ever, all the background knowledge will usually not be available. 

Here, then, research and development must be more intimately related. 

Thus, for example, the development of innovative programs to improve 

police-community relations may well involve parallel attitude measure

ment research. 

3. Test and Evaluation 

Once an innovation is developed, it must be evaluated for its 

utility for adoption elsewhereo The evaluation must consider the 

degree to which the intended effects are achieved, but must also take 

into account any side effects that may be created. Thus, for example, 

establishing intensive police patrol in a neighborhood may in fact 

reduce the volume of certain crimes in that neighborhood (and it is 

important to know which crimes are thus deterred); but it may also 

result in a corresponding crime rate increase in adjacent neighbor

hoods or in the neighborhoods from which the additional resources 

have been drawn. As another illustration, the evaluation of a new 

kind of police car must take into account not only its vehicular 

performance, but also the way police officers use it and the community 

responds to i·t. The evaluation process must always conti"11J.8 after 

the initial introduction of an innovation in order to assess its 

performance in the operating context. In view of continually changing 

~ circumstances, it is important that the concept of continual evalua

tion become an integral part of criminal justice operations. Eval

uation units must be built into the agencies and charged with devel-

~. oping and maintaining baseline data to facilitate the testing process. 
~ 
(, 

The evaluation process must take into account both the innova
tort s stI'ong motivation and an innovation TS high visibility when 

i.t is initially introduced. The developer is strongly motivated to 

make the development succeed. The initial test group is highly 

subject to the classic Hawthorne effect,.i.e., they are likely to 

perform better simply because they become aware of being observed 

in a special situation. Thus, in order to generalize the results 

15 



of the initial trial to other p1aces and context, replication of the 

innovation in a more normal context under good experimental control 

will always be desirable. 

There is a special need to evaluate innovations through careful 

field tests. Lack of sophistication in the past has resulted in 

generally poor evaluation procedures for many demonstration projects. 

TlEvaluationl! has usually meant either the subjective opinion of a 

program director or incomplete and uncontrolled testing. 

Other evaluations will involve equipment. Some of these tests 

can be done completely in the laboratory; an example is the deter

mination of weapon accuracy or burglar-alarm failure rates. Most 

equipment, however, will require both laboratory and field testing. 

After laboratory testing of an itemTs technical performance, its non

technical performance--essentially involving the behavioral inter

actions between the equipment and both,its users and the community 

at large--will weigh heavily in its evaluation. For example, a new 

non-lethal weapon can be tested in the laboratory for its direct 

physiological consequences. However, the community response to the 

weapon and its misuse may well be the most important factor in de

ciding whether or not to adopt it and in establishing guidelines for 

its use if it is adopted. The experience of electric batons and the 

Chemical Mace has already clearly brought out the importance of these 

considerations. As in the case of non-equipment innovations, field 

evaluation procedures in the equipment case have been poor. 

Wherever possible in the evaluation process, experimental controls 

will be required in the evaluation. Measurement in quantitative terms 

is also desirable wherever possible, though when it is not, impression

istic consequences identified as such will be necessary. Comparing 

the consequences of an innovation with its costs and side effects will 

then provide guidance to other jurisdictions on whether to incorporate 

the innovation into their own operations. 

It is clear, in sum, that the evaluation of both operational and 

equipment innovations requires considerable sophistication in social 

experimentation and in the techniques of experlllent design. 
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Because of the widespread inadequacies suggested and the unique 

opportunities in the criminal justice system for scientifically and 

socially careful experimentation, it seems a logical place to ex

periment with and develop the evaluation process for use in the future. 

D. IHPLEMENTATION OF THE PROGRAM 

Not only must the Institute develop innovations and determine 

which ones are desirable, but it must direct considerable attention 

to seeing that the desirable ones are implemented. Without a' well

planned and administered strategy for implementation, much quality 

work is likely to accumulate dust on library shelves. 

One component of an implementation strategy is finding means to 

sell innovations to criminal justice officials. The problem may be 

less severe in the case of new equipment; if a piece of hardware is 

physically superior and there are min~nal behavioral and organiza

tional constraints to adoption, its merit is easy to see, and it has 

a high probability of being accepted if the price is reasonable. 

Operational innovations, however, may present more difficulties. 

Here, the individuals operating the system might resist the change. 

Some judges, for example, might interpret new aids to sentencing 

decisions as infringements on their traditional discretionary powers, 

and some police officers might view improved patrol schedules as 

disruptive to a well-established routine. 

These problems can be addressed not only by a cornrnittment of 

staff to them, but also by directing a component of the research 

program at finding better means for implementation. 

E. FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM 

The objectives of research, development, and test and evaluation 

discussed above provide one way of breaking down the InstituteTs 

program. Their utility is in distinguishing between different degrees 

of proximity to actual operational employment (research being most 
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remote and evaluation closest to operation). Another important 

breakdown is the functional one. Its value is that it distinguishes 

between the different operational missions to be performed. Such a 

structure provides a basis for applying priorities reflecting feasi

bility and utility. It also permits comparison with related efforts 

being conducted and sponsored elsewhere, and so helps to identify 

the important gaps. 

Such a functional structure of mission and program areas is 

developed in the next section. The distribution of current effort, 

especially in the work supported by the Department of Justice and 

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is presented in 
Chapter IV. Chapter V then develops a proposed program for the 

Institute. Some technical issues affecting the management of the 

program are discussed in Chapter VI. 
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III. MISSION AND PROGRAM AREAS 

Partitioning the total problem of research, development, test 

and evaluation on crime reduction and control was first considered 

along the traditional subsystem lines of police, courts, and correc

tions. This partition was found undesirable for a variety of reasons. 

It is difficult to develop priorities rationally with such a structure. 
A large nt~ber of the important problems (e.g., total system planning) 

pertain to the entire criminal justice system, a second group (e.g., 

the technology of evidence) relates to the interactions among these 
component subsystems, certain others (e.g., the causes of crime) 

include considerations outside the criminal justice system, and 

still others (e.g., methodology for efficient allocations of resources) 

apply equally to each of these subsystems. Furthermore, there is 

considerable benefit to be gained by considering the problems of inno

vation in a non-traditional way. Consequently, it was decided to 

separate the problem along functional lines associated with the missions 

to be performed. This approach emphasizes the subsystem interactions, 

where the problems are most severe and most need attention. As in 

any partition, there will be ambiguity about where a particu.lar prob

lem properly belongs and about some issues which cut across par-

tition boundaries. These problems, however, should be minimized with 

such a functional orientation. 

The initial unifying concept used to create the major mission areas 

is the reduction of the total social cost associated with crime and 

of actions taken to control crime. This social cost has many com

ponents. It includes the costs of crime, which are lowered by re

ducing the level of crime. It also includes the costs of crime control, 
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which are lowered by reducing the disruption to normal activity 

by the crime control system, as well as by improving its efficiency. 

The complexity of these components of total social cost is illustrated 

by the categortes in Table 1. 

The concept of the total social cost associated with both crime 

and criminal justice system operations can more generally and analyt

ically be broken down into four major missio~ areas, as shown in 

Fig. 1. With regard to reducing social costs associated with crime, 

Mission Area I focuses on reducing the need and desire to commit crime 

while Mission Area II focuses on increasing the risk in committing 

crime.. Mission Area III focuses on reducing the social costs asso

ciated with the criminal justice crime system by improving system 

management. In addition, any RDT&E program will require various kinds 

of technical support (Mission Area IV), such as statistical collection 

and program management, which serve the more directly functional parts 

of the program .. 

The broad structure of Fig. 1 leads to a finer breakdown into 

"program areas!! within each mission area, as shown in Table 2. Mission 

Area I divides into program areas focusing on ameliorating the causes 

of crime by means outside (Program Area 1) and inside (Program Area 

2) the criminal justice system. The two program areas under Mission 

Area II deal with reduction of criminal opportunities or direct crime 

prevention (Program Area 3) and with improvement of the effectiveness 

of the cr~ninal justice system in apprehending and convicting crimi

nal offenders (Program Area 4). Mission Area III, concerned with 

criminal justice systerrl operations has a principal focus on the effi

ciency and general effectiveness of that system (Program At'ea 5); 

closely related in a management context are its relations with the 

community (Program Area 6) and the selection and training of its 

personnel (Program Area 7). 

Mission Area IV focuses on key institutional needs to support the 

operation of the RDT&E program. These insti"tutions include an equip
ment evaluation laborato~y (Program Area 8), a statistics and crime 

measurement center (Program Area 9), a basic research center (Program 

Area 10) and technical support for the program (Program Area 11). 
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TABLE l. SOCIAL COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH CRIME 

Cost Categories Examples 

l. Victimization 

2. Fear of Victimization 

30 Cost of Protecting Against 
Crime 

4. Operation of the Criminal 
Justice System 

5. Welfare for Offenders and 
Families 

6. Invasion of Privacy 

7. Penalties Imposed Through 
Erroneous Decisions by 
the Criminal Justice 
System 

8. Corruption of Social 
Institutions 

9.· Alienation from Social 
Norm by Enforcement of 
Unaccepted Laws. 

Lives cut short through murder. 
Deaths and injuries from snipers T 

bullets in a riot., 
Pregnancies and long-term trauma 

resulting fr'om rapes. 
Pedestrians injured by muggers. 
Stockholders defrauded by manipu

lators. 
Property loss through arson and 

theft. 
Retail prices raised to compensate 

for shoplifting losses. 

Restriction on personal activities, 
e.g., walking in parks at night. 

Reluctance to work in areas with 
high crime rates. 

Installation and maintenance of 
burglar alarms. 

'Locks, safes, etc. 
Insurance. 

Salaries of officials. 
Lost income and fees to jurors. 
Construction and operation of prisons. 

Welfare costs for families during 
incarcera ti on. 

Reduced employment opportunities 
for offenders. 

Wiretapping and bugging. 
Street surveillance. 
Maintenance of personal record files 

indefinitely. 

False Arrest. 
Erroneous conviction. 
EXcessive use of force. 
Injury to innocent bystanders 

during a riot. 

Bribery of officials by organized 
crime. 

Disrespect for law resulting from 
preferential treatment of some 
offenders. 

Student resentment of marijuana 
laws. 
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Reduction of Social Costs Associated 
with Crime and Its Control 

Mission Area IV 
Provision for Program Support 

I I 
Reduction of Costs Mission Area III 

Associated with Crime Reduction of Costs 

I Associated with Criminal 
Justice System Operations 

( System Management) 

Mission Area I Mission Area II 
Reduction of Need and Increase in Risks and 

Desire to Commit Difficulty of Committing 
Crime (Crime Prevention Crime (Crime Control) 

and Rehabi I itation ) 

5T8-30-68-1 

FIGURE 1. Structure of the Overall Mission Areas 

Each of the program areas, in turn, compromises a variety of 

substantive issues and research approaches. These topics of inves

tigation are listed in Table 3 by program area. 

B. PROORAM AREA NEEDS 

The structure of the program areas is intended to permit coverage 

of the entire field of research on the problems of crime and its re

duction. Any relevant problem should be able to fit into one or 
another program area. 
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TABLE 2. PROGRAM AREA STRUCTURE IN THE RESEARCH 
PROGRAM OF THE INSTITUTE 

MISSION AREA I: Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation--Reduction in 

the need and desire to commit crime 

MISSION AREA II~ 

Program Area 1. Identification and reduction of 
causes of crime. 

Program Area 2. Rehabilitation of offenders. 

Crime Control--Increase in the risks and difficulty 

of committing crime 
Program Area 3 •. Direct crime prevention. 

Program Area 4. Improvement in the probability of 
apprehension and conviction of 
offenders. 

MISSION AREA III: Criminal Justice System Management Improvement-

Reduction of the cost of system operations 

R!ogram Area-i. Improvement of the efficiency and 
effectiveness of Criminal Justice 
System management. 

Program Area 6. Improvement of relations between the 
Criminal Justice System and the 
community. 

Program Area 7. Improvement of the selection and 
training of personnel. 

MISSION AREA IV: Program 

l)~rq:;;' ~ 11 Program 
In ~\.~~~ 
. ~' Program 

,Erogram 

Support 

Area 8. 

Area 9. 
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TABLE 3. 

MISSION AREA I 

PRINCIPAL AREAS OF INVESTIGATION IN THE RESEARCH 
PROGRAM OF THE INSTITUTE 

CRlME PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION--Reduction in the Need and Desire to Commit Crime 

Program Area 1. IDENTIFICATION AND REDUCTION OF CAUSES OF CRIME 

1. Measurement of factors related to crime, ~ncluding social and economic factors, factors in physical and 
social organization of communities, and biochemical and genetiC factors. 

2. Basic research into the development of individual value systems through family, peer grcups, mass media 

and institutions. 
3. Evaluation of crime-reduction consequences of action programs undertaken for crime-control purposes 

(e.g., edu,cational campaigns) or other purposes (e.g., unemployment reduction programs, welfare proqrams). 
4. Development of methodology for social program evaluation. 
5. Analysis of causation and development of civil disorders. 

Program Area 2. REHABILITATION OF CRIMINAL OFFENDERS 

1. Development of means for prediction of future criminal patterns of offenders, especially as affected by 
correctional treatment, and use of this to aid treatment decisions. 

2. Development and evaluation of innovative trea;ment programs, including alternatives to adjudication and 
incarceration and expanded use of ex-offenders and sub-professionals. 

3. Development and evaluation of .new priscner training techniques and vocational placement programs. 
4. Design of model correctional institutions. 
5. Anaiysis of characteristics of offenders. 

MISSION AREA II 
CRIME CONTROL--Increase in the Risks and Difficulty of Committing Crime 

Program Area 3. DIRECT PREVENTION OF CRIME 

1. Development of techniques for reducing the opportunities to commit crime, including hardening of targets 
(e.g., standards for automobile locks, building code requirements, credit card and check cashing require
ments) • 

2. Development and testing of community surveillance and alarm systems. 
3. Study of factors in deterrence, including' differential deterrability of different population groups 

(e.g., juveniles, past offenders) by crime types; relationship of deterrence to apprehenSion probability 
and analysis and evaluation of means for evoking deterred behavior. 

4. Analysis and experimentation with preventive patrol strategies and techniques. 
5. Structural analysis and strategiC attack upon organized crime, narcotics traffic, and other criminal systems. 
6. Development and evaluation of plans, tactics, and techniques for early quenching of potential riot 

situations. 

Program Area 4. IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROBABILITY OF APPREHENSION AND CONVICTION OF OFFENDERS 

1. Analysis of factors leading to apprehension through studies of police operations. 
2. Development of methods to increase community ability and willingness to report crimes. 
3. Analysis of crime patterns. 
4. Development of means for effective assignment of patrol resources. 
5. Design of improved command and control systems. 
6. Development of a laboratory for simulation of normal and emergency command and control. 
7. Design of police radio networks. 
8. Development of new family of portable police radios. 
9. Establishment of standards for police radios. 

10. Development and evaluation of forensic and other evidential techniques. 
11. Development of modern fingerprint recognition techniques. 
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TABLE 3. (Co;ntinued) 

12. Development of computer aids to detective investigation. 
13. Development of experimental police vehicles. 
14. Development and evaluation of non-lethal weapons. 
lS. Evaluation of the effects of past and present court decisions on apprehension and conviction proba

bilities. 

MISSION AREA III 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT--Reduction of the Costs of System Operations 

Program Area S. IMPROVEMENT OF THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS 'OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

1. Analysis of total criminal justice system operations 
2. Improvement of resources allocation by time, place, and function. 
3. Study of the process of innovation and change in cr::.minal justice agencies. 
4. Development of model inter-agency and inter-jurisd'iction criminal justice information systems (e.g., for 

a metropolitan area or for a total criminal justice system). 
5. Evaluation of means to reduce court proceSSing time. 
6. Development of standard computer formats (e.g., for criminal records). 
7. Development of widely useful computer programs (e.g., for patrol-force allocation). 

Program Area 6. IMPROVEMENT OF RELATIONS BETWEEN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM AND THE COMMUNrry 

1. Measurement of attitudes and behavior of the community and of criminal justice system officials. 
2. Evaluation of innovations in demonstration projects on community attitudes and behavior. 
3. Assessment of effect on attitudes and behavior of criminal justice system operations. 

Program Area 7. IMPROVEMENT OF SELECTION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 

1. Study of relation between required skills and jobs. 
2. Development and evaluation of job tests. 
3. Development of personnel standards and evaluation procedures. 
4. Development of training materials and techniques. 

MISSION AREA IV 
PROGRAM SUPPORT 

Program Area 8. ESTABLISHMENT OF EQUIPMENT TESTING AND EVALUATION LABORATORY 

1. Establishment of equipment and materials standards. 
2. Test and evaluation of new equipment and materials. 
3. Quality control evaluation of new products. 
4. Technical support for field investigations. 

Program Area 9. ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF A STATISTICS AND CRIME MEASUREMENT CENTER 

1. Collection, analysis, and publication of total criminal justice system statistics •. 
2. Conduct of special statistical surveys. 
3. Conduct of victimization surveys to calibrate reported crime measurements. 

Program Area 10. ESTABLISHMENT OF A MAJOR PRIVATE RESEARCH INSTrrm'E 

Program Area 11. PROVISION FOR POOGRAM MANAGEMENT TECHNICAL SUPPORr 

1. Planning of future RDT&E program 
2. Evaluation of program. 
3. Evaluation of proposals. 
4. Appraisal of projects. 
S. Dissemination of results of program. 
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The listing in Table 3 is intended to provide a summary dis

cussion of the highlights of each program area. Clearly, volumes 

could be written on the problems of any single program area, let 

alone on the combination of all of them. The discussion in this sec

tion attempts to highlight the critical research problems in the 11 

program areas, and to indicate the kinds of projects which require 

high priority in the Instituters program. For some of the program 

areas, the discussion is elaborated further in a separate volume. 

In some cases, the project description is narrow and specific, as in 

the requirement for development of a portable police radio. Where 

the approach is well defined, the Institute could let a contract 

directly_ In other cases, as in the requirement for evaluating new 

approaches to improving pOlice-community relations, the possibil

ities are numerous and require much in the way of new ,approaches 

and ideas. Although some possibilities are discussed here, the 

discussion cannot be exhaustive. A principal effort of the Insti

tute should therefore be to stimulate new ideas from the research 

and operating communities. 

1. Program Area l--Identification and Reduction of Causes of Crime 

Because of such realities as the complexity and lack of present 

knowledge about crime causation, the extreme difficulty in determining 

Tlcause II in the absence of controlled experimentation, and the limited 

willingness to do so, the Institute cannot at present hope to make 

a major impact on identifying definitively the causes of crime. The 

problem is so important, however, that the Institute should take ini

tial steps toward both conducting and supporting research on certain 

selected topics and integrating and helping to coordinate research 

supported by other sources. 

The Instituters selection of research topics should focus on 

both developing more sophisticated methods of inquiry and moving 

toward greater understanding of causation. 

Much of present criminological methodology is data collec·tion 

without a theoretical interpretation, or theoretical formulation 
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without empirical validation. The Instituters research projects 

should reflect a much better balance that at present among data, 

theory, and experimentation. In addition, the approach should not 

rely only on simple cause-effect assumptions, but must reflect the 

many mechanisms of cr~~e generation, transmission and amplification. 

For example, not only may socio-economic deprivation motivate or 

generate criminal behavior in a particular individual, but it may 

also create criminal values which are transmitted from person to 

person and from generation to generation within a ghetto or de-

pressed area. Furthermore, efforts to control one kind of crime 

(e.g., narcotics) can give rise to other kinds of crime (e.g., more 

burglary to meet the increased cost of the narcotics), so that the 

interactions among kinds of crime must be considered. And, whatever 

the cause, once criminal behavior is generated.in an individual, it 

may be amplified into more--or more serious--criminal behavior by 

consequences of labeling; thus, an individual may be driven to stealing 

as a result of his difficulty in obtaining employment because of an 

arrest record. 

In addition to developing more sophisticated theory through 

application of more sophisticated methods, the Institute should 

inquire into many of the causation theories which have been and are 

being debated in the criminological literature. Examples are anomie 

interpretations, socio-economic explanations, the theory of culture 

conflict, the theo~ of differential association, and the opportu

nity theories focusing on legitimate versus illegitimate means to 

given ends. Each of these theories is undoubtedly valid in certain 

cases and invalid in others. The problem is to find the region of 

applicability of each. These hypotheses should be used as the basis 

of experiments which can rigorously evaluate the limits of their 

applicability. Perhaps this might· lead to a more general theory 

of social deviance. 

The Institute should also develop better means for evaluating 

the crime-reduction consequences of action programs. Once information 
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is found and hypotheses formulated about the causes of crime, demon

stration- projects are necessary to test whether implementation of 

this knowledge actually produces reduction of crime. Such evalua

tion is difficult, but is necessary for advancing societyTs ability 

to cope with its crime problems. The Institute should therefore 

develop generally applicable and rigorous testing procedures involving 

improved means of simulating experimental control. Because the cri

terion for program evaluation is essentially the change in the crime 

rate among the group affec·ted, such development will also require 

more detailed and sophisticated statistics on delinquency and crime, 

especially in the test area. 

The evaluation procedure should focus on the crime reduction 

consequences of the large number of social action programs currently 

being undertaken. These include programs with ostensible crime re

duction purposes (e .g., ITlock-your-carll educational campaigns or 

visits to schools by police officers) and those with other primary 

purposes, but having anticipated crime reduction effects (e.g., job 

training programs or the creation of community recreation facilities). 

The evaluation should cover the individuals affected by the program, 

individuals having contact with them, and control groups not exposed 

to the programs. It should also cover both the immediate effect of 

the program and the longer term consequences. The programs under-
. , 

taken under the action g·rants of LEAA should be prime candidates 

for such evaluations so that the research results can provide use

ful guidance to the continuing formulation of the action-grant 

program. 

The research on causation will follow two principal approaches: 

cross-sectional correlation studies and longitudinal cohort studies. 

The cross-section studies will consider the wide range of possible 

crime-related variables such as family structure, employment, education, 

community organization and even biochemical and genetic factors. Some 

such stUdies (e.g., the effect of unemployment) could be based on 

available demographic data. Others (e.g., family structure) may re

quire the collection of more finely grained statistics. Still others 
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(e.g., genetic factors such as the presence of the X¥Y chromosome 

distortion) will require new data on population samples from both 

the criminal and non-criminal groups. In all cases, research will 

build upon the eXisting relevant cross-sectional work, such as that 

motivated by the Chicago ecological tradition. 

The cohort studies will require long-term funding and support of 

initial development of the cohort groups (e.g., first graders in 

slum schools) with provision for follow-ups on the factors affecting 

their criminal and treatment histories. 

Similar research approaches are involved in more fundamental 

studies aimed at determining the means by which individual values 

are formed. Here, longitudinal or experimental studies on exposure 

to value influences (e.g., schools, mass media) and cross-sectional 

studies on value congruence between individuals (especially between 

juveniles and their parents, teachers, and peers~ should be conducted. 

Considerable research is also needed in the causation of civil 

disorders and the nature of their propagation, in terms of why and 

how individuals not involved initially become involvedo The research 

would have to examine the underlying grievance mechanisms, the 

character of the precipitating events, and the propagation as well 

as the quenching mechanism~. Although it may be less productive to 

inquire into factors responsible for the development of unrest over 

long periods of time (such as poverty and discrimination), short-run 

precipitating causes (such as inefficient local government and break

down of communication) may well identify immediate action consequences. 

In addition to undertaking and supporting research, the Institute 

should also encourage, integrate and coordinate the research on crime 

etiology by others. A closer liaison will be needed between the Insti

tute's own research efforts, the work by other Federal agencies such as 

HEW, and results from the private sector--composed mostly of university 

and foundation researchers. This liaison can be fostered, for example, 

by sponsoring occasional studies that pull together what has already 

been done in order to identify the most fruitful directions for future 

research. 
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2. Program Area 2--Rehabi1itation of Criminal Offenders 

The goal of Mission Area I is to reduce the need and desire to 
commit crime. Tn the first program area, the means to this end are 

changes outside the criminal justice system, while the emphasis in 

Program Area 2 is on changes within the system. A greater range of 

actions can, of course, be taken by the criminal justice 'system on 

individuals within it than outside of it. Because the Justice De

partment is primarily concerned with that system, its research will 

therefore normally give higher priority to actions taken in Program 

Area 2 than in Program Area 1, especially since the latter is a 

major interest of the HEW program. 

An important basic need in this area, on which other research can 

build, is improving prediction methods--both in forecasting the 

likelihood of an offender recidivating and the kind of crime he is 

likely to commit if he does ~~cidivate. Continued sophistication and 

greater use of the base expectancy tables are necessary for this 

purpose. The tables must continually be updated and evaluated on the 

basis of validity and reliability. 

It is not sufficient merely to predict whether an individual is 

likely to recidivatec The prediction also must take account of the 

alternative treatments to which he may be subjected. Simple corre

lation studies here are not sufficient since there is an inherent 

risk-selection process in assignment to treatment. Thus, experi

mental controls are requi~~d to compensate for these effects. Further

more, since tl~atment effectiveness depends on individual differences, 

paired comparisons will usually be required, Such kinds of experi

mental control are feasible in correctional situations, and they 

should be used in cases in which any of several alternative treat

ments might reasonably be selected. 

Greater methodological rigor, too, is needed in the evaluation 

of current rehabilitation programs. Too often program developers 

have been interested merely in putting their own intuitive ideas 

into action, with little or no scientific testing. All current 
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rehabilitation efforts--such as counseling, group therapy, medical 

treatment and vocational training--need to be tested over a trial 

period and compared to control groups for changes in employment 

stability, rates of recidivism, and types of crime committed. 

Measurement for effectiveness should similarly be made for 

proposed ~ rehabilitation programs. There is a need, for example, 

to develop and test such innovations as alterna~ives t~ adjudication. 

Such alternatives might include testing the effect of replacing the 

plea bargaining process by a defendantTs commitment to avail himself 

of specified community social services. Many of the new programs 

can be expected to fi~d greater use for sub-professionals and ex

offenders in the rehabili"tation process; their effectiveness and 

costs must be evaluated. Another area of experimentation lies in 

finding the proper mix between various forms of community and insti

tutional treatment and identifying the individuals most suited to 

each kind of program. 

Other new rehabilitation innovations that need to be evaluated 

for their effectiveness include the development of more and improved 

addiction treatment techniques (such as use of the drug, methadone) 

and a greater attempt to integrate all the social welfare programs 

of the community into the rehabilitative effort, especially in the 

case of juveniles and ·the socio-economically disadvantaged. Pephaps 

most important in the area of new programs to be developed and 

evaluated is the need to provide offenders with the skills necessary 

to obtain steady employment. Such programs should identify the 

occupational specialties in greatest demand and develop training 

materials and techniques to qualify men to hold such jobs. 

The development of treatment techniques need not be limited 

to only identified and convicted offenders. As the ability to pre

dict children fS future criminal behavior improves, it becomes im

portant to develop early intervention techniques. Clearly, the 

techniques cannot h8 coercive and they must avoid the dangers of 

stigmatization. Because th~ techniques will often involve the 
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learning of non-criminal values and life patterns, they might be 

developed and evaluated in conjunction with a school system. 

All present incarceration and rehabilitation methods can be 

interpreted as trying to control against future deviant behavior. 

FutUre technological advances, such as improved operant conditioning, 

the use of drugs, or perhaps even surgical changes, may be able to 

do so much more effectively. When these new techniques are developed, 

however, they will present serious ethical, social, and legal pro

blenls. For example, under what conditions can a court order brain 

surgery on a pathological assaulter if such surgery can relnove his 

pathology without seriously affecting him otherwise? until such 

techniques are perfected, what side effects might be tolerated with 

less perfect surgery? 

The development of these techniques is likely to arise from 

other sources, oriented primarily to voluntary medical treatment. 

The Institute can begin now to conduct the studies that will allow 

more intelligent guidance on the use of such means of behavior 

control when they become operationally feasible. These studies 

will provide the background information needed for judging the 

ethical, social, and legal issues when they are brought to court. 

In addition to the development and evaluation of short- and 

long-run rehabilitation programs, research and development are 

needed in several other areas. Better data are required on the 

characteristics of offenders, with regard to educational background, 

employment history, patterns of behavior, intelligence, demographic 

characteristics, and so forth. The resulting insights will hope

fully suggest new treatment or prevention programs. 

Another area, the physical design of correctional institutions, 

has been given relatively little attention in recent years. The 

Institute could support a project intended to design model penal 

institutions which combine security requirements with the facilities 

needed for effective training and rehabilitation. 
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- -- --- -----------------

3. Program Area 3--Direct Prevention of Crime 

Whereas the previous two program areas focused on reducing the 

need and desire to commit crime, the interest here shifts to acKnow

ledging the presence of need and desire but incl~asing the risk and 

difficulty of committing crime by manipulation of the environment. 

This includes reducing opportunities to commit crime by such means 

as hardening the targets of crime and making them less vulnerable 

to attack. It also includes actions to demonstrate visibly a high 

risk of apprehension, under the assumption that high risk deters some 

P1ii:ople from committing some crimes. 

Where the targets of crime are private property, the Institutets 
principal function should be to stimulate appropriate technological de

velopment (with the development itself performed in the private sector), 

to evaluate the utility of alternative approaches, and at least to iden

tify the requirements for new approaches. Requirements for more secure 

auto ignition locks, such as is possible with spring-loaded keys, 

might be one early project. Similar requirements are advisable for 

the hardening of checks and credit cards (such as requiring a color 

picture, signature, verifiable thumbprints, or even a magnetic re

cL'rding of the ownerTs voice). In the area of identifying require

ments, the Institute might undertake a study on building-code standards 

to minimize the criminal opportunities in hallways, elevators, a.nd 

apartments~ 

Direct prevention also includes actions taken to raise the 

perceived risk of apprehension. Principal among these are various 

techniques designed to make detection of the criminal act more likely. 

These can include: better street lighting to make it easier to see 

a crime in preparation or progress; burglar alarms for the protection 

of unwatched premises; robbery alarms that would enable a victim to 

call for police help; store, building or street surveillance systems 

using closed-circuit 'television sensors; and such local surveillance 

devices as store cameras that record the signing of checks or tele

vision cameras to record bank robberies. 
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In all these cases, development requirements and guidelines as 
well as evaluations of effectiveness in terms of detection and false 

alarm rates are needed. In certain cases, especially those which 

relate to community systems (street surveillance systems, for example), 

the Institute might fund the development and evaluation of demon

stration projects. 

Underlying all of these approaches is the basic concept of 

deterrence--the assumptiun of rational decision-making in which an 

individual weighs the likelihood of gaining his objective against 

the likelihood of being caught and the possible consequences if he 

is caught. The importance of this basic concept in the operation 
of the criminal justice system, and the present lack of knowledge 

on what actions deter what individuals from committing what acts, 

make it a high-priority research area. 

The critical problem in structuring an investigation of deterrence 
is the search for major variations in threat situations which account 

for the observed behavioral variations. One important set of vari-

iables related to the target aud~ence: How do different people, es

pecially juveniles and habitual offenders, react to a given threat 
situation? How do they act to avoid the threat? How is the threat 

communicated to each group of potential offenders? HoW can pre

conditioning be accomplished? What aspects of the threat are most 
relevant--apprehensi,on, conviction, or punishment? What is the role 

of a police department 1 s public relations? These can all be examined 

by experiments in the laboratory and in the field. 

One principal means of demonstrating the deterrent threat is 
through police patrol--the flomnipresence of the police. tt What are 

the most effective means for presenting this police presence? Should 

police use marked or unmarked vehicles? How does deterrence change 

with intensity of patrol in a given area? What is the reaction time 

between a change in patrol patterns and an effect on the crime rate? 

Is it better to operate at a continuous level of patrol intensity or 

to make large increases at random times and places? These que~tions 
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are certainly amenable to experimental research. Furthermore, the 

cost of such research is low: because the patrol operation goes on 

continuously, it requires only the imposition of some fOI~m of ex

perimental control and careful analysis of the results. The analysis 

would be in terms of crime rates by type of crime in the test area 

and in adjacent areas. 

In the organized crime context, the counterpart to target 

hardening is the removal of profits from underworld operations. 

Here, criminal activity is organized in an extremely rational, 

businesslike way. By an economic analysis of that business and its 

sources of costs and profits, it should be possible to identify the 

economic vulnerabilities. An organizational analysis could help 

identify how the communication structure of the business can best 

be disrupted. Such studies could analyze how organized crime 

might be deprived of the existing "black market" demand for many 

of the goods and services it provides. That demand might be channeled 

into alternative mar~ets, or competitive enterprises might be created. 

Direct prevention methods, too, are important in the context 

of civil disorders. Even if actions are taken to alleviate short

and long-run causes of riots, they may still occur. Direct control 

methods will then be needed • The incipient riot period--after 

disorders have begun but before any conflicts have greatly accele

rated--is an especially crucial time for control measures. Here the 

rapid introduction of sufficient visible force may be needed to 

quench the riot before it can gather momentum. The RDT&E effort 

should therefore include the development of riot prediction tech

niques (both long-term propensity and short-term imminence); the 

development of means for creating rapid mobilization, including par

ticularly a communications and command-and-control capability; 

and an evaluation of the consequences of various techniques such as 

CN and CS gases, smokes, very loud public address systems, slippe~J 

materials, and rapidly deployed barricades. These consequences 

would be evaluated with regard to individual behavior, crowd behavior, 
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and police operations. Some of this research can be conducted as 

mock battles in specially instrumented test sites. Other evaluations 

will have to be made on the spot. Here the possibility of orga-

nizing teams of expert observers who could be deployed at short 

notice to analyze the measures taken in a troubled area should be 

considered. The Institute should provide for the centralized collection 

and evaluation of such analyses sO that all communities can benefit 

from the accumulation of individual experience. 

4. Program Area 4--Improvement of the Probability of Apprehension 
and Conviction of Offenders 

One major aspect of Program Area 3 is the search for means of 

increasing deterrence by increasing the perception of apprehension 

by the poten"tial criminal. Program Area 4 focuses on improving 

apprehension per se, regardless of its perception. In addition, 

because it is an important part of the risk posed to a criminal, 

prosecution effectiveness is included in this program area. The 

prosecution problem includes both the conviction of the guilty and 

the protection ·of the innocent. 

Aside from its deterrent effects, improvement in the apprehension 

and conviction processes can lead to rehabilitation of an individual 

who would otherwise remain deviant, remove for a time those wh0 are 

a threat to society, and provide punishment for criminal offenders. 

The police patrol and detective forces are primarily responsible 

for apprehension. Despite the considerable resources committed 

to apprehension operations, very little is known about what aspects 

of these operations lead to high apprehension probability. Prelimi

nary studies conducted for the National Crime Commission indicated 

that response time was closely related to apprehension, but even that 

conclusion needs further verification. More careful studies in 

selected poli~e departments should explore the aspect of patrol and 

detective operations that now are most productive of arrests. The 

study should also identify those activities that al~ inherently 

fruitless so that resources need not be wasted on them, or, alternatively, 
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so that their weak aspects can be bolstered. These studies would in

clude examination of records as well as recording of police activities. 

The role of the community itself should not be left unquestioned 

in the search for ways to increase crime solution. In addition to 

being protected by improved means for detecting crime, as discussed 

in Program Area 3, the community must be given better access to the 

police. Street call boxes that any citizen can use and simpler 

dialing procedures f?r ordinary phones (e.g., more widespread instal-

;lation of the 911 number) would be a first step in the right direction. 

Even with improved access, however, it is another matter to ac"tually 

increase community willingness to report detected crimes. Publicity 

campaigns and, more fundamentally, improvements in police-community 

relations (discussed in Program Area 6) provide possible approaches 

to solving this problem. 

In taking actions against crime, a police force cou~d also be 

helped significantly if better means were found for predicting where 

and when various kinds of crimes are likely to occur. Computer 

analysis of crime records, using various statistical techniques, 

should be explored beyond that currently being done. 

With s~~h information on the time and location of various forms 

of crime and the effect of various police operations, it should be

come possible to develop more effective assignments of patrol re

sources so that they are more likely to be pre-positioned in a way 

to minimize their travel time to a crime scene and to maximize 

their chances of detecting a crime in progress. 

Central to all patrol operations is the command-and-control and 

communications capability. Command and control can be improved by 

simple changes in the organization and layout of the Gommunications 

center. This improvement can be facilitated by a simulation labor

atory in which various physical and operational configurations can be 

rnanipulated~ The goals will be to increase the efficiency of opera

tional procedures, improve the physical layout of the facility 

and the workplaces for the individual operators, and identify the 
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requisite personnel skills for performing the various functions. 

The laboratory should be especially concerned with the operation of 

the center during emergencies such as civil disorders; various 
operating modes for these critical events must be tested. 

Computer-assisted command-and-control systems should be designed 

for the la~~er police departments. New York City, with its SPRINT 
system, is taking some of the pioneering steps in this direction. 

It would be important for the Institute to sponsor some developments 

which examine the basic aspects of patrol operations so that the 
improved systems capitalize on the major advances possible with new 

technology. Such investigations should also explore the potential 

contributions of such technical devices as automatic car locators, 
especially considering the multiple uses of such devices (e.g., car 

locators for bus and taxi monitoring or as alarm receivers). After 

sponsoring investigations of this nature in several cities, the Insti

tute should be prepared to pay the incremental developmental costs 

for the city which develops the best preliminary system design in 
these definitional phases. 

Closely associated with command and control is the radio 

communications system. It includes primarily the mobile and por

table police radios and transmitters, but also the digital links 

such as teleprinter or cathode-ray-tube displays that might be incor

porated into the system. It also includes the design of metropoli

tan or regional radio networks to make the most effective use of the 

available radio spectrum to meet the combined needs of all the users 

in the area. The Institute should sponsor studies leading to the 

design of model radio networks, especially favoring those studies 

that reflect an integration of a city's total public safety network 

or the development of an area-wide network. 

The Institute should also organize an effort to develop a new, 
low-cost, lightweight family of portable police radios. This effort 

might include some preliminary design studies addressed to such 

questions as the optimum frequency for city transmission and for 
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building penetration. It should also develop the standards and speci

fications for such a family of radios, using a committee representing 

police users, radio engineers, and industry representatives. A 

procedure might then be developed for assuring that the radios become 

available. Guidance from industry representatives would be valuable 
in developing the plan and in reviewing options such as Federal spon

sorship of the development, Federal guarantees for purchase of an ini

tial production run, or simply identification of the potential market. 

After a suspect is caught and in preparation of a case for trial, 
most jurisdictions lack ready access to an adequate crime laboratory. 

The potential techniques of laboratory analysis already available 

far exceed those which have already been incorporated into operating 

laboratories. Creation of regional laboratories by LEAA with action 
grants is one approach to disseminating this capability. Neverthe

less, there remain many possibly useful new techniques--such as 

those for the analysis of blood and hair and for the computer coding 

and analysis of ballistic and handwriting signatures. In addition, 

data bases of drugs and common materials are required to provide 

standards to individual crime laboratories. 

As new criminalistics techniques are introduced, it will become 
increasingly important to provide courts with better means to evaluate 

the information yielded by them. Tests, for example, should be con

ducted to indicate in quantitative terms the two kinds of error-

failure to identify and false identification--associated with such 

techniques .. 

The fingerprint identification art is one of the most primitive 
in forensics. The system has changed little since the turn of the 

century, and can be significantly advanced thro ugh the use of modern 

optical readers and computer a~alysiS of the signal. In addition, 

new means of taking fingerprints should be explored. Studies are 

currently being sponsored by the FBI and by NYSIIS in this area. 

The Institute might identify the critical issues not now being ex

plored in these studies and pursue the relevant gaps. In view of 
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the on-going work, however, this cannot be viewed as a high-priority 

area for the Institute. 

Computer-based pattern recognition techniques are also relevant 

to the identification of crime suspects through analysis of crime 

reports and "mcdus operandi!! information associated with various 

repetitive criminals, especially professional burglars. 

Police vehicles represent an important aspect of police operations, 

but little has been done to provide vehicles designed for the job. An

experimental car should be designed, L~corporating many of the possible 

new features, probably using a new body and interior on a standard 

chassis. Such a car would be an important source of ideas to police 

departments in modification of their s'tandard vehicles. In addition, 

the eXperimental car could well lead to the adoption of a new standard 

police care Other vehicles, especially helicopters and scooters, 

should also be designed specifically to help in the performance of 

police functions. 

Non-lethal weapons represent an important area of new technology 

which provides police with valuable new tools, though new operational 

problems are, of course, also posed. The Institute should evaluate 

the effectiveness and toxicity of such weapons as CS, CN, smokes, 

foams, Chemical Mace, and dart guns. It should also establish model 

guidelines for their use, reflecting especially the problems of 

toxicity and of constraining excessively liberal use. Such evalua

tions would probably be conducted by the InstituteTs equipment 

laboratory, discussed under Program Area 8. 

Court decisions on due process considerations can have an impor

tant impact on apprehension and conviction rates. It would be 

desirable to evaluate the possible consequences of potential court 

decisions. What, for example, are the effects on apprehension and 

conviction probabilities by type of crime of judicial constraints 

on search and confession procedures, wiretapping, required blood 

tests, etc.? With such information, the courts may be in a better 

position to weigh the protection of individual liberties against the 

utility of law enforcement evidence. 
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5. Program Area 5--Improvement of the Efficiency and Effectiveness 
of Criminal Justice System Management 

The general need in Program Area 5 is to develop more efficient 

means of organizing and operating the criminal justice system. Crim

inal justice systems generally operate as three independent and often 

conflicting subsystems--the police, courts and corrections. A better 

understanding should be developed of how the overall system operates 

and how the significant subsystems interact. Means are needed to 

evaluate alternative actions and to find out how better to organize 

and operate the system. 

Some preliminary steps toward the objective of better organi

zation and operation were taken by the National Crime Commission 

in the development of a simulation model of the criminal justice 

system. This work provides a foundation upon which further research 

can be built and identifies data which must be collected in order 

to evaluate alternative actions in the total system context. Models 

should be d~veloped for cost-effectiveness analyses to determine 

which of several alternative courses of action will provide maximum 

effectiveness for a given cost, or minimum cost for a given effec

tiveness. To accomplish such analyses, research must be undertaken 

to find ways of costing the system (in terms of direct and indirect 

operating system dollar costs) and measuring its effectiveness (via) 

for example, reduced rates of various crimes, reduced recidivism, 

etc. ). 

Much of the research necessary to develop the simulation tool 

and to identify data needs and effectiveness measures can be done 

at the Federal level. However, it is important that this work on 

systems models be undertaken in conjunction with specific regional, 

state, and metropolitan area and city agencies. The work should in
clude further methodological development--such as determination through 

sensitivity analysis of how the sensitivity of results varies with 
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different input parameters, examination of different cost allocation 

procedures, examination of the interactions among system·components 

(e.g., effect of improved police effectiveness on sentencjng decisions), 
I 

and validation of the model by comparison with actual program experience. 

The work on the model should be supported by a comprehensive program 

to collect data on the other relevant costs in addition to direct 

operating costs. Data are also needed on arrest rates as a function 

of factors like age, economic level, and previous treatment by the 

criminal justice system. 

The resources available to the various criminal justice agencies, 

as with most other organizations, will always be limited. As a result, 

these agencies may find themselves lIundermanned ll to perform the activi

ties assigned to them. Increasing their resources should help; how

ever, proper allocation of their resources and efficient scheduling 

will also be required. A major component of any RDT&E program should 

be composed of studies, in all parts of the criminal justice system, 

directed at resource allocation. 

In police operations, allocation issues include the determina-

tion of the number and types of police officers assigned to each police 

precinct, to patrols, to detective work, to the communications center 

and to other specialized activities. In courts, the allocation decision 

would include the distribution of judges, prosecutors or public defenders 

between local and superior courts and between. civil and criminal parts. 

In corrections, the allocation decision might include the number of 

psychologists, social workers, etc., who are assigned to counseling 

in prison versus. those assigned to counseling in conjunction with 

parole officers. 

To address the problem of how to make best use of available 

resources, an analysis of the functions must be made and projections 

of future requirements performed. The level of manpower for each , 

function can be determined--the problem then is how to allocate to 

achieve this level in a ftbest" way. 
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The scheduling problem begins where the allocation problem leaves 

off. If it is ass~~ed that specified resources are available for 

performing the necessary functions, the question becomes how to use 

them over time to meet the anticipated~uncertainties and variations in 

demand. For each area within the criminal justice system, sqheduling 

procedures, based on proportional need as well as responsiveness to 

demands for service, must be developed and tested. Such procedures 

include, especially in police operations, real-time reallocation in 

which the perfonnance of the functions and the demand for service are 

monitored and resources are swi'i.;ched from one point to another as the 

situation develops. 

Innovative changes in an organization (e.g_, the introduction 

of a computer to automate activities such as command and control or 

scheduling) will probably be accompanied by structural changes in 

the organization and in the response of key individuals to the inno

vation. The nature of these changes is not well understood and their 

full impact on the relationships between individuals and groups has 

not been measured. To. realize the full potential of innovation and 
,.' 

change in the criminal justice system, research on the organization 

before and after introduction of new equipment, methods, or procedures 

should be undertaken. This research should include analyses of work 

flOW, usage level of the equipment, changes in levels of decision

making, personnel changes, attitudes toward the change, areas where 

difficulties arise, etc. In general, the results snould have appli

cation to a wide range of similar organizations and assist in the most 

efficient and effective utilization of the innovations. 

More complete and accurate information at the right place and 

the I'ight time is required by many criminal justice agencies. The 

development of model inter-agency and inter-jurisdiction criminal 

justice information systems to provide such infonnation can be of 

significant benefit for such functions as police patrol, crime inves

tigation, police deployment, sentencing and correctional decisions, 

development of correctional programs, budgeting, research, etc. 

Modern information technology now permits an assault on these problems. 
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What is needed, however, is the development of a model criminal justice 

information system linking together agencies in both the same and in 

other jurisdictions. Given a uniform system, computer and communication 

technology will permit many users, each sitting in his own office, to 

have immediate remote access to large, computer-based central data 

banks with proper restrictions on who gets what information. This 

basic research approach will require the establishment of a uniform 

data base and the design of a system for collecting, processing and 

distributing information. 

As computers come to be more widely used throughout the criminal 

justice system and as information is more widely shared, there will 

be increasing value in establishing standard, nationwide formats for 

storage and transmission of certain kinds of information such as 

criminal records or crime reports, thereby permitting computer-to

computer communication. The Institute could serve as the organizing 

force to bring together the users into committees to agree on such 

formats. 

As individual criminal justice agencies purchase or lease their 

own computers, there will be a growing demand for the development of 

utility programs to perform the functions unique to criminal justice 

operations. These include planning for total criminal justice systems, 

resource allocation, courtroom scheduling, and parole officer assign

ment. '1'11e Insti'tute should develop procedures and programs for addres

sing these problems, test them out and improve them in a few selected 

jurisdictions. The resulting programs can then be made widely avail

able to other jurisdictions so that they can use the programs on their 

own computers with their own input data and parameters. The Institute 

could provide instruction manuals describing the techniques in their 

various operational forms and the way to use the utility programs 

provided. 

6. Program Area 6--Improvement of Relations Between the Criminal 
Justice System and the Communi~y 

The difficulties in relations between the police and the public 

are widely recognized, and, indeed, represent one of the most serious 
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problems in operating the criminal justice system. The problems, 

however, are not restricted to the police alone and include some 

important considerations for courts and corrections as well.· 

Many police departments already have community relations programs 

where new ideas are implemented. Although it has been sufficient in 

some cases to subjectively appraise the success of programs, a more 

rigorous approach to measuring and evaluating the effectiveness is 

often desirable. 

Both the extent to which the police are satisfied with community 

cooperation and the degree to which the community approves of the 

way its felt needs are met by police should be measured. Because 

social-psychological measurement is still none too accurate, the kind 

and intensity of police and community grievances should be measured 

by attitude surveys as well as by behavioral indicators (e.g., tabu

lations of grievances reported to the police, participant observer 

data collection and ratios of official to non-official contacts 

reported by police on their tours of duty). 

Measurements collected over time will hopefully indicate trends 

in attitudes and behavior and provide indices with which to evaluate 

the effectiveness of programs designed to improve relations. Programs 

which are highly successful in such limited tests could then be rep

licated and adopted more widely. 

Perhaps the most useful research will be that intended to improve 

communication. A large proportion of ideas suggested for improving 

relations are in fact interpretable as working to reduce ignorance and 

increase the sharing of experience between the police and the commu

nity. The se include: community education (e. g., instruction in . 

St. Louis elementary and high schools on police problems and often 

by police officers; publicity campaigns); police education (e.g., 

role-playing exercises like those in Covina, California, where police 

trainees pose as derelicts and subject themselves to arrest; the 

teaching of minority group languages, customs, and motivations to 

officers); non-official interactions (e.g., police sponsored camps and 
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contests for children, as those created by the Operation FRIENDSHIP 

program in New Yorkfs 24th Precinct); grievance mechanisms (e.g., the 

citizen complaint sessions run by community relations officers in 

Atlanta); expansion of police-welfare servide partnerships (e .g., 
community store-front service centers staffed by police and welfare 

workers and specializing in, among other things, the handling of 
marital disputes); expansion of police willingness to overlook 

certain ostensibly illegal acts (e.g., tacit permission to children 

for hydrant showers on blocked-off streets in the swruner); joint 

pOlice-community projects; encouragement of officers to live in or 

near their beat areas; citizen advisory committees; cadet and auxilIary 

police corps; and police-community patrols. 

The evaluations of innovations suggested by such research must 
recognize the need to make trade-offs between actions to improve 

relations and those to control disorders in cases where they are in 

conflict. 

The relations between the courts and defendants, jurors, and 

witnesses are all important determinants of the quality of justice 

meted out and the integrity of the judicial process. To better assess 

the state of relations, attitude and behavior measures might be 
developed for a determined set of grievances expressing dissatisfaction 

with court operations (such as bail procedures, witness and jury logis

tics, and treatment while in detention). Innovations can then be 

tested for adoption via representative demonstration projects. Many 

of these innovations are likely to be concerned as much with court 

operation reform as with improving relations. 

In the case of corrections, an important aspect of community rela

tions is the extent to which released inmates are given opportunities 

to reintegrate into the community. These opportunities can range from 

the employment provided by the community to its willingness to accept 

a halfway house. Research would be directed at surveying representative 

communities to ascertain the requirements they would impose on re

turning inmates or on local institutions. The effect of various 
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education campaigns or community-oriented programs on these attitudes 

might then be measured. 

Public respect for the criminal justice system as a whole may 

well improve if components within the system develop better relation

ships with each other. It is difficult for the community to put faith 

in the system, for example, when there are deep antagonisms between 
the courts and police that often suggest they are working at cross

purposes. Research on intra-system l~lations, thel~fore, must con

centrate on how to improve the understanding of subcomponents about 

the needs and constraints of the others. The improvement of human 

relationships within the system should be integral and complementary 

to the improvement of organizational and operational efficiency dis
cussed in Program Area 5. 

7. Program Area 7--Improvement of Selection and Training of Personnel 

The National Crime Commission has pointed out in all its chapters 
that the quality of police, prosecutors, defense attorneys, judges, 

and corrections personnel should be improved. Because personnel are 

the foundation of the criminal justice system, an RDT&E effort in. 

selection and training complementary to the work in Program Areas 

5 and 6 will be necessary to assure improvement in the overall effi

ciency and effectiveness of the the system. The industrial psychology 

technology in this area has become well developed in the past two 

decades in industrial and military applications. 

An important basic need in this area is the determination of the 

required skills to perform the various jobs in the criminal justice 

agencies. A major RDT&E effort, therefore, is that of systematically 

studying the various jobs to be performed, identifying mental and 

physical skills and traits required, developing criteria and measures 

of performance (e.g., ratings, tests), and validating selection proce

dures. The traits required for the job may be personality charac

teristics, social characteristics, physical characteristics, interests, 
" attitudes, abilities or aptitudes. Studies of job turnover should 

identify those individuals unable to function successfully over an 
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extended periodo Job an~lyses are required to determine the charac

teristics which appear to be needed and the measurements that can be 

used as criteria of job success. 

On the basis of the analysis, tests or other selection devices 

can be chosen or constructed which are intended to measure the traits 

which appear to be required by the job. These would be administered 
to present employees and their test scores compared with job success 

independently rated. Based on these results, devices can be revised, 

eliminated, and the process iterated. The devices should be combined 

into an integrated procedure for sel:-:!ction and placement. Final vali
dation of the selection procedure could be achieved by administering 

the test battery to all new applicants, but not using the results for 

hiring. Instead, the results could be filed for future analysis in 

rela'tion to the new applicants T job performance; based on these analy
ses a method of scoring could be worked out and a required score 

decided upon. 

Training programs, designed to upgrade those presently in the 

system and to maintain their quality over time, should be designed 

and implemented. The several phases of training in each of the man

power areas (e.g., police technique, community relations, specialized 

investigation) require delineation. Training programs should be 

developed that cover' the knowledge requirements for the job and utilize 

the most effective techniques for presenting the material. Each 

training program should incorporate evaluation techniques. There are 

a number of innovative training techniques that should be evaluab~d 
for their applicability. These could include T-group, pl'ogrammed 

learning and management training games. There should be experimen

tation with these and'various other training techniques. 

A project that might be undertaken in police, courts, corrections, 

or all three is the application of programmed learning techniques and 

the development of the material content for crurses using these 

techniques. Computerized and non-computerized programmed learning 
techniques have been established and are currently in wide use through

out industry and the academic world. The major research task involves 
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the development of course content material and method of presentation. 

These must be tested, evaluated and compared with alternative teaching 

techniques in terms of time, money and final levels of achievement 

attained. An important question that should be addressed when con

sidering these techniques throughout the criminal justice' system is 

the potential universality of such courses. How generally applicable, 

for example, would a police course in community relations be and how 

much supplemental material would have to be added for specific regional 

areas and population groups? 

8. Program Area 8--Establishment of Equipment Testing and Evaluation 
Labora~ 

As criminal justice agencies are encou~aged and aided by Federal 

support to share in the products of modern technology, it becomes in

creasingly important and necessary to help them use it effectively. 

The high cost of custom design for each operating agency must be a

voided; guidelines on requirements for equipment to meet criminal 

justice agency needs must be established. Standardized families of 

devices to meet the needs of the total criminal justice system require 

testing and evaluation efforts similar to those performed by the National 

Bureau of Standards, Underwriters T Laboratories, and Consumers T Union. 

To this end, there is a need for a centralized laboratory to 

establish technical standards for equipment (for radios, computers, 

etc.). Such a laboratory could organize co~mittees of users, manu

facturers, and private experts to agree on equipment and communi

cations standards. It would also conduct laboratory evaluation of 

new equipment and serve as a central collection point for field eval

uation reports. Finally, provision for quality control testing of 

new products and field technical support might be made. 

This organization could be an adjunct to existing Federal agencies 

already technically strong and familiar with standardization problems 

(e.g., National Bureau of Standards), or it could be in a private 

profit or non-profit hardware-oriented RDT&E organization. The centerTs 

principal constraint would be that it could not have a financial interest 
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in any of the equipment it tests. It is envisioned as a center with 

growing competence in criminal justice equipment problems, and with 

a staff of scientists and engineers in the most relevant technologies-

electronics, computer sciences, operations research, chemistry, etc. 

The organizatiorr would help criminal justice agencies draw on local 

technical resources--such as consultants, professional societies, and 

manufactureres--and would assist in the assessment of products the 

agencies receive. 

9. Program Area 9--Establishment and Operation of a Statistics 
and Crime Measurement Center 

A. major recommendation of the National Crime Commission was the 

establishment of a National Criminal Justice Statistics Center in the 

Department of Justice. The need for such a center arises both from 

the demands of the research community, operating agencies and officials 

for data to guide their activities, as well as from the inadequacy 
of the present data collection system--which is at best highly frag

mented and uncoordinated. 

With a central criminal justice statistics center, data collection 

can go beyond the simple workload-oriented bookkeeping of separate 

operating agencies. Data for different jurisdictions can be collected 

in a common format that allows for cross-comparisons and make.s it 

possible to begin addressing empirically such questions as the effect 

on crime of actions taken by the criminal justice system. Data can 

be more reliably analyzed by a non-operating organization which 

neither needs to prove that crime went down to show it did a good job 

nor to pI'ove that crime went up to demonstrate a need for more funds. 

It is also important to have the crime and arrest data collected 

in such a form that criminal careers can be studied. This requires 

measurement of virgin arrest probabilities, re-arrest probabilities, 

and crime switch matrix elements. 

Crime classification schemes, in turn, should be reexamined for 

finding how they can better complement data needs. 
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Emphasis should be placed upon developing various classification 

schemes ~ailored to fit various areas of usage in the criminal justice 

system, keeping in mind that the schemes should be structured so that 

it is reasonably easy to transfer data based on one set of definitions 

to another set. 

In addition, there should be an effort to calibrate local crime 

reporting rates from police data to actual crime rates in the locality 

by the use of such techniques as victim sur'veys and the analysis of 

insurance statistics. For nop-victim offenses (e.g., curfew vio

lations, under~·ag·e drinking, marijuana possession, etc.) field ob

servations could be made to obtain estimates of rates. 

The statistics center can coordinate this work by developing 

a close liaison with metropolitan police departments, state and Federal 

courts, state and Federal correctional institutions, and local or 

state criminal statistics centers when they exist. In addition, 

it should initiate some field work on its own to capture data which 

are needed but not presently recorded. 

The present techniques for measuring the amount and seriousness 

of crime are quite inadequate for many of the purposes for which 

such estimates are used. It is difficult today to build an accurate 

picture of the magnitude of the crime problem--either in terms of the 

risk to specific yroups of victims or in terms of the nature and extent 

of criminality in specific segments of the population; the trend as 

well as the level of these variables are important. Programs are 

also needed to measure the seriousness of crime. Surveys should be 

made of public attitudes and fear of victimization, and to compare 

their perceptions to the true risks. It would be of value to inves

tigate possible relationships between the procedures used to report 

crimes and crime data to the public and these attitudes and fears. 

The actual har.m done by crimes needs more accurate measurement. 

The monetary loss, property damage, and personal injury due to the 

crime; the subjective perception of seriousness of the crime; the 

indirect costs such as lost manpower to the community; and the burden 

of incarceration on the family and welfare agencies should all be 

measured. 
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The necessity for research on improving the measurement of the 

amount and seriousness of crime is made all the more important by the 

great demands for meaningful data in decision-making throughout the 

criminal justice system. Measurements of the amount and seriousness 

of crime are needed by the police in preparing budgets, allocating 

manpower, and determining dispatching priorities. They are needed 

by the district attorney to help him determine how to allocate the 

efforts of prosecutors. The courts need estimates of amount of crime 

to program future workload; the judge considers seriousness when im

posing sentence. Correctional authorities similarly use assessments 

of crime in determining workloads and selecting among treatment al

ternatives. Legislators use statistics on crime in the process of 

preparing and voting on bills relating to the criminal law. 

A study should be conducted to investigate victimization and 

criminality rates in detail. The study would be valuable in two 

respects. First, it would provide a basis for analysis into the 

nature and effects of crime. Second, it would provide data which 

could then be employed in a model for the purpose of making projections 

of future crime rates. 

IO~ Program Area IO--Establishment of a Major Private Research 
Institute~': 

One extremely important means of bringing about major change in 

the way crime is controlled would be the establishment of a major, 

prestigious private I~search institute with initial funding by the 

Institute. This organization could create interdisciplinary teams 

of mathematicians, computer scientists, electronics engineers, phy

sicists, biologists, and other natural scientists; political scientists, 

psychologists, sociologists, economists, and lawyers would also be 

required on the teams. The institute and the program must be signi

ficant enough to attract the best people available. Because it would 

be difficult to attract such a staff into the Federal Government, 

the institute should be established by a university, a group of 

*This discussion is based on that in the Crime CommissionTs Science 
and Technology Task Force Report, p. 82. 
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universities, or an independent non-profit organization and should 

be within a major metropolitan area. The institute would have to 

establish close ties with neighboring criminal justice agencies that 

would receive the benefit of serving as experimental laboratories 

for it. In fact, the proposal for the institute might be jointly 

submitted by the criminal justice agencies. The research program 

might require, in order to bring together the neces sal'y "critical 

mass" of competent staff, an annual budget which might reach $5 million, 

funded with at least a 3-yr lead time to assure continuity. Such a 

major research institute should be created and supported by the 

Institute. 

This private research organization would differ fro~ the Institute 

in that its sole function would be internal research, and it would 

have no responsibility for managing any programs other than its own. 

Because of its independence, the organization should be free to in

vestigate the most basic questions regarding the criminal justice 

system. It should examine sucJ:. questions as the basic limits of 

applicability of the criminal sanction and the inherent bounds on 

deterrence. It should question the most basic assumptions under-

lying the criminal justice system and measure the contributions of 

that system to crime as well as to crime control. It should be free 

to explore the entire area of the social and individual mechanisms 

of behavior contro1. It should provide basic facts and insights 

that will enable the Institute and the criminal justice system to 

evolve American justice in a more humane and effective way. 

Research of this sort need not be organized in the traditional 

police,' courts, and corrections divisions, but could cut across them 

according to a functional mission and program area approach if this 

proved more satisfactory. Only a major organization, devoted to 

research on basic problems of crime and its control, could assemble 

the multi-disciplinary teams with the competence needed to attack 

these problems on the scale they demand. 
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11. Program Area ll--Provision for Program Management Technical 
SUPEort 

The RDT&E program of the Institute must, by the very nature of 

the criminal justice system that it is dealing with, be broad both 

in scope and organization in order to encompass all of the law en

forcement and acrninistration of justice functions and agencies. Mana

ging the program requires that it be continually evaluated to identify 

gaps and establish priorities. Requests for proposals must be pre

pared, the proposals evaluated, projects monitored, results of re

search disseminated, and implementation of results fostered. All of 

these activities have significant technical content. The capability 

to perform them must be provided either within the Institute or ob

tained from the technical, scientific and criminal justice community. 

The skills needed for such evaluation Will, of course, vary. 

with the program area. Criminologists, for example, will probably 

be needed in Program Area 1 evaluations, while electrical engineers 

will be important in Program Area 4. Ideally, the Institute T s staff, 

as outlined in Chapter VI, will have the range of experience to 

satisfy these diverse needs. It is unlikely, however--at least 

initially--that the quantity and quality of required skills will be 

present on the internal staff. Outside technical evaluation support 

will therefore probably be necessary. One or more advisory committees, 

comprising scientis'ts and criminal justice officials, will be needed to 

review proposals in specific subject areas. In some cases, research 

organizations will be the best choice to manage a specific project 

(e.g., a project developing information systems, command-and-control 

systems, development of a portable radio, etc.). Non-profit or 

profit-making contractors, as used by the Department of Defense, 

might furnish bread tecru1ical guidance and conduct detailed technical 

studies. 

Dissemina'tion of research results should be an area of high 

priority. Although the research will be spread through many organi

zations and in many areas of the country, the results must be 
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communicated throughout the system to the many agencies in the 50 

states in order to realize the ultimate objective of the program. 

This should be done through professional meetings, workshops and 

symposia, wide distribution of research reports, perhaps a newsletter 

and a journal. 
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IV. EVALUATION OF EXISTING PROGRAMS 

A survey of major on-going programs addressed to crime and 

delinquency was undertaken in order to help identify existing gaps 

and consequently to aid in establishing priorities fOr the proposed 

Justice Department program. The individual projects in these programs 

were categorized on the basis of the functional program area structure 

developed in the previous chapter. 

A. SOURCES AND DESCRIPTION OF DATA 

No collection of research projects on the problems of crime 

control can reasonably be expected to be exhaustive in view of the 

many private, state, and local projects which remain unreported to 

any central information exchange. However, consistent with the 

Federal interest in the new program, a fairly comprehensive review 

of the Federal effort has been possible, and will be the main focus 

of this section. 

The following sources of information were used: 

1. Notices of Research Projects (NRpf s ), a compilation of 

individual on-going project descriptions submitted to the 

Science Information Exchange-of the Smithsonian Institution 

by grantees from Federal, state, and local agencies; univer

sities; and foundations; 

2. Catalogs of grants and contract awards by agencies having 

RDT&E organizational components; and 

3. Interviews with numerous individuals in agencies directly 

involve¢ in research project management. 

The individual project descriptions, which will be summarized 

in this chapter, are listed in Appendix A by sponsoring agency, 
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organized for each sponsor by program area, and individually classi

fied by: objective (research, development, or test and evaluation) 

and current funding level. Also identified for each project is the 

criminal subsystem (police, administration of justice, corrections) 

most relevant to its point of view, 

The criteria used for the selection of the projects examined 

here were the following: 

1. Currency--Selection of only those projects operationally 

active at some time during the second half of Fiscal Year 

1968 (January 1 to June 30, 1968). 

2. Innovation--Selection of projects emphasizing research, 

development, test and evaluation, or demonstration (which 

emphasizes the innovative aspect). Those projects having 

no RDT&E component, such as projects which were exclusively 

training, technical assistance, or replication in new places 

of well-established approaches, were not included. 

B. MAJOR SOURCES OF SUPPORT 

The principal activity is centered in three Federal-assistance 

small-grant programs having an exclusive focus on the problem areas 

of crime and delinquency: The Office of Law Enforcement Assistance 

(OLEA), the National Institute of Menta.l Health (NIMH), and the 

Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development (OJDYD). The 

Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, within the Department of Jus

tice, is responsible to the u.s. Attorney General. The NIMH and 
OJDYD programs are in the Department of Health, Education and Wel

fare (HEW). 

These three agencies serve principally to support RDT&E activi'C'ies. 

Other relevant research is sponsored by Federal agencies with pri

marily operational or service functions. Major examples are the 

Bureau of Prisons and the Federal Bureau of Investigation within the 

Department of Justice and the Childrents Bureau of HEW. Other re

search efforts occur as part of general aid programs not primarily 
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concerned with crime and delinquency. Among those h&ving a few proj

ects related to crime and delinquency are the Vocational Rehabilitation 

Administration and the Office of Education in HEW, and the Community 

Action Programs (CAP) of the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO). 

The last is primarily concerned with providing legal.services for the 

indigent and disadvantaged. 

1. The Office of Law Enforcement Assistance 

The Office of Law Enforcement Assistance administers its program 

under the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of 1965. In response to 

the PresidentTs Message on Crime in 1965, the Office was created to 

respond to the need for stimulation of new methods, techniques, and 

ideas in the law enforcement field, with important secondary emphasis 

on adult corrections and the agencies of courts and prosecution. 

The first OLEA grant award was made in December 1965, just six 

weeks after approval of the ActTs initial appropriation. Since that 

action (December 1965 through March 1968), support has been extended 

to over 330 separate projects aggregating over $19 million in assistance 

awards. The average duration of grants and contracts has been 13 

months and the average award amount is $57,000. 

According to the main substantive areas of OLEi!l program coverage, 

66 percent of the funds allocated has gone to Law Enforcement (police), 

8 percent to Criminal Justice (courts and prosecution), and 19 percent 

to Corrections (probation, parole, and correctional institutions). 

The remaining 11 percent of funds has gone to General Studies, Planning, 

and Crime Prevention.* 

Of the total number of OLEA-funded projects, approximately one

third were not included here because they had been scheduled for 

*U.S. Department of Justice, Third Annual Report, Report No. 16-175, 
Washington, D.C., April 1, 1968. 
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completion by January 1, 1968. ApproximatGly half of the remainder 

were not included because they were not considered to be "research 
and development. II 

2. The Nati onal Institute of Mental Health 

The delinquency research program of the National Institute of 

Mental Health began in the early 1950's, reached a level of about 

$1.5 million in 1960, and now expends approximately $9 million 

annually. More than 350 separate projects have received support over 

the life of the program, most of which are in the area of delinquency 

and youth crime research, training, and trea-::ment. The NIMH program 

has emphasized behavior perspectives and, consistent with its research 

focus, fixed on individual projects rather than broad-scale subsidies 

for particular types of training or action efforts. Data provided 

by the N~B Center for the Study of Crime and Delinquency show that 

for Fiscal Year 1968, of a total budget of $9.2 million, $5 million 

was allocated to research and demonstration grants, while for Fiscal 
Year 1969 these grants have been allocated $5.5 million of a. projected 

total budget of $9.7 million. (Other funding activities in the delin

quency program have been grants for hospital improvement, manpower, 

and training.) 

3. The Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Development 

The program of the Office of Juvenile Delinquency and Youth 

Development was established under the Juvenile Delinquency and Youth 

Offenses Control Act of 1961. In contrast to the mental healoth, 

behavioral focus of the NIMH delinquency program, the OJDYD effort 

addresses the social and environmental aspects of delinquency pre

vention and control. In addition to research, demonstration, and 

training projects, OJDYD has sponsored the development of a national 

network of university-based training centers and the development of 

innovative and model training materials and curricula for the delin

quency focused disciplines (social work, law, police, etc.). More 

than $33 million in grant assistance has been extended to 182 projects 

during the six-year life of the program. Approximately 35 projects 

are still operational. 
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4. Other Federal Agencies 

The Bureau of Prisons has general supervision over the operation 

of Federal correctional institutions and community treatment facilities, 

the commitment and management of Federal inmates, and the arrangement 

with local institutions for confinement and support of Federal 

prisoners. The BureauTs reporting of National Prisoner Statistics 

has provided an important statistical service to the correctional 

field. Its research has emphasized the establishment of the halfway 

house as a correctional technique and the study of prison populations, 

including the nature of violence and inmate typologies. 

The Children's Bureau has provided a variety of services to 

juvenile correctional institutions, including the Bureau's National 

Juvenile Court Statistics. The Division of Juvenile Delinquency with

in the Bureau sponsors research in juvenile delinquency as part of 

its broad l~sponsiblity for the development, 6xtension, and improve

ment of state and local programs in the juvenile delinquency field. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, as part qf its crime report

ing functions, including the publication of the Uniform Crime Reports, 

conducts analyses of the criminal career records contained in the FBI 

files of offenders. The total cost of these statistical and analytical 

activities is about $600,000 per year. In addition, the FBI supports 

two projects for fingerprint recognition techniques to increase the 

efficiency of its fingerprint processing operations. 

C. SUMt-iARY OF THE CURRENT PROGRAMS 

Tables 4,5, and 6 present summaries of the current programs. 

Table 4 shows the total effort of eight agencies according to 

program area and objective. Table 5 presents the summary of the same 

data organized by sponsor and program area. Of a total expenditure of 

$18.2 million, the principal activity (80 percent of the total program) 

is clearly directed at Program Areas 1 (social causes), 2 (rehab~li

tation), and 5 (system management), with Program Areas 1 and 2 account

ing for 65 percent. There are clear gaps in Program Areas 3 (direct 
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prevention), 4 (apprehension), and 6 (community relations), which to

gether account for only 10 percent of the total program. 

Table 6 provides the distribution of the projects organized by 
sponsor and relevant criminal justice subsystemo This allocation 
shows police to be receiving the smallest share of support, with 23 

percent of the total; courts and corrections with 28 percent and 33 

percent, respectively. The remaining 16 percent was applicable to 
no specific subsystem (e.g., studies of crime as a social phenomenon.) 

TABLE 4. THE CURRENT RDT&E EFFORT BY OBJEcrIVES AND 
PROGRAM AREAS 

Program Areas 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

RESEARCH 

No. of Projects 24. 25 - 4 8 1 7 - 1 - -
Amount Funded ($000) 1,311 1,374 - 209 471 29 . 332 - 600 - -

" 

DEVELOPMENT 

No. of Projects 20 20 2 5 13 7 8 - - - 1 
Amount Funded ($000) 4,267 2,453 117 686 1,958 506 660 - - - 152 

T&E -
No. of Projects 12 22 1 2 2 2 1 - - - -
Amount Funded ($000) 1,025 1,335 159 92 319 56 110 - - - -
TOTAL 

No. of Projects 56 67 3 11 23 10 16 - 1 - 1 
Amount Funded ($000) 6,603 5,162 276 987 2,748 591 1,102 - 600 - 152 
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TABLE 5. CURRENT RDT&E EFFORT BY PROGRAM AREA AND SPONSOR 

OLEA NIMH OJDYD CHIL. BUREAU FBI VRA OEO(CAP) TOTAL 
BUREAU PRISONS 

Prr:-!{ram Area 1 
No. of Projects - 26 11 - - - - 19 56 
limount Funded ($000) - 1,265 1,342 - - - - 3,996 6,603 

Program Area 2 
No. of Projects 13 22 8 1 5 - 16 2 67 
Amount Funded ($000) 1,549 1,420 759 105 67 - 756 506 5,162 

Program Area 3 
No. of Projects 3 - - - - - - - 3 
Amount Funded ($000) 276 - - - - - - - 276 

Pro~am Area 4 
No. of Proj ects 6 3 - 1 - 1 - - 11 
Amount Funded ($000) 578 182 - 27 - 200 - - 987 

Program Area 5 
No.Of Projects 18 3 1 1 - - - - 23 
Amount Funded ($000) 2,286 273 102 87 - - - - 2,748 

Pro9:!am Area 6 
No. of Projects 7 1 2 - - - - - 10 
AmOW1t Funded ($000) 270 41 280 - - - - - 591 

Pr0!i!!am Area 7 
No. of Projects. 4 2 10 - - - - - 16 
Amount Funded ($000) 196 88 818 - - - - - 1,102 

Pr0!i!!am Area 8 
No. of Projects - - - - - - - - -
Amount Funded ($800) '- - - - - - - - -
program Area 9 
No. of Projects - - - - - 1 - - 1 
Amount Funded ($000) - - - - - 600 - - 600 

Pro9:!am Area 10 
No. of Projects - - - - - - - - -
Amount Funded ($000) - - - - - - - - -
Pro2:,Eam Area 11 
No. of Proj ects 1 - - - - - - - 1 
Amount Funded ($000) 152 - - - - - - - 152 

TOTAL 
No. of Proj ects 52 57 32 3 5 2 16 21 188 
Amount Funded ($000) 5,307 3,269 3,301 219 67 800 756 4,502 18,221 
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TABLE 6. CURRENT RDT&E EFFORT BY SPONSOR AND RELEVANT CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SUBSYSTEM 

OLEA NIMH OJDYD CHIL. BUREAU FBI VRA OEO(CAP) TOTAL 
BUREAU PRISONS 

POLICE 

No. of Projects 28 4 4 - - 2 - - 38 
Amount Funded ($000) 2,678 149 538 - - 800 - - 4,165 

AOJ -
No. of Projects 3 4 4 2 - - - 19 32 
Amount Funded ($000) 28l 288 449 114 - - - 3,996 6,042 

CORRECTIONS 

No. of Projects 19 23 15 l 5 - l6 2 8l 
Amount Funded ($000) 1,846 l,555 l,207 l05 67 - 756 506 6,042 

NOT CLASSIFIED 

No. of Projects 2 26 9' - - .- - - 37 
Amount Funded ($000) 502 l,277 l,l07 - - - - - 2,886 

TOTAL 

No. of Projects 52 57 32 3 5 2 l6 2l l88 
Amount Funded ($000) 5,307 3,269 3,30l 219 67 800 756 4,502 l8,221. 
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Ve PROPOSED RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, TEST AND EVALUATION 
PROGR1U~ -FOR THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE 

It is clear from the listing of problems in Chapter III and 

the large gaps in the current program discussed in Chapter IV that 

the potential demand for research, development, test and evaluation 

is far greater than can be met with available resources. Even more 

limiting than financial resources will be the supply of technically 

competent people and institutions. Also, certain problems cannot 

be attacked efficiently until the required information and plans be

come available through prior research and studies. Thus, priorities 

must be established and strategies developed. 

A. PROGRAM STRATEGY 

1. Strategic Objectives 

The strategy for developing the InstituteTs initial program 

is directed toward a complex of objectives. In its first year, the 

Institute must: 

• Demonstrate its value to operating agencies. 

e Create mechanisms for feeding its results into day-to-day 

operations. 

• Establish an informational base on which the future program 

can build • 

• Begin to create institutions of growing ccmpetence in addres

sing the problems of crime control. 

• Train a new cadre of specialists with both methodological 

talents and an understanding of the problems of law enforce

ment and administration of justice. 
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In an idealized world, the Institute might direct its initial 
-

efforts only at solving long-range problems and creating institutions 

for doing so. Such a policy, however, is neither practical nor desir

able. The problems of crime are growing increasingly intense) and 

-they cannot wait for the long-term solutions. Change is needed 

immediately to begin to grapple with these problems, even if it must 

be done by groping rather than with sure direction. It is also im

portant for the Institute to demonstrate very early its potential 

contributions. Only by creating these credentials will it generate 

the support it needs in terms of gaining access to data, attracting 

highly qualified participants to Institute projects, and ensuring 

continued vitality and financial backing. 

However good the Institute ts results may be, they will not 

penetrate the traditional insularity of the criminal justice system 

unless new means are found for improving dissemination. The technical 

assistance and grant programs of the LEAA represent one important 

component of that process. Also, research on the process of innova

tive change in the criminal justice system will help identify which 

mechanisms have the best chance of being successful. These problems 

must be a primary concern of the Institute. 

It is not sufficient nor is it the basic intent of the Institute 

to attack only the immediate pr'oblems and to provide only short-

range solutions. Its more fundamental role must be one of creating 

new knowledge, new kinds of institutions, and new kinds of specialists 

to bring out the more fundamental, long-term reformation in the crime

control process so desperately needed. The new kinds of institutions 

which must be fostered include ones such as the following: 

l~ Organizations, both inside and related to operating criminal 

justice agencies, that will, in a continuing way, help the 

agencies jnnovate and experiment in their own operations. 

They will help the agencies benefit from the growing lit

erature expected to arise from the Institutets overall pro

gram and see to it that these research results are translated 
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properly to meet the needs of the individual agencies. Such 

technical assistance groups would develop increasing fa

miliarity with the operating problems and have the technical 

background to understand the developing research results. 

Their creation should be strongly encouraged by the action 

grant program. 

2. Central sources of statistics, reports, and other information 

that will be collected from around the country and m~de 

widely available to potential users. 

3. A large and cohesive inter-disciplinary research center that 

will examine critically many of the basic assumptions under

lying the operation of the criminal justice system. For 

this reason, such a center must be related to but not under 

the direct control of operating agencies. 

These different institutions vary in their closeness to daily 

operations and in their technical sophistications. All kinds of such 

organizations must be orchestrated by the Institute to create a pro

ductive flow from idea to project to implementation, and from one 

locale to the entire nation. 

Many developments of both operations and equipment cannot Pl''')

ceed efficiently until an adequate data base is created, either for 

progressing with the development or for selecting among alternatives. 

Data base needs include, for example, better knowledge of the locus 

of crimes, in order to better understand causation; of the relation

ships between victims and offenders, in order to develop preventive 

approaches; and of radio usage requirements, in order to design 

radios and radio networks. Other, more generally needed data bases 

include common criminal justice statistics and well-constructed samples 

of criminal-career records. Much of the initial effort will have 

to be directed at providing such basic information on which later 

projects can build. Investment in these informational bases wiJ.l be 

needed to strengthen the potential of the Institute in future years. 
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In addition to creating a base of institutions and information, 

the Institute must be concerned with creating a body of professionals 

trained to use and build on it. These include people to sta.ff the 

research institute as well as members of operations research and 

technical support groups in operating agencies. The paucity of such 

professionals now affiliated with the criminal justice system is well 

recognized. Initially, people with the requisite methodological and 

technical skills will have to be recruited and develop an understanding 

of the substantive problems through direct participation. For the 

longer range, academic programs will have to be established, using 

LEAA's fellowship program as an incentive. 

2. ASSignment of Priorities 

These strategic objectives provide guidelines to the ultimate 

development of a program. Specific choices still have to be made on 

which areas to stimulate proposals and conduct projects, either in

side the Institute or elsewhere through a grant or contract. The 

development of such a program must necessarily be flexible. It must 

depend on the availability of good ideas and proposals in the areas 

identified or on the appearance of an important proposal in an area 

not identified. 

In addition to the strategic considerations discussed in the 

previous sections, the assignment of priorities to specific projec"ts" 

must reflect a combination of many project-related considerations, 

such as: 

• The anticipated time and cost required to bring the 

project to a successful conclusion. 

• The likelihood of successful accomplishment o£ the project 

objectives, including the availability of the required 

background information and skilled professionals to conduct 

the project. 

• The likelihood that the project results, even if successful, 

would be implemented. 
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- The operational utility or value of the project research 

results if the research is successful and implemented. 

-The appropriateness of Federal and specifically Justice 

Department support for the projects, considering support 

being provided elsewhere in the Federal Government or by 

states, localities, foundations, universities, and private 

industry. 

Were it possible to assign numbers to each of these probability 

and utility factors, one might develop a simple formula measuring 

the "expected marginal utility" of each possible project, and allo

cate funds to those projects with the highest value until the money 

ran out. The problem is clearly much more complicated. At best, 

these factors can be estimated only subjectively. They involve many 

value and judgmental considerations. To provide the IDA staff with 

~~idance and direction in these assessments, the Project Steering 

Committee was asked to allocate hypothetical funds to each of the 

program areas. The procedure used to obtain thos~ judgments is de

scribed in Appendix B. The resulting detailed program of resource 

allocation was subsequently reviewed by the Steering Committee and 

modified in accordance with their guidance. The responsibility for 

the details, however, remain with the IDA staff. 

It should be recognized that any such program is limited by the 

biases and experience of those for.mulating it. Developments in coming 

months could well change the emphasis. The creation of the Institute 

and the appointment of its management and staff will bring a new set 

of biases into play. New ideas and approaches that appear or fail 

to appear will revise the priorities. Thus, the specifics of this 

program must be regarded as a first estimate, to be modified in the 

development of the Institute. Hopefully, the basic structure created 

will help in the evolution of the final program. 

To aid in the evolution, it is recommended that the program pro

posed here be distributed widely to experts on the problems of crime 

control, from the viewpoint of both research and operations, and their 
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comments solicitedo This can be done initially through the mail and 

then, to encourage interaction, in small working groups of about 

15 to 30 people. There might be one such meeting for each mission 

area. The distribution of the report and the . a:s~,?ciated meetings 

will serve to stimulate appropriate research interests as well as to 

pr0vide suggestions for the development of the Institute program. 

B. A PROPOSED FIRST-YEAR PROGRAM FOR THE INSTITUTE 

A first estimate of the initial year's program for the Institute 

haf, been prepared within a budget constraint of $10 million for the 

conduct of the research, development, and test and evaluation. This 

constraint reflects the amount authorized for the Institute in the 

enabling legislation*. 

In the discussion of the program, no distinction is made be

tween projects conducted within the Institute or externally. 

1. Allocation by Program Areas 

Table 7 presents an allocation to the eleven program areas of 

a first-year $10 million budget. The range of the proposed allocations 

is indicated in the fourth column to reflect the degree of agreement 

within the Steering Committee on the appropriate allocation. The 

range is greatest for Program Area 1, where a basic value disagree

ment prevails. Although there is general agreement on the importance 

of reducing causes of crime, the disagreement centers about the 

feasibility of research contributing to the alleviation of these 

causes and to the priority such issues should have within the Justice 

Department in view of the effort on these problems elsewhere (HEW, 

foundat ions, etc.) and the paucity of other work on the criminal 

justice system itself. 

Table 7 also indicates some projections of the program area 

allocations into the future. The distribution of a hypothetical 

Actualry, the authorization could be larger if the academic assis
tance program uses less than its authorized $10 million. ' 
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TABLE 7. ALLOCATION BY PROGRAM AREA 

Apportionment by 1st Year Apportionment of Program Area of 
Mission Area $10 million 1st Budget Range 5th Year $50 Form of Growth 

Year Budget (Thousands million budget of Program Area 

(Thousands of $) of $) (Thousands of $) 

I--Prevention & l--Reducing 1000 500-1500 3000 Rising slowly as method-
Rehabilitation Causes ology and knowledge 

develop 

2--Reducing l300 1000-1600 6000 Rising more rapidly as a 
Recidivism base of researchers de-

velops, and then maintaining 
a fairly constant level 

II--Crime 3--Direct 1000 800-1200 5000 Rising more rapidly, limited 
Control Prevention primarily by funds and ac-

cumulation of knowledge 

4--Apprehension 2100 1700-2500 10,000 Rising rapidly, limited 
& Conviction largely by the availability 

of funds and the knowledge 
of how to use them wisely 

III--System 5 --Efficiency 1400 l300-l700 5000 Rising rapidly at first, 
Management & Effective- and then more slowly as 

ness major improvements are made 

6--CJS Communi- 800 700-900 3000 Comparable to Program Area 1 
ty Relations 

7--Selection & 400 300-500 3000 Rising slowly as basic re-
Training of suIts become available, then 
Personnel more rapidly, and then more 

slowly 

IV--Program 8--Equipment 300 200-400 3000 Rising rapidly as funds be-
Support Evaluation come available, then to a 

Center fixed level 

9--Statistics & 300 200-500 5000 Same as Program Area 8 
Crime Mea-
suredment 
Center 

10--Major Re- 1000 500-1500 5000 Rising more slowly as people 
search become available, then reach-
CenJ:er ing a fixed level 

ll--Program 400 300-500 2000 Rising more slowly than the 
Management size of the program 
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$50 million* budget in the Institutets fifth year reflects the growth 

potential of each program area. Some will be limited by a slow accu

mulation of basic knowledge (e.g., Program Area 1) or by the rate of 

development of trained researchers (e.g., Program Area 2). Support 

for some areas (e.g., development of fingerprint recognition equip

ment) will grow rapidly as soon as some basic studies are conducted, 

and then will decline as the basic objectives are accomplished. Others 

(e.g., the statistics center) will build up slowly at first as basic 

planning and studies are conducted, and then grow to a large, fairly 

constant size over a period of a few years. These general trends are 

indicated by the comments in the table. 

2. Allocation by Project 

Translating these general allocations into project allocations 

requires judgments within each program area comparable to those made 

among program areas. Table 8 shows these project allocations by 

program area for the entire $10 million budget. There is a total 

of 41 different types of projects. Because some types are replicated 

for different variables or for different parts of the criminal justice 

system, a total of 67 separate projects is indicated. For each proj

ec't type, a brief description of the research objectives and an indi

cation of possible research approaches are presented in Appendix C. 

It should not be thought that the indicated budget distribution 

is the distribution. As reflected in the ranges shown in the program 

area allocation of Table 7, considerable flexibility should exist in 

expanding the identified projects, adding new ones, or eliminating those 

for which the state of the art is not yet ready. Furthermore, the ac

tual budget available may well be less than $10 million. Thus Table 8 

* This amount is less than one-quarter the cost of an aircraft carrier 
and less than twice the cost of dental research supported by HEW. 
It is less than 1 percent of the operating cost of the crimjnal 
justice system and only 5 percent of an anticipated Federal crime 
control subsidy program of about $1 billion in five years. 
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TABLE 8. STRUCTURE OF A $lO-MILLION FIRST-YEAR PROGRAM 

Average 
Proj ect No. of Total Principal 

Program Cost, Projects Cost, Principal CJS Type of 
__ ~A~re~a~ __ ~ ______________ ~p~r~o~J~'e~c~t~T=i=t=le~ ____________ ~ ____ ~$ ____ L-______ ~ __ ~$ ____ ~~O~b;j_e_c~t~vea componentb~ ___ R_e_c_i~p~i_e_n_t_C __ __ 

MISSION AREA I - CRIME PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION 

1 1- Crime Factors 100,000 2 200,000 R Com U, R 

Reducing 2. Evaluation of Programs 50,000 4 200 ,000 T&E Com Com + (U, R) 
Causes 3. Program Evaluation Methodologyd 150,000 2 300,000 R Com U, R 

4. Causation of Civil Disorders 150,000 2 300,000 R P, Com U, R 

2 1. Crime Predictiond 200,000 2 400,000 D Cor COl' + (U, R) 

Reducing 2. Treatment Programsd 150,000 4 600,000 T&E, 0 Cor Cor + (U, R) 
Recidivism 3. Characteristics of Offenders 100,000 1 100,000 R Cor Cor + (U, R) 

4. Training Techniques and Materidls 100,000 1 100,000 D Cor COl' + (Eq, R) 

5. Model Institution Design 100,000 1 100,000 D Cor ,(Cor+U, R), U, R 

MISSION AREA II - CRIME CONTROL 

3 1. Building Code Requirements 50,000 1 50,000 0 Com, P (U, R) + P 

Direct 2. Community Surveillance Systems 150,000e 1 150,000 D, T&E P P + (R, Ind) 
Prevention 3. Factors in DeteI'I'enced 150 ,000 2 300 ,000 R P, All U, R 

4. Preventive Patrol strategiesd 100,000 2 200,000 D, T&E P P + R 

5. Organized Crime, Criminal systemsd 200,000 1 200,000 R, 0 P, AOJ U, R 

6. Quenching Riots 100,000 1 100,000 R, 0 P P + (U, R) 

4 1. Crime Patterns 150,000 1 150,000 R P P + (U, R) 

Apprehen- 2. Factors in Apprehensiond 100,000 1 100 ,000 R P P + (U, R) 
sion & 3. Allocation of Police Resourcesd 150,000 1 150,000 0 P P + (U, R) 
Conviction 

4. Command and Control Systemsd 150,000e 2 300,000 D P P + R 

5. Simulation Laboratory 300,000e 1 300,000 0, T&E P P + R 

6. Police Radio Networks 200,000 1 200,000 D P P + R 

7. Police Radiosd 200 ,000 1 200,000 0 P (Fed, R) + Eq 

8. Forensic Techniques 150,000 2 300,000 T&E, D P, AOJ P + (U, R) 

9. Fingerprint Recognition 200,000e 1 200 ,000 0 P Eq, R 

10. Experimental Police Vehicles 200,000 1 200,000 D P Eq, R 

MISSION AREA III - CRJl!INAL JUSTICE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENT 

5 1. Total CJS Operationsd 200,000 2 400,000 R All All CJS 

Improving 2. Allocation of Resourcesd 100,000 3 300,000 D, R All All CJS 
Efficiency 3. Process of Innovation and Change 100,000 1 100,000 R All (U, R) + All and Effec-
tiveness 4. Model Information Systl;msU 200,000 2 400,000 D All R+ All CJS 

5. Standard Computer Formats 50 ,000 2 100,000 D All R + All CJS 

6. Computer Programs 50,000 2 100 ,000 D All R + All CJS 

6 1. Attitudes and Behavior Measurementd 100,000 3 300,000 R All (U, R) + All CJS 

Improving 2. Evaluation of Programs 100,000 4 400,000 T&'E All (U, 
CJS Commu- 3. Effect of CJS Operarions 100,000 1 100,000 R All (U, nity 
Relations 

7 1. Relating Skills to Jobsd 100 ,000 2 200,000 R All R+ 

Personnel 2. Job Tests 100,000 1 100,000 D All R+ 
Selection 3. Training Materials and Techniques 100,000 1 100,000 D All R + & Training 

MISSION AREA IV - PROGRAM SUPPORT 

8 Equipment Testing and Evaluation Laboratoryd 300,000 1 300,000 T&E All, Fed, 
esp. P 

9 Statistics and Crime Measurement centerd 300,000 1 300,000 R All Fed, 

10 Private Research Institute 1,000,000 1 1,000 ,000 R All R, U 

11 Technical Supportd 400,000 1 400,000 R, D, T&E All Fed, 

Totals 41 Titles 67 10,000,000 

aR = Research; D = Development; T&E = Test & Evaluation. 

b~om = General ~ommunity; P = po~e; AOJ = Courts and Prosecution (Administration of Justice); £2! = Corrections; m = All subsystems of tlie criminal JUStice system. 

R) + All CJS 

R) + All CJS 

All CJS 

All CJS 

All CJS 

R 

R 

R 

cFed = Federal Government, including the Institute; Com = Co~nity action group: P = Police Department or Sheriff's Office; 
Cor = Corrections agency; All CJS = Any opel'at~ng crIminal Justice agency. includwg a planning agency; U = University; 
§""= Equi~lnent Manufacturlilg Company; R = Research or deVelopment organization; CJS = Joint crimir}al juscice system, 
organizat1on or commission. ---

dHigh-priority, first-year projects, if budget is reduced. Also, fewer of each type of project can be undertaken. 

erirst-year buildup cost of a much larger, continuing, longer term project. 
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should be viewed more as a starting point and a convenient structure 

for developing the program than as a final, definitive statement. 

For each type of project,Table 8 swrunariz9s certain basic infor

mation. The estimated average cost per project multiplied by the 

number of such projects provides the budget allocation to that proj

ect. The principal objective is indicated by the following code: 

R = Research 

D = Development 

T&E = Test. & Evaluation 

The principal component of the criminal justice system or the. 

community outside the criminal justice system to which the· project 

applies is indicated by the following code: 

Com = General Community 

P = Police 

AOJ = Courts and Prosecution (Administration of Justice) 

Cor = Corrections 

All = All subsystems of the criminal justice system 

The organizations most likely to undertake the project are 

indicated by the following code: 

Fed = Federal Government, including the Institute 

Com = Community action group 

P = Police Department or Sheriff's Office 

Cor = Corrections agency 

All CJS = Any operating criminal justice agency, including a 
planning agency 

U = University 

Eq = Equipment Manufacturing Company 

R = Research or development organization. This could be 
a large or small profit or non-profit organization, 
a computer software company, or the Institute itself. 

CJS = Joint criminal justice system, organization or commission 

In the notation, a comma indicates alternative recipients and 

a plus (+) indicates a joint project between two or more recipients, 
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usually between an operating agency to provide the operational 

experience and opportunity and for implementation and a research 

group to provide the technical skills. 

The money is distributed among the principal* research objec

tives as follows: 

Research 

Development 

Test & Evaluation 

$4,550,000 

$3,650,000 

$1,800,000 

This reflects the emphasis on research in the early stages of this 

program. As the program matures, presumably there will be more 

emphasis on development and evaluation. 

The money is distribu~ed among the interests of criminal justice 

agencies as follows: 

Community generally 

Police 

Corrections 

All or any criminal 
justice agency 

$750,000 

$3,350,000 

$1,300,000 

$4,600,000 

In addition to the heavy emphasis on police, this reflects the emphasis 

on the areas of common problems throughout the criminal justice system. 

The distribution of the recipient organizations undertaking 

projects is rather more complex. The potential combinations pre

sented are distributed as follows: 

(ll or R) = $2,300,000 

(ll or R) in conjunction with (Com) = $200,000 

(ll or R) in conjunction with (Police) :::: $850,000 

(ll or R) in conjunction ,,'lith (COl') $1,200,000 

(ll or R) in conjunction with (All CJS)= $900,000 

~'c 
Where two objectives are indicated in Table 8, only the first 
objective noted is used for this distributiono 
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(R) in conjunction with (Police) ::: $1,000,000 

(R) in conjunction with (All CJ8) ::: $1,700,000 

(R or Eq) ::: $400,000 

(R Or Eq) in conjunction with (Cor) ::: $100,000 

(R or Eq) in conjunction with (Police) ::: , $150, 000 

(Fed or R) ::: $1,000,000 

(Fed or R) in conjunction with (Eq) == $200,000 

In all cases, a research organization is a potential recipient. 

Universities are possible recipients of $5,450,000, equipment manu

facturers of $850,000, police departments of $2 million, corrections 

agencies of $1,350,000, and unspecified criminal justice agencies of 
$2.2 million. The small amount allocated to equipment manufacturers 
reflects a policy of stimulating such developments without Federal 

support where practical; for those cases where significant development 

is to be supported, the first-year startup costs are relative~7 lOW, 

and can be expected to expand in future years. FU1'thermor'e, the 
research groups of many manufacturers are expected to participate 
in many of the other projects. 
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VI. MANAGEMENT OF THE INSTITUTE PROGRAM 

A. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUcrURE 

Management of a research, development, test and evaluation 

program is a signifioant departure for the Department of Justice 

from its traditional functions. The management of the RDT&E com

ponent of the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance has relied almost 

exclusively on the grant mechanism and has been limited to a total 

expenditure of about $19 million over its three-year existence. The 

new Institute will have a significantly expanded program, will place 

much more emphasis on internal studies and contracts, and so will 

have to develop new management approaches and procedures. This chap

ter explores some of these issues of organization and staffing as 

they relate to the development, management, evaluation, monitoring, 

and implementation of the RDT&E program. 

Many kinds of organizational structure are possible to enable 

the Institute to manage its RDT&E program. These might i.J."1clude 

the following: 

.Divisions for each of the three mission areas of crime pre

vention, crime control, and criminal justice system, with 

staff units for program support. 

eDivisions for police, courts, and corrections • 

• Division along professional specialty lines, such as 

sociology, operations research, physics, electronics, eco

nomics, etc • 

• Division by type of institution receiving support (e.g., 

universities, industry, criminal justice agencies. 

aDivision by administrative form of support (e.g., grant, 

contract, internal research). 
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An administratively based structure would create administrative 

convenience and homogeneity. The structure along the lines of re

cipient institutions would ease the problem of preparing proposals. 

The professional discipline structure would relate most closely to 
academic research. The criminal justice subsystem structure would 

lead to close ties to the operating agencies. None of these appear 

to share the virtues of a functional structure corresponding to 

mission areas. This would sacrifice administrative convenience to 
provide a mission orientation to the research program. As presented 

in Chapter III, that structur€ \'lill consist of three principal 
functional divisions: 

1. Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation Division. 
2. Crime Control Divisiono 

3. Cri~inal Justice System Management Division. 

In such a struc;ture there is some correlation between the professional 

disciplines and t~e criminal justice agencies being served. The 
Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation Division would be composed largely 

of social scientists and corrections officials'. 

there should be police and legaJ. participation. 
In addition, however, 

The Crime Control 
Division would look principally at the police apprehension and the 

prosecution functions and so would require he~vy participation by 

lawyers, police officials, physical scientists, systems analysts, 
criminologists, etc. The System Management Division would be composed 

of public administration specialists, operations analysts, and 
specialists in all aspects of the criminal justice system. 

An import~nt organizational,problem that must be faced within 
this functional structure is whether the InstituteTs internal research 

and external grant and contract programs (detailed below) should be 
integrated or separated activities. 

The integration of activities means that the same staff members 

will be involved in booth the progress of in-house investigations and 

the review of grant and contract proposals. This, it can be argued, 

will ensure that the individuals most familar with research needs 
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and problems will be making the management decisio~s in the Institute 

and insuring that internal work is coordinated with external support. 

Furthermore, since the quality of the staff is central to the success 

of the Institute, a vital internal research program may be a valuable 

device for attracting such a staff to manage the external program part 

time. If the two functions were organizationally separate, then there 

may even be some question as to the desirability of having an internal 

research component, given the problems in attracting a quality tech

nical staff into the government, especially in the face of the compe-

tition generated by the Institute's external program. 

However, experience in other government labor.::tories (e.g., NIH) 

has shown that it is usually more effective to separate internal 

research from external program management. Conflict of interest often 

develops, for instance, when the same individual competes in research 

with the colleagues whose research he funds and evaluates. \~en time 

must be split between research and management, the time pressures 

usually require that management take priority, and so the research 

program usually suffers thereby. Some organizations (e.g., the 

National Science Foundation) address this problem by bringing in 

people who are normally engaged in research for a short tour (say, two 

years) of program manugement. 

It may be prudent to postpone judgment on these organizational 

issues until the exact problems of staff recruitment for the Institute 

come more fully into perspective. 

B. STAFFING OF THE INSTITUTE 

The Institute holds great promise for becoming a major force for 

social innovations in the United States. Success, however, depends 

critically on the quality and motivation of the professional staff 

that can be attracted. If the right people--·truly the best in their 

fields--can be attracted, then the impact on the criminal justice 

system can be profound. If the Institute is not staffed by these top 

people, then it will surely become jvst another Federal bureaucracy, 

distributing its funds in an unimaginative and ineffectual manner. 
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The competition fr'om industLy, other governmental agencies, 

'universities and research organizations for the kind of people needed 

will be great ind8ed. Almost everyone the Institute wants would 

come at a sacrifice in income. They can, however, be attracted by 

the opportunity to bring about significant social change. The Insti

tute must dramatize this opportunity and should be ready to pay a 

considerable price in tenns of organizational neatness, bureaucratic 
restraint, and management rigidity in order to create the environment 

that will attract and stimulate such a staff. 

There will be many professional specialties required by the 

Institute. The staff of each division must contain two groups of 

people who will interact closely on a day-to-day basis. Insight 

into the problems will come from individuals with significant ex

perience in criminal justice operations. The research direction and 

technical evaluation will be provided by technical and research spe

ci·alists. Each project the Institute sponsors or conducts will re

quire participation by both groups. The experienced officials will 

serve as consultants in the formulation of the research problems, 

and the research specialists will play a more direct role in the 
planning of the research. The criminal justice specialists would 

probably carry a relatively larger share of the administration of 

grants and contracts, especially those being conducted by operating 

agencies. It is important, however, that the research specialists 

contribute to the formulation, evaluation, and technical monitoring 

of these projects. 

Illustrative specialties required for the Institute TS three 

divisions are indicated in Table 9. Obviously, each division requires 

a broad range of skillso Furthermore, incremental hiring requirements 

will depend on the mix of experience and training available in an 

eXisting staff. The specialties available iu one division will be 

made available to the others; thus, each division need not become 

completely self-sufficient, especially in those areas when they might 

need help only occasionally. 
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TABLE 9. ILJJUSTRATIVE STAFF SPECIALTIES APPROPRIATE 
FOR THE INSTITUTE DIVISIONS 

I. CRIME PREVENTION. AND REHABILITATION DIVISION 

A. Research/Technical Staff B. Criminal Justice Officials 

1. Social psychologists 1. Corrections officials 

2. Experimental psychologists 2. Police officials 

3. Quantitative sociologists 3. Social workers 

4. Criminologists 

5. Economists 

6. City planners/architects 

II. CRIME CONTROL DIVISION 

A. ResearchLTechnical Staff B. Criminal Justice Officials 

1. Computer software specialists 1. Police officials 

2. Computer system engineer 2. Lawyers/prosecutors 

3. Electronics communications 
engineer 

4. Systems analyst 

5. Mathematical statisticians/ 
experiment designers 

6. Criminalists 

7. Mechanical engineer 

8. Experimental sociologists 

III. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT DIVISION 

A. Research/Technical Staff B. Criminal Justice Officials 

1. Systems analysts/operations 
research analysts 

2. Mathematical statistician 

3. Computer systems engineers 

4. Industrial psychologists 

5. Social psychologists 

6. Economists 

7. Public administration/management 
analysts 
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The need for specialists, however, can be overemphasized. The 

Institute, it has been repeatedly stressed, must direct considerable 

research energy to improving the criminal justice system as a function

ing whole. Individuals who are conversant with police, court and 

correctional problems, and ones who can deal analytically with all 

subsystems and their interrelations at once, will therefore be in 

great demand. 

Very few potential research staff members will have had extensive 

experience in or knowledge of criminal justice, but this is not an 

overriding problem. The most fundamental criteria for hiring should 

be an individualTs general capability, mental flexibility, familiarity 

with the methods and problems ~f research, and potential for intellec

tual and technical growth. With these qualities, a person can ac

quire both a substantive understanding of the criminal justice system 

and an expertise in a number of specialties. The process of training 

new personnel should involve guidance by more experienced colleagues 

at the Institute as well as assignments to agencies throughout the 

system for first-hand experience with the problems that need to be 

solved. 

C. INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL COMPONENTS OF THE RESEARCH PROGRAM 

The research program can be divided into three components: 

1. An internal program conducted directly by the staff of the 

Institute .. 

2. An external grant and contract program~ The grant program 

would be conducted primarily by crimina~ justice agencies 

and universities with relative freedom of exploration, 

usually involving the pursuit of a novel and innovative 

idea generated by the grantee. The contract program would 
involve a reasonably well-defined problem being pursued 

in detail by a research organization having the requisite 

technical skills and experience. 

3. An institutional grant program designed to create and support 

broadly and continuously an ins~itution developing increased 

competence in a specific areae 
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1. Internal Program 

The Institute's internal research program will perform several 

functions: 

eProviding intellectual stimulus and sustenance to the Insti

tute's staff. 

e Conducting preliminary research studies to lead to a better 

definition of a problem, which can then be followed by a 

formal Request for Proposals, leading to a contract for 

pursuing further details of the work. 

eConducting broad studies tying together various parts of 

the Institute's program • 

• Conducting studies to provide guidance to the Office of 

Planning and Law Enforcement Grants. 

• Pursuing in depth ideas generated by the Institute is staff 

which they might pursue under a grant if they were at a 

university or research organization. 

eReviewing, validating and pursuing in further detail studies 

that might warrant an Institute statement of policy_ 

Many of these studies will require experiments with operating crim

inal justice systems and so will have to be done in conjunction 

with state or local agencies. Initially, during the formative 

stages of the Institute, it will be necessary to contract for most 

of these studies. 

2. Grants and Contracts 

Projects will be conducted under the Institute's external pro

gram through grants and contracts. The principal distinction between 

the two is that a grantee would have considerable freedom to develop 

a study as he sees fit, while a contractee will be limited to the re

search scope within which he agrees to work. Grants to research or 

development organizations would be used for projects with considerable 

tecpnical uncertainty, relatively high risk, cases where close super

vision by the National Institute would be inappropriate, and projects 
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where the aims are broad and general rather than specific. Contracts 

would be used where -the Institute can define the desired output 

reasonably well, and where the cost of the study can reasonably be 

estimated. This would be especially appropriate in equipment devel

opment where the specifications can be described fairly precisely. 

In both cases, the Institute should assure that there is evaluation 

of the projects undertaken. 

a. Grants. The most frequent recipients of grants would be 

criminal justice agencies and individuals at universities and pri

vate, non-profit research organizations. In the latter cases, in

dividuals with important ideas and with demonstrated research com

petence would be supported in the development of these ideas. Such 

research studies would typically involve new methodological develop

ment, experimentation, and theoretical development. 

At criminal justice agencies the grants would go for a wide 

variety of experimental and innovative studies or demonstration 

projects where the cont~ol is to be vested in the operating agencies. 

In many such cases, subcontracts will be needed to provide technical 

support for the agency; in other cases, separate contracts will be 

necessary for independent evaluation of projects. 

b. Contracts. The Institute would let both competitive and 

sole-source contracts. Competitive contracts would normally result 

from studies undertaken by the Institute which indicate the basic 

specifications and requirements to be met by the contract. These 

detailed requirements would then be incorporated by the Institute 

into a Request for Proposal distributed to a list of potentially 

competent bidders. This would be the preferred method for contracts 

oriented to well-defined requirements; it would enable the Institute 

to review a variety of development approaches and achieve the re

quired result at minimum cost. 
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In some cases, only one source possesses the idea (e.g., as 

reflected in an unsolicited proposal) or unique technical competence 

to undertake a given job to meet specified requirements. Sole

source contracts are designed for such conditions. 

3. Institutional Development 

Some of the awards by the National Institute will be for the 

purpose of h,:;lping to establish and support new institutions. These 

would include, for instance, the creation of an equipment test and 

evaluation laboratory, a major private research institute or a document 

retrieval and dissemination facility. These would normally be housed 

in an organization with established competence to perform the required 

function and the ability to operate in close conjunction with the 

Institute. The contractor could be in or out of the Federal Govern

ment, profit- or non-profit-making. He would probably be selected 

in a competition among comparable organizations and funded in a con

tinuing way through a cost plus fixed-fee contract. 

Problems such as whether longevity funding can be guaranteed 

are central in the creation of these new institutions. The InstituteTs 

budget is not likely to be large enough in the near future to support 

longevity funding, and so other sources of support--such as prlvate 

foundations--will be crucial for maintaining the facilities. 

D. DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF RESEARCH PROJECTS 

The planning, development, evaluation, monitoring and review 

of research projects will be a major function of the Institute. For 

contract studies, the Institute will first have to conduct or sponsor 

a project-definition phase to identify the critical problems in a 

given area of inquiry and to formulate the requirements in sufficient 

detail to lead to a Request for Proposal. The evaluation of the 

proposals would be conducted by the Institute staff, using whatever 

supplementary technical assistance is needed. Throughout such 
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projects, the contractor's progress would be continually monitored 

to assure that the objectives "are being approached and that no 

misinterpretations have been made. Such monitoring would probably 

have to be done on'a regular basis and no less frequently than four 

times formally during the course of the projects. 

The Institute will stimulate desired research grant proposals by 

making its needs known by such means as annual formal statements of 

its research needs and visits by the Instituters staff to professional 

society meetings, major research institutions, universities, etc., to 

report on the critical problems and to stimulate research proposals 

addressing them. The proposals submitted in response to such stim

ulation would be reviewed for their technical proficiency, including 

the importance of the problem being addressed, the soundness of the 

research approach, the competence of the investigators, and the ade

quacy of their facilities. The Insti'tute t s staff would perfonn the 

initial screening of these proposals. The proposals passing such a 

screen might then be reviewed by an advisory panel composed of re

search specialists and representatives from the relevant fields of 

criminal justice, augmented as needed by special consultants. Such 

research should be reviewed upon completion, and at least annually, 

to assure that adequate progress has been made, to evaluate the de
sirability of continuation or extension of the grant, and to determine 

what subsequent research should build on the research accomplished. 

There would probably be advisory review panels for each of the 

Instituters divisions and a more general one for the Institute as a 

whole. These panels would review proposals for grants and they might 

be called upon to review contract proposals. They should be pre

sented regularly with the research program of the Institute and the 

divisions to obtain their guidance and suggestions on gaps and pri

orities. 
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E. IMPLEMENTATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS 

The mission orientation of the Institute demands that its results 

find their way into operational innovation in the crime control process, 

and especially in the operation of the criminal justice system. 

Intensive efforts must be directed by the entire LEAA to foster such 

implementation. There must be a steady flow from research into 

operations. This will occur in many ways: 

-The technical assist2nce organization of the LEAA will be 

in continuing contact with operating agencies and must be 

kept closely informed of research results as they develop. 

This group can then serve as a verbal channel of communica

tion to the users and can assure that the useful results 

become kno~~ to operating organizations. They are also an 

important source of information to the Institute in iden

tifying important operating problems. 

-The results of research should be widely distributed 

through newsletters, journal and magazine articles, con

ferences and workshops, and periodic Institute notices to 

State and local criminal justice planning groups urging 

that proven innovations be incorporated into State and 
local plans. 

-The Institute should undertake research into the most 

effective means of implementing reforms. Investigations 

of the barriers to change, techniques of stimulating 

change, and evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
dissemination and implementation program would all be 

meaningful. 

-In the distribution of action grants and especially in 

the distribution of the discretionary portion under the 

control of the LEAA, priority should be given to those 

innovations which have been found to be effective and 

useful as a result of the Institute1s work. 
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APPENDIX A 

REVIEW OF CURRENT RDT&E PROGRAM ON 
LAW ENFORCEMENT ru~D CRIMINAL JUSTICE 

This appendix contains a brief description of the relevant proj
ects organized by sponsor and by program area for each sponsor. In 
parentheses following each project description is a coded indication 
sf: 

(1) Objectives: R = Research, D = Development, T&E = Test and 
Evaluation 

(2) Relevant Part of the Criminal Justice System: P = Police, 
AOJ = Administration of Justice, Cor = Corrections 

(3) Cost in Thousands of Dollars (K = 000) 

Due to the subjective nature of any such classification of this 
kind, there will be a number of ambiguous cases which may reasonably 
be classified in one or another program area. In some cases, where a 
project has multiple objectives, these are indicated by a plus sign 
(e.g., D + T&E); the principal objective is indicated first (D in this 
case). In addition, since the classification is based upon the avail
able project summary statements, it may well be that more detailed in
formation on any particular project would suggest its reclassification. 
Such differences, however, are not expected to affect significantly 
the allocation summaries shown on pages 62, 63, and 64. 
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I. CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE OFFICE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT ASSISTANCE 

MISSION AREA I: Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation - Reduction in 
the Need and Desire to Commit Crime 

Program Area 1: Identification and Reduction of Causes of Crime 
(no projects) 

Program Area 2: Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Project Descriptions 

Regents of the University of California--Examination of the 
operation of critical factors affecting success/failure of adult 
parolees and formulation of changes to increase parole agency 
effectiveness. (R, Cor, 14SK) 

Youth Studies Center, UCLA--Development and testing of mathe
matical models of the probation process. (R, Cor, 113K) 

Institute for the Study of Crime and Delinquency, Sacramento, 
California--Planning for intensive control and treatment serv
ices in a model community correctional program for adult mis
demeanants and felons. (D, COl', l6DK) 

Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, Georgetown University 
Law Center--Evaluation of offender rehabilitation project. 
(T&E, Cor, 74K) 

St. Loui3 Police Departme:clt--Detoxification facility for per
sons taken into police custody as alternative to usual arrest, 
jail, and prosecution process. (D, Cor, SDK) 

Vera Institute of Justice--One-year interagency program of 
police-community handling of destitute alcoholics on a volun
tary non-arrest basis. (T&E, Cor, 99K) 

District of Columbia Department of Public Health--Establishment 
and operation of detoxification facility as substitute for jail 
detention and nolle prosequi consideration for treated offenders •. 
( D, Cor, 27 4K) 

Pennsylvania Board of Parole--Resocialization of paroled bur
glars,larcenists, and forgers through control and treatment 
program and living facility for parole violators in lieu of re
imprisonment. (D, Cor, 63K) 

Alachua County (Florida) SheriffTs Office--Comprehensive re
habilitation services for county jail inmates. (D, Cor, 44K) 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

Opportunities, Inc.--Establishment of model residential treat
ment facility for juvenile offenders as rehabilitation alterna
tive between probation supervision in home and state school 
commitment. (D, Cor, 93K) 

King County (Washington) Sheriff!s Office--Development, opera
tion, and evaluatiotl of 2-yr. pilot work-release progr~n for 
county jail misdemeanants. (D, Cor, l07K) 

Denver County (Colorado) Cou~t--Establishment of a profession
ally directed, community-oriented probation service for misde
meanant offenders. (D, Cor, l57K) 

City of Detroit--Intensive treatment and rehabilitation of mis
demeanants in house of corrections. (D, Cor, l37K) 

MISSION AREA II: Crime Control - Increase in the Risks and Difficulty 
of Committing Crime 

Program Area 3: Direct Crime Prevention 

Project Descriptions 

Cleveland Police Department--Design and demonstration of mobile 
unit with closed-circuit TV for surveillance, incorporating 
video recording. CD, P, 64K) 

Los Angeles County Sheriff!s Department--Test and evaluation of 
ability of police helicopter patrol to substitute for normal 
patrol by auto. (T&E, P, l59K) 

Village of Edina CMinnesota)--Development of system of random 
police car patrol to reduce response time and increase prob
ability of police presence in prevention and apprehensi.on. 
(D, P, 53K) 

Program Area 4: Improvement of the Probability of Apprehension 
and Conviction of Offenders 

Project Descriptions 

Kelly Scientific Organization, Washington, D.C.--National study 
of radio spectrum needs of police and public safety agencies, 
including improvement proposals and estimated costs and effec
tiveness of alternative approaches. (R, P, 77K) 
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The body's health is defended by its immune 
system. White blood cells called lymphocytes 
(B cells and T cells) protect the body from 
"germs" such as viruses, bacteria, parasites, 
and fungi. When germs are detected, B cells 
and T cells are activated to defend the body. 
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Lymphocyte 

@ 
Human immunodeficiency 
virus-liIV 

This process is hindered in the case of the 
acquired immunodeficiency syndrome • 
(AIDS). AIDS is a disease in which the body's . 
immune system breaks down. AIDS is caused 
by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 

When EIV enters the body, it infects 
special T cells, where the virus grows. The 
virus kills these cells slowly. As more and 
more of the T cells die, the body's ability to 
fight infection weakens. 

A person with mv infection may remain 
healthy for many years. People with mv 
infection are said to have AIDS when they 
are sick with serious illnesses and infections 
that can occur with HlY. The illnesses tend 
to occur late in HIV infection, when feN T 
cells remain. 
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¥le may never know where or llow HIV and 
AIDS began. Many experts believe that 
AIDS was present in the United States, 
Europe, and Africa for several decades or 
longer before the earliest cases appeared in 
1980 and 1981. 

HIV was first identified in 1984 by 
French and American scientists, but the 
human immunodeficiency virus did not get 
its name until 1986. 

• 
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Even before HIV causes AIDS, it can cause 
health problems. Learning about how the virus 
can affect your body and getting care early, 
before health problems worsen, can help you 
live longer and have fewer health problems. 

This booklet is a guide to understanding 

eHIV and getting the right care as soon as you 
can. You can also share this booklet with 
family members and friends so they can learn 
more about HIV 

The booklet will tell you about some of 
the problems you will probably have to face 
and suggests questions you may want to ask 
your doctor, nurse, or other health care 
provider. Asking these questions will help 
you get the information you need to make 
decisions about your own health care. 

Learn as much as you can about HIV 
Finding out you have HIV infection can be 
frightening and confusing. Here are some 
questions you may want to ask your health 
care provider: 

fJ What will HIV do to my health? 

o Will I need to change the way I live? 

D e How will HIV affect my relationships 
with family, friends, sex partners, and 
people at work or school? 

o What types of health care or other ser
vices will I need, now and in the future? 
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Sharing needles and syringes is risky. 
This is one way HIV infection is 
passed from one person to another. 

Having HIV means that you can give • 
HIV infection to someone else through 
unprotected (unsafe) sex or sharing needles 
or works if you inject drugs. Be sure to ask 
your health care provider how you can keep 
from spreading HIV 

Your HIV status is very personal, and telling 
other people that you have HIV infection 
may be one of the hardest things you will 
ever have to do. 

When you first find out you have the 
virus that causes AIDS, you may feel sad, 
depressed, ashamed, or afraid. Telling other 
people about your HIV infection may mean 
that you will get more support and help from 
others, but it can also lead to problems. 

Local or state laws may require that your 
health care provider report yoilr HIV status 
to the health department. Otherwise, your 
HIV infection should be kept confidential, 
unless you decide to talk about it. Ask your _ 
doctor about the laws in your state'. ,., 
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Your health care provider can help ynu 
decide whom to tell and help you tell them 
once you have decided to do so. Some of the 
people you may want to tell include: 

o Sex partners 

Cl Persons with whom you inject drugs 

o Family 

o Friends 

You should talk with your sex partners 
about using condoms for safe sex and about 
the risks of having a baby with HIY. If you 
inject drugs, you will want to discuss the 
danger of sharing needles or works. 

You may want to talk with members of 
your family about how your condition might 

• 
affect them. You may also choose to tell 
your co-workers, neighbors or members of 
your church, and if you are a student, people 
at school, such as the school nurse, adminis-

• 

trators, teachers, and classmates. 

Some people with HIV choose not to 
talk about their health, and that's all right, 
too. It's your choice . 
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TalCting Abolnt Your ft-tlDV 
~trnfectioll'il 

Possible Benefits 
I!l Support and help from family and 

friends 

ffil In some states, better health and 
welfare benefits 

rt) Greater chance that your sex partner 
or persons you have injected drugs 
with will get tested for HIV 

.. !Possible RGsks 

rn Rejection by partner, family, friends, 
school, club, or employer 

[J Changes in health benefits 

fBi Trouble finding a place to live 

ill Loss of child custody 

Although the risks of sharing informa
tion about your HIV infection with oth
ers may seem to outweigh the benefits, 
remember that these are only risks and 
might never happen. 

If you have HIV infection, you may feel, 
look, and act just fine. But you need to take 
good care of yourself as soon as you find out 
you have HIV - this is the key to delaying 
the onset of more serious problems. 

• 

Try to keep a positive outlook. Hope is 
very important. Everyday there are new 
drugs and treatments for HIV that may help 
you. Each time you visit your doctor, be sure 
to ask about new treatments and clinical 
trials (research studies) in which you might • 
take part. 
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Try not to worry. Worrying can lead to 
stress, and stress can weaken your immune 
system. Take steps to reduce stress. 
Activities that may relieve your stress 
include breathing exercises, leisure walks, 
reading, and community activities. Ask your 
health care provider about ways to cope 
with worry and stress. 

See your doctor often. Don't wait until 
you get sick. The following hints may help 
you stay well longer: 

[] Get immunizations (shots) to prevent 
other infections. 

o Avoid exposure to infection - for exam
ple, people with colds, other illnesses, 
and human or pet waste. 

Eat healthy foods. This will help keep 
you strong, keep your energy and weight 
up, and help your body protect itself. 

o Exercise regularly to stay strong and fit. 

o Get enough sleep and rest. 

[J Finish your medicines, even though you 
may feel better. 

Tell your health care provider 
right away if you have numbneBs, 
sores in your mouth, changes in 
your eyesight, or shortness of 
breath . 
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One of the blood cells infected by HIV is the 
CD4 cell (a special T cell). Its job is to defend 
your body from invaders such as viruses. The 
number of CD4 cells in your blood shows 
how strong your immune system is. 

A test called the "CD4 cell count" is 
used to check on the progress of HIV infec
tion. Your health care provider will probably 
ask you to have blood tests every few 
months so that your CD4 cell count can be 
used to show when to start medicines. 

As long as your CD4 count is over 600, 
you will need to have it tested about every 6 
months. If your CD4 count drops below 500, 
your doctor may suggest testing your blood • 
more often and may start you on medicine 
to slow HIV 

• 
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Your doctor should talk with you about the 
risks and benefits of starting treatment with 
drugs for HIY. AZT, now called ZDV (for 
zidovudine), is the most widely used drug for 
HIY. If ZDV does not work or causes side 
effects (for example, sleep problems, leg 
cramps, headaches, nausea, diarrhea, or 
anemia), your doctor may give you didano
sine (ddI) or dideoxycytidine (ddC). Be sure 
to tell your doctor about any side effects you 
may have from ddI or ddC, such as belly 
pain or numbness in your hands or feet. 

Remember, the treatments for HIV are 
changing rapidly, so be sure to ask your 

• 

doctor if there are new treatments. 

If your HIV infection worsens, you will 
be more likely to have other infections that 

• 

take advantage of your weakened immune 
system. If your CD4 cell count falls below 
200, or if you have had pneumonia or other 
~ymptoms, your doctor will probably recom
mend that you start taking trimethoprim
sulfamethoxazole or TMP-SMX (Bactrim®, 
Septra®, and generic products) to prevent 
the most common of these infections, 
Pnell1nocystis carinii pneumonia, or PCP. 
Most people have no problem with TMP
SMX, but if you develop a rash or severe 
stomach problems, stop taking the medicine 
and call your doctor right away to discuss 
other treatments. 

HIV and HIV-related illnesses vary from 
person to person. Some people have been 
living with HIV for many years. Others 
become sick soon after their diagnosis.Your 
medical care plan will be designed especially 
for you and may differ somewhat from the 
care described in this booklet . 
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Here are some questions you should ask 
your doctor, nurse, or other health care 
provider: 

rn How often should my CD4 count be 
taken? 

fII At what CD4 count should I begin taking 
medicine for HIV infection? 

m What about medicines to prevent other 
illnesses that can occur with HIV? How 
will these medicines help me? Do they 
have side effects? 

ill Are there new treatments? 

Tubercu!osis 

Because HIV weakens the body's ability to 
resist infections, you are at special risk for 
infection with the germ that causes tubercu-
losis (TB). Even if you become infected with 
this germ, proper treatment can keep it from 
turning into active TB. Be sure to ask your 
doctor, nurse, or other health care provider: 

[31 How often should I be tested for TB infec-
tion? What kinds of tests are needed? 

53 How can I avoid becoming infected 
with TB? 

m If I get TB, how can I avoid infecting 
others? 

Tell your health C3re provider if you think 
you have been exposed to someone with TB. 

If you become infected with the bacteria 
that causes TB, your doctor may give you the 
medicine, isoniazid (INH), which you will 
need to take once a day, every day, for a full 

• 

year, even if you feel fine. Your doctor may • 
also recommend that you take pyridoxine, a 
form of vitamin B6, each day to help reduce 
side effects from isoniazid. Be sure to tell 
your doctor about any side effects you may 
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have from the medicine, such as nausea, 
vomiting, loss of appetite, tiredness or weak
ness, skin rashes, or fever. 

Instructions for taking medication for TB 
infection can be confusing. Work closely 
with your health care provider to be sure 
you complete your treatment. 

Syphilis 

Syphilis is a sexually transmitted disease 
(STD). It often occurs with HIV infection 
but can be hard to recognize and treat in 
persons who have HIY. Untreated syphilis 
can cause severe nerve, heart, and blood 
vessel damage and even death . 

.i You should tell your doctor about your 
.1 full sexual and medical history. Some of the 
{ .questions you may want to ask include: 

~ E3 What are the tests for syphitis? How 
~ often should I be tested? 
1 , 
~ 0 How is syphilis treated? 

~ 
f 
,{ 

o Will I need tests to make sure the treat
ment worked? 

D How can I avoid passing syphilis to others? 

Your doctor may give you blood tests to 
learn if you have syphilis and to see hew far 
it has progressed. You also may need other 
tests. You should be tested for syphilis any
time you think you have been exposed to 
an STD. 

If you have syphilis, you should tell your 
sex partners or persons who have lnjected 
drugs with you. Your health care provider 
or a health department worker can help 
you do this and tell you whether the law in 
your state requires that your sex partners 
be notified. 

'1 , Penicillin shots are the usual treatment 
~ for early syphilis. For more advanced 
t .isease, you may require intravenous (IV) 
~ penicillin and perhaps a hospital stay. If you 
~ 1 are allergic to peniciilin, you may need to 
I see a speciali~t. 

~ 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

Personality in Delinqu~~cy: Response to Treatment--This study seeks 
to find the relationship between four dimensions of personality 
associated with juvenile delinquency and indexes of both insti
tutional and post-institutional adjustment in a group of 300 male 
adolescent delinquents. Once it has been established that the 
personality dimensions are in fact related to adjustment criteria 
for a program already in existence, the next task might be to de
sign treatment 1?rograms diff erentially. (R, Cor', 6K) 

Differential Treatment Environments for Delin uents--The purpose of 
this project is: 1 to determine the feasibility of establishing 
five types of group homes--with each of the five representing a 
type of envirorunent specific to the growth and developmental needs 
of particular types of delinquent youth; (2) to develop a taxonomy 
of treatment environments; and (3) to evaluate the impact of the 
group home experience of the youngsters assigned to them. (D, Cor, 
88K) 

Cottage Treatment of Delinquent Wards-,-This proj ect will develop a 
systematic psychological conceptualization of environmental treat
ment in institutions for delinquent adolescents, where primary re
~ponsibility for fostering change typically resides in non-profes
sional, minimally trained cottage parents. Hopefully, the project 
will not only increase knowledge of environmental treatment, but 
will also provide an appropriate quasi-theoretical frame of refer
ence within which the cottage staff can identify and work effec
tively with critical treatmen't opportunities. (D, Cor, 56K) 

~ology of Juvenile Delinquents and Recidivists--This is a longi
tudinal study of 1,000 young men (previously followed for 10 years) 
during age span of 25 to 32. The orientation is psycho-social; 
the endeavor is directed towards the life cycles of the individuals 
and their families. Factors are assessed by clinical and specific 
criteria and correlated with original data. They have demonstrated 
that a group of previous delinquents is affected by the stabiliz
ing influence of family responsibilities, while a smaller group 
continues to be adjudicated offenders. Factor analysis and pre
dictive validation studies are used. (T&E, Cor, 48K) 

Self-InstructionaJ_ Program for Youthful Offenders--This action re
search project is focused upon the education and vocational training 
of youthful offenders. The orientation of the project is that of 
group dynamics specifically applied to education and motivation. 
The investigators have been able to show that when there is real 
opportunity for achievement, significant numbers of youthful offend
ers will respond although they had previously seen themselves as 
"three time" or "sure 10sers.1f The investigators have enabled 8 
men ,to complete high school and be accepted into college all while 
in prison. This project provides one of the most promising recent 
developments in correctional training. (T&E, Cor, 76K) 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

A Measure of Casework in Corrections--The purpose of this project 
is to complete the analysis of the data and write the final report 
on the p~lot intensive counseling organization (Pico) project 
sponsored in 1955 by the California Dept. of Corrections. This 
project was charged with the dual task of demonstrating the feasi
bility of the application of intensive counseling to young adult 
delinquents and the measure of its effect. The effects of the 
experiment were assessed in 3 areas: personality, institutional 
behavior, and post-institutional behavior. (T&E, Cor, 15K) 

5th Precinct Delinquency Treatment Program--The purpose of this 
project is to utilize and evaluate the effectiveness of detached 
workers using modified behavior techniques for the treatment of 
juvenile offenders in a low socio-economic area. The criteria by 
which effectiveness is estimated are: recidivism of contact with 
the police, improvement in school work performance, and a decrease 
:i,n the frequency of the specific maladaptive behavior for which 
the offender has been referred. (T&E, Cor, 88K) 

Pre-Trial Diversion of Mentally III Offenders--This project would 
establish a flPre-Trial Conference rf unit for D.C. Court of General 
Sessions and U.S. District Court under the auspices of the George
town University Pre-Trial Clinic. The PTC unit would, by means of 
consultations with prosecuting and defense attorneys, and clinical 
and social evaluation, locate criminal defendants suffering from 
mental illness who might be managed and treated in the community. 
It would seek to divert them from the criminal process into communi
ty mental health treatment and rehabilitation channels, with which 
the PTC unit will collaborate. Evaluation would be concerned with 
learning the psychological and social characteristics of criminal 
cases which can be identified and safely and effectively diverted 
to community mental health resources; and with identifying the 
attitudinal, procedural and legal factors. which presently mili'tate 
against diversion and the limitations of community service and 
resources which presently prevent it. (T&E, AOJ, 106K) 

A Community Residential Treatment Program--Objective is to develop 
a reSidential treatment program in which men released from correc
tional institutions will have a suitable place to live while re
ceiving assistance in obtaining employment and counseling in ad
j~stment to the social community. It is hoped that this project 
Wlll demonstrate that a residential treatment program can reduce 
the high rate of recidivism to criminality. A study will be made 
of the success-failure rate of persons admitted to the residence 
center program compared to a control group who returned directly 
from the prison to the community. (T&E, Cor, 13K) 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

Volunteer Community Services in Misdemeanant Probation--This is a 
service-research project which aims to expand the dimensions of the 
community-oriented rehabilitation program of the Royal Oak (Mich.) 
Municipal Court, and to evaluate this program. The special feature 
of the Royal Oak program is the rather extensive and intensive use 
of psychiatric diagnosis, consultation and supervision during both 
the court procedure and the probation period. This includes assist
ing the Judge in presentence evaluation, assistin~T in the super
vision of volunteer probation sponsors, performin9' individual 
psychiatric follow-up, and conducting group therapy programs. 
(T&E, Cor, 25K) 

A Community-Oriented Halfway Home for Local Offenders--This study 
is designed to test the propOSition that constructive change in 
the social adjustment of confined offenders can be effected more 
successfully by a program of quasi-institutional, family-type 
living that is closely and systematically 'elated tome local com
munity than by even a progressive, treatm<::.Lt-oriented institution 
which is physically and operationally separate from the community. 
The staff will try to discover the degree to which such a program 
can succeed, and types of offenders and the kinds of community 
involvement which are most suitable to it. Evaluation will be study 
of success-failure patterns of target group and a control group. 
(T&E, Cor, 41K) . 

Treatment for the Families of Training School Boys--This project 
represents a continuing search for techniques designed to "correct!! 
the social problems represented by the population of a public 
training school in the Midwest. General significance of the project 
is the demonstration of pragmatic in~titutional programming. Specific 
significance is seen in the following areas: (1) Demonstration of 
how to involve families in rehabilitation may encourage local mental 
health, welfare and probation agencies to adopt means of reaching 
out to similar families; (2) A contribution will be made to the 
growing but slim knowledge of the functioning of family systems in 
which there is at least one delinquent child; (3) If successful, 
demonstration will establish the desirability of including family 
therapy as a regular feature of a comprehensive training school pro
gram; (4) Results of this project will be applicable to corrective 
programming for delinquents throughout the country. CD, Cor,:114K). 

Juvenile Delinquency Demonstration Training Proj eci::.:--This is a 
field demonstration and training project in a high delinquency 
suburban area designed to test the concept that solution of sub
urban delinquency reqlJ.ires effective combination of three basic 
kinds of child and family treatment services. Target: delinquents 
with diagnosis of antisocial character. The current demonstration 
is a follow-up to a 6-year training project supported by NIMH to 
develop methods of training mental health personnel and others in 
the rehabilitation of delinquents. (D + T&E, Cor, 168K) 
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MISSION AREA II: Crime Control - Increase in the Risks and 
Difficulty of Committing Crime 

Program Area 3: Direct Crime Prevention (p-o projects) 

Program Area 4: Improvement of the Probability of Apprehension 
and Conviction of Offenders 

Project Descriptions 

The Juvenile Offender and the Law--This project will conduct an 
in-depth study and analysis of the juvenile justice system. It 
would address the critical need for comprehensive information 
about existing laws and court decisions affecting juvenile offend
ers, as well as information concerning the operation of the 
courts. It is hypothesized that important mental health impli
cations would be based in a determination that a non-punitive 
systam of justice for juveniles has failed or is not desirable. 
In other words, if the system has failed, many questions could 
be asked about the role of mental health in the leg'al system. 
(R, AOJ, 59K) 

Reactions to Juvenile Norm Violations--This project will study 
punitive response, by adults, to law violation by juveniles. It 
is hypothesized that having an institutional responsibility for 
social control, believing that one is likely to be a victim of 
crime, and not having a social deterministic image of man are 
all associated with judging a violation to be serious. It is 
further hypothesized that high perceived social support and 
belief that punishment will work result in a substantial corre
lation between judgment that a violation is serious, and puni
tiveness. (R, AOJ, 46K) 

Competency to Stand Trial and Mental Illness--This project is a 
demonstration focusing on the clinical assessment of competency 
for criminal trial in pre-trial psychiatric examinations. The 
purpose is to develop clinical criteria and procedures which are 
psychiatrically and legally valid and which will improve 
psychiatric service to patient-defendants and to the courts. 
The first year of the 5-year project will be spent in the courts 
to establish baselines for competency requirements established 
by the court in a variety of criminal proceedings. The next 
three years will be spent at the State Hospital of the Massa
chusetts Correctional Institution during which time clinical 
procedures and criteria for the assessment of competency for 
trial will be tested and refined. Defendants will be followed 
through the trial experience. (T&E, AOJ, 77K) 
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MISSION AREA III: Criminal Justice System Management Improvement -
Reduction of the Cost of System Operations 

Program Area 5: Improvement of the Efficiency and Effectiveness 
of CJS System Management 

Project Descriptions 

Follow-Up of Crime and Delinquency Current Projects--A project 
to recircularize selected projects from 2,330 projects collect
ed by the Information Center on Crime and Delinquency in order 
to prepare and make available all final project summaries, and 
to use the summaries as the informational base for an evalua
tive monograph. CR, 32K) 

Improving Correctional Decision Making Through EDP--This research 
effort constitutes a second phase of a project to develop a cor
rectional information system. Objectives of this phase are to 
provide an initial operating capability compatible with work in 
progress on long-range development of an overall system design. 
CD, Cor, l50K) 

Uniform Parole Reports Pilot Project--This proposal would estab
lish a three-year project to set up in a number of sta~es a uni
for'm records system. This system would make possible the con
struction and comparison of parole prediction devices and would 
feed back to parole administration information obtained in the 
process of constructing and validating the prediction instru
ments. CD, Cor, 9lK) 

Program Area 6: Improvement of Relations Between CJ8 and Community 

Project Description 

An Analysis of the Philadelphia Police Advisory Board--A study 
of the Philadelphia Police Advisory Board, an independent civil
ian board which receives and investigates complaints brought by 
citizens against members of the police force, aimed at deter
mining the extent to which it has performed the functions for 
which it waG established. CT&E, P, 4lK) 

Program Area 7: Improvement of the Selection and Training of 
Per'sonnel 

Project Descriptions 

Changes in Role Concept of Police Officers--The broad objectives 
of this project are to devise a means of testing the hypothesis 
that changes occur in young men within their first few months as 
a policeman, to specify the nature of the changes and to inter
pret their operational significance. A Role Perception Index 
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Program Area 7 (continued) 

will be constructed to measure these changes to determine if 
such changes do occur, and to relate such changes to behavior 
changes. Also to be examined is the degree to which such 
changes are differentially associated with" types of initial as
signments--also how the role concepts of a new patrolman differ 
from other classes of police officers. The findings will be 
interpreted into operational terms so they may be applied to 
police training and administration. (R, P, 46K) 

The Police and Sex Related Crime--E~sentially, this study in
volves (1) a review of American and European literature on sex 
crime in order to identify problems related to law enforcement 
and correction; (2) a field survey of selected police depart
ments to learn about police practice and opinion regarding en
forcement matters as related to sex crime; and (3) a resulting 
set of policy prescriptions designed to improve police perform
ance in the area of crime control. It is hypothesized that 
each of three types of sex offense calls for a distinctive police 
role if crime control is to be effective. Accordingly, a series 
of research questions has been formulated for each offense cate
gory dealing with the characteristics of the offense, the of
fender,the victim, the role of the police, and certain broad 
issues of social policy. (R, P, 42K) 
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III. CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE OFFICE OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND 
YOU'!'H DEVELOPMENT 

MISSION AREA I: Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation - Reduction in 
the Need and Desire to Commit Crime 

Program Area 1: Identification and Reduction of Causes of Crime 

Project Descriptions 

Training the Leaders of Juvenile Gangs to become Streetworkers. 
This two-year training project would prepare 20 youth leaders 
of inner-city juvenile gangs to become streetworkers as well as 
prepare them to occupy staff roles in a variety of new public 
agency programs. The trainees would be attached to a delin
quency prevention agency in San Francisco called Youth For Ser
vice and educated to become streetworkers in a program designed 
to help gang boys participate with public agency officials in 
developing and executing projects that might better meet the 
needs of slum youth. If the projects developed in conjunction 
with the public agencies prove successful, it is hoped that new 
civil service jobs can be created for the trainees at the end 
of the two-year demonstration period. CT&E, $139K) 

A Structural Approach to Gang Intervention: The Lincoln Heights 
Project. This project employs extensive data from previous work 
with delinquent gangs to design, implement, and evaluate a new 
approach to detached work intervention with a traditional-juve
nile gang-cluster. The action model employs knowledge of gang 
structure, membership participation patterns, and the develop
ment of community youth opportunities to effect a decrease in 
gang cohesiveness. Cohesiveness reduction, in turn, is hypoth
esized to result in a decrease in gang recruitment and member 
offense behavior. The project has been applied in a Mexican
American community of Los Angeles. The action phase will last 
for a one and a half year period, followed by six months for 
final evaluation and writing. CD, $57K) 

Southern Arizona Predelinquency Project. The Southern Arizona 
Predelinquency Project is a program for early intervention in 
identified predelinquent, predropout cases. It utilizes a pro
gram of careful assessment of the child, his family, and other 
significant individuals in his natural environment. All thera
peutic intervention is mediated by these naturally related in
dividuals. The intervention program is created to take advantage 
of the childTs reinforcement hierarchy. The selection of medi
ators is according to their ability to administer the selected 
reinforcements contingent on successive approximations to the 
desired behavior of the child. An important aim is to develop 
a program of consultation which will be appropriate to a sparsely 
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Program Area 1 (continued) 

populated, mUlti-ethnic group area where direct professional 
contact with behavior-problem individuals is unfeasible. (T~E, 
$51K) 

Boys In Action. This is an experimental project to develop im
proved methods in preventing the re-occurrence of teenage gang 
fighting and re-direct these energies into constructive chan
nels through educational and vocational training. The project 
will be carried out in the Mexican-American slums of South El 
Paso, Texas, where fighting gangs emerge every ten years. (D, 
$167K) 

Creative Arts for Alienated Youth. This proposal sets forth. a 
continuation, extension and further development of a creative 
arts program designed to provide an opportunity for alienated 
and uncommitted youth to engage in productive activities. The 
program is geared toward deflecting trouble-prone and deviant 
youth from otherwise self destructive and socially deviant be
havior through commitment and participation in creative art work. 
The art program consists of three major units: (1) theatre pro
gram, (2) film-making program, and (3) poetry and writing pro
gram. Each is designed to promote serious and disciplined crea
tive work by workshops and public presentations. Artist-directors 
and technical equipment are the basic resources to be utilized. 
The problem of youth alienation and social deviance and the pro
gramts effectiveness will be assessed and evaluated by a research 
staff. (T~E, $18lK) 

Community Alert Patrol: A Grass Roots Experiment in Self Re
habilitation. To demonstrate effectiveness of voluntarily as
sumed community service by ghetto youth, delinquent, out of school, 
untrained. Service consists of aiding in maintenance of peace 
by regular patrol of area to observe potential disorder or law 
violation by either residents or police. Group also serves as 
law-abiding role model to younger boys with whom there are close 
ties. Patrol will operate an automotive maintenance and service 
center for patrol cars, initially, and as vocational training for 
themselves and other area youth. The service center is planned 
to become self-supporting, offering a much needed low-cost mainte
nance service to the community. Project utilizes interest in auto
mobiles as motivation for pre-vocational and vocational training 
not otherwise available in area for such a group. Also uses 
strong feelings of group for the ghetto community as link to 
self-help movement now developing in South Los Angeles as alter
native to continued destr'uctiveness and clearly necessary as 
means of developing essential services now absent or inadequate. 
(D, $238K) 
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Program Area ~ (continued) 

Training Activities for Youth Wox'k Personnel. A proj ect to con
tinue significant training activities for planners and adminis
trators of youth manpower programs, including the use of work
shops and the further development of curriculum materials. Dur
ing the past year, the Center for the Study of Unemployed Youth 
focused primarily on the work problems of deprived, delinquent 
youth. A series of twenty training documents was developed, 
which was widely distributed to Federal, State, and local gov
ernmental units, universities, and private agencies. (D, $138K) 

Role of Labor in the Vocational Training and Placement of Hard
core Youth. A project sponsored by the Labor Relations and Re
search Center in Amherst, Massachusetts, to develop new roles 
for organized labor ~L opening up training and employment op
portunities for deprived and delinquent youth. With the full 
and active support of the Massachusetts State Labor Council, 
the project held a statewide conference for key representatives 
of labor groups in the Commonwealth, which was followed by work
shops conducted in a number of different communities throughout 
the State. Based on this project model, the Office of Economic 
Opportunity has granted monies to the Center to train labor 
leaders in community action projects, and the Community Services 
Committee of the State Labor Council has recommended the con
tinuation of programs for disadvantaged, delinquent youth under 
its auspices when funding from the Office of Juvenile Delinquency 
and Youth Development terminates. (D, $44K) 

Changing Community Attitudes Toward Delinquency through the 
Medium of Radio. A project by the Berkshire Farm Institute for 
Training and Research to develop a series of informational radio 
tapes on delinquency for scheduled programming in fifteen key 
cities in all sections of the United States. The tapes will 
consist of interviews with institutionalized and noninstitution
alized delinquent youth, field recordings of intex'views with 
their parents, and with police, probation officers, judges, 
teachers, social workers and otheDs who work with delinquents 
as career professionals. The tapes will be designed to give the 
public some ins'ight into the problems facing these youth, and to 
arouse public interest in support of worthwhile prevention and 
rehabilitation programs. It is anticipated that the series will 
prove to be of immediate educational benefit to parents who are 
faced with the perplexities of dealing with their own childrenTs 
problems with greater understanding. (D, $60K) 

Creative Arts for Alienated youth. This project is to continue, 
extend~ and further develop a creative arts program designed to 
provide an opportunity for alienated and uncommitted youth in 
the East Village section of New York to engage in productive 
activities. Three basic programs have been organized, each 
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Pro~ram Area 1 (continued) 

directed by artists who have the requisi'te skills for working 
with youth: a theater component, a film-making program, and a 
poetry and writing program. The project is being evaluated by 
the Center for New York City Affairs of the New School for 
Social Research. (D + T&E, $113K) 

Recapture, Educate, Motivate for the Development of Youth. This 
project is to develop training curricula which will: identify 
new ways of bringing about changes in school policies and pro
grams; develop new roles for youth in educational programs and 
decision-making processes; and reflect new methods for training 
educators to identify, create and implement learning experiences 
which will provide a useful and satisfying education for delin
quent, malperforming, and vulnerable youth as well as for non
delinquent students. The project is based on the hypothesis that 
although the school should be the primary social agent in pro
viding services to youth for the attainment of educational and 
social success, schools often contribute to the malperformance 
and alienation of a significant number of youth. During each 
phase of the project, school administrators, teachers and youth 
in the Wayne County (Detroit) Intermediate School District will 
jointly participate in developing methods, procedures, and 
policies for the fostering of youth involvement within the 
school system. Various approaches to youth involvement will 
also be explored: i.e., using target group youth as tutors for 
younger students; as data collectors and in other sub-professional 
research positions; as committee members for curriculum develop
ment and as participants in the process of student self-govern
ment. (T&E + D, $154K) 

ProgI'rlm Area 2: Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Project Descriptions 

The Adol,escent Social System as a Control Agent in Middle-Class 
Communities. Recent studies point out that delinquency is a 
group phenomena requiring prevention, control, and treatment ap
proaches to utilize the social systems of youth if the problems 
of delinquency and deviance are to be addressed in a meaningful 
fashion. Further, they indicate that the capacity of the com
munities to absorb delinquency and deviance internally is being 
reduced. ITCapacity to absorb lT refers to the attempts of parents, 
schools, neighborhoods, and communities to address the problem 
of delinquent youth without referral to official agencies or, if 
there has been such a referral, to extricate the offender from 
the official process by offering a solution, technique, or 
method of dealing with him outside normal judicial channels. 
The solutions'devised to rescue youngsters from the law enforce
ment apparatus represent the -individual ingenuity of desperate 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

parents. It is proposed that these solutions be identified 
systematicallY and given collective force and character, making 
explicit those strategies which can contain delinquency within 
the community and developing them into a community delinquency 
prevention demonstration program. (R, Cor, $60K) 

Developing Alternatives to Juvenile Training Schools. Project 
No. 66214 has encouraged the development of alternative pro
grams to juvenile training school commitments in ten target 
states. Presently, state consultants of the National Council 
on Crime and Delinquency are working with the decision makers 
in both sets of states atten~;pting to cause the development of 
concrete alternatives to training schools for juvenile offenders. 
This project will assess the effectiveness of the training 
institute as a vehicle for disseminating information and for 
promoting change, and a publication will result. (D, Cor, $16K) 

Rehabilitation of Low-Income Neglected and Delinquent Children 
on ProbatioIl. The program seeks to achieve the resocialization 
of delinquent or neglected children whose problems are serious 
enough to indicate categorization as T!hopelessT! individuals by 
the community: (1) By providing a genuine opportunity to remain 
in the mainstream of con.munity life; (2) By utilizing multiple 
forms of intervention, i.e., group, family, individual services 
and community organization. The project seeks to determine the 
feasibility of utilizing sub-professionals in the role of T!aidesT! 
to probation officers creating and opening employment opportuni
ties for sub-professionals in the project or related fields. It 
seeks to engage the direct involvement of the clients themselves, 
court wards, parents, custodians, and guardians, in the rehabil
itation process. The involvement of clients in their own reha
bilitation is intended to create confidence in their own ability 
to help bring about change in their lives. Underlying the fore
going objectives is the assumption that the juvenile court is 
not a criminal court but one whose statutory goal is the rehabil
itation and treatment of delinquent and neglected children. 
(T&E, AOJ, $127K) 

Group Rehabilitation Center - An Alternative to Institution
alization. This project offers, as an alternative to institu
tionalization for boys 16-17 years old, a day program which 
combines paid work experience and guided group interaction. 
The boys will return to their homes at 7:00 P.M. every day, 
thus allowing them to deal with their problems in their own 
homes and neighborhoods. In this way, it is hoped to avoid 
the artificial situations that arise when a boy is removed 
from his natural peer group and the sources of his problems. 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

Because Puerto Rico is a small island with only one major 
institution for serious oldeT. delinquent boys (The In
dustrial School in Mayaguez), it is envisioned trat this 
new alternative, if successful, can have an island-wide 
impact on the treatment methods used with juvenile delin
quents. (D, Cor, $40K) 

Juvenile Court Demonstration Project. This project will demon
strate a means for changing the theoretical orientation, the 
diagnostic process, and the treatment program of the juvenile 
court. The methods used will be a sociologically oriented in
terdisciplinary theory of delinquent behavior, techniques of in
vestigation required to apply this theory to the study of such 
behavior as it occurs in a given neighborhood, and the develop
ment of a community action program designed to addres s ·the cul
tural and organizational roots of such behavior as revealed by 
the perspective and the methods of study employed. (D, AOJ, $151K) 

Juvenile: Term Serv~ces Proposal. This is a demonstra.tion proj
ect built around the concepts of court worker and godparent. 
Court workers will be assigned to the family courts in New York 
City, in Manhattan, Bronx and Brooklyn. The court worker will 
be an employee of the Puerto Rican Community Development Project 
of New York City and when requested will assist the probation 
officer in obtaining and evaluating family, environment, and 
other information pertaining to Puerto Rican children brought 
to the attention of the court. The court worker will also act 
as liaison between the court and approximately 100 block wor.kers 
currently on the staff of the Puerto Rican Community Development 
Project, and between the probation officers and a group of god
parents to be orggnized as part of this project. (D, AOJ, $160K) 

Reducing Delinquency Through Integrating Delinquents and Non
Delinquents in Conflict Resolution. Delinquency is one response 
to a conflict over life possibilities. This project will at
tempt to demonstrate that alternate responses, reductive of de
linquent behavior, can be developed through the integration of 
delinquent and non-delinquent youth in this conflict resolution. 
A nucleus of twenty delinquent and pre-delinquent youth, Negro 
and white, primarily from low-income families, will be integrated 
with non-delinquent youth, Negro and white, primarily middle 
class. They will receive intensive leadership training in a 
nine-week summer camp operated by the United Community Centers. 
On their return to the community they will use their training
based leadership to demonstrate youth ability, in cooperation 
with adults, to develop possibilities important to youth through 
involving the larger community, youth and adult. (T&E, Cor, 
$166K) 
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Pro~ram Area 2 (continued) 

Juvenile Review Board. The Juvenile Review Board is a town
sponsored project developed through the combined efforts of the 
Department of Social Services and the Police Department which 
proposes to closely examine the juvenile delinquency problem in 
Enfield, Connecticut, and to offer new approaches, to combat this 
problem. With the help of our consulting psychiatrist, medical 
and behavior problems can be separated, family strengths and 
weaknesses evaluated, and positive approaches to r.emedial action 
designed. Existing community agencies will be utilized in pro·
viding medical, vocational, recreational, educational, and social 
services. An active effort will be made to alter, add to, or 
institute new services within the community to reduce to a 
minimum the necessity to refer youth to judicial agencies. (D, 
Cor, $39K) 

MISSION AREA II: 

Program Area 3: 

Prog:ram Area 4: 

MISSION AREA III: 

Program Area 5: 

Crime Control - Increase in the Risks and Difficulty 
of Committing Crime 

Direct Crime Prevention (no projects) 

Improvement of the Probability of Apprehension 
and Conviction of Offenders (no projects) 

Criminal Justice System Management Improvement -
Reduction of Cost System Operations 

Improvement of the Efficiency and Effectiveness 
of CJS System Management 

Project Description 

Curriculum Center. There is a vast reservoir of insights, 
ideas, experiences, and judgments held by staff which are often 
not systematically tapped by formal research procedures. It is 
the purpose of the Curriculum Center to systematically compile 
the practice wisdom and program experience of the service givers 
and the service recipients in Mobilization For Youth and make it 
available to the various agencies and professions ~oncerned with 
the problems of delinquency and social disorganization. CD, 
$102K) 

Program Area 6: I~provement of Relations Between CJS and Community 

Project Descriptions 

Police-Community Relations Prog:rarn. This project is the demon
stration component of a program to reduce tensions and create a 
working understanding and cooperation between the Philadelphia 
Police Department and the North Philadelphia Community. Operating 
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Program Area 6 (continued) 

concurrently with a training component, the demonstration is 
designed to strengthen and expand the improvement of police
community relations as initiated in the training component. To 
accomplish this end, several programs are being provided: (1) 
District Committees, which are formed in each precinct and act 
as representative voices for their communities in police mat
ters; (2) A Steering Committee, providing a forum in which 
pOlice-community relations peculiar to one or more of .the dis
tricts involved can be given the benefit of consideration by 
area-wide leadership; (3) An extended informational program, 
conducted for the community in police-community relations and 
designed to reach not only program participants but also signif
.icant nonparticipants; (4) An extended program of inter'action 
between police and community, designed to produce a general 
atmosphere in which it is normal and expected that police and 
com~unity members will interact; and (5) Experimentation with 
the involvement of youth in police-community relations inter
action processes. Special youth programs have also been initi
ated. It is expected that the relationship established between 
the police and the community groups will have opened the way 
for citizens to play an important role in handling crisis or 
emergency situations, should they arise. Although it is too 
early for such a definitive relationship to have developed, 
ther'e is every indication that such a relationship is in at 
least tentative existence. (D + T&E, P, $129K) 

Police Training Officers. Recognizing that juveniles and youth 
adults are disproportionately represented in contacts with the 
police, this project, under the sponsorship of the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police, is to develop curriculum ma
terials which will enable local police departments to better 
understand the causes of social ferment and environmental prob
lems which lead to unlawful behavior. It is believed that 
understanding these conditions will not only enable the police 
to take a more active role j,n broader community efforts directed 
at delinquency prevention, hut also will help the police to de
velop lines of communicatio.11 with other agencies and citizens 
within the community to work together on common community ef
forts to eliminate delinquency and crime problems. It is an
ticipated that the training materials developed will enable the 
police to bridge the gap of misunderstanding which now exist3 
between police and youth in many communities. (D, P, $129K) 
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Program Area 7: Improvement of the Selection and Training of 
Personnel 

Project Descriptions 

Use of the Performing Arts in Delinquency and Youth Development. 
In order to produce a training aid for agency and cormnunity 
staff concerned with problem youth, the following will be under
taken: (1) a survey will be made of the current uses of the 
performing arts in this field; (2) papers will be written on the 
implications of the survey findings for agency statt-client 
relationships, community development, personality development, 
and information flow in decision-making; (3) papers will be 
written by representatives describing different kinds of uses 
of the performing arts; (4) a workshop of artists, agency youth 
workers, social scientists, and youth (the clients) will be 
held; (5) a publication will incorporate the above as a training 
aid; (6) the publication will be reviewed by appropriate agencies 
and communities to obtain evaluations as to the training aids 
effectiveness. (D, Cor, $31K) 

Development of Case Histories and Other Interdisciplinary 
Curriculum Materials for Law Students. 'l'his ',project is designed 
to develop teaching materials andt:echniques concerning the 
juvenile court for primary use in law schools. The materials 
are of bJO types. One is judicial opinions and other readings 
in juvenile court law, structure and function. The other is case 
history description of juvenile court cases in which lawyers 
have been involved. A seminar for third-year students at Boston 
College Law School is the setting for developing these materials. 
The students are assigned as counsel to children in the Boston 
Juvenile Court and their experiences become the core of the case 
history descriptions. (D, AOJ, $52K) 

Demonstration and Curriculum Development Project in Correctional 
Training. The.development of a monthly in-service training 
program for police and juvenile correctional personnel based on 
a yearly summer institute of one to two weeks. A generic approach 
to the prevention and treatment of delinquency with emphasis on 
the combined use of casework, group work and other social work 
methods in a context of providing opportunity to the juvenile 
probationer. Two field units are established for the purpose of 
implementing generic course curriculum material at the St. Louis 
University School of Social Service. An M.8.W. program elective 
course in corrections embodying materials gained from project 
unit experience will be developed in cooperation with the teaching 
faculty of the School of Social Service. (D, Cor, $103K) 

Curriculum Development Through Experimental Field Placement In 
Community Organization. The major objectives of this project are 
(1) to develop and disseminate materials based upon community 
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Program Area 7 (continued) 

organization work in the areas of poverty and youth deviancy and 
(2) to provide, and evaluate through research, varied field 
training experiences for students in the above areas. The project 
will conclude its two year period with (1) A statement on the 
problems and prospects of placement in non-traditional, non-social 
work settings as a learning experience for social work students; 
(2) A research evaluation of the effectiveness of the experimental 
and other placements; and (3) A report of resear.:::h of the relation 
of selected organizational variables upon community o!'ganizQtion 
practice and field training. (R, Cor, $94K) 

Training Center in Youth Development. This project is a two-year 
plan to train personnel in youth agencies, particularly those 
concerned with youthful offenders. The Center will work closely 
with such agencies as youth correctional authorities, juvenile 
courts, probation departments, law enforcement .agencies, and 
psychiatric court clinics. Work will be done to develop intra
univerisity courses and seminars to be taken over eventually as 
regular university offerings. (D, Cor, $51K) 

( 

Delinquency Study and Youth Development Project. The Delinquency 
Study and Youth Development Project proposes to continue its 
training and consultation efforts with personnel and agencies in 
the fields of delinquency prevention and rehabilitation. These 
efforts will include the further development of training models 
and materials. As in the past four years a primary focus will be 
upon the coordination of existing youth services in the Metro
politan East St. Louis area with the objective of eliminating 
redundant services and the strengthening of these services which 
are not meeting the needs of delinquent and potentially delinquent 
youths. (R, Cor, $64K) 

Training Center for Juvenile Delinguency Prevention and Control. 
The goals of the Training Center are: (1) to focus attention 
within the University on the needs of the city - and of the state 
and nation - for aid in the many areas in which society must 
intervene if the door of opportunity is to be opened equally to 
all and delinquency effectively reduced, (2) to serve as a chan
nel through which various resources of the University can be made 
available to assist the community in the varieties of interven
tion required, (3) to feed back to the appropriate University 
departments curriculum material and insights that can contribute 
to the control of delinquency and related social problems, (4) 
to serve as the center for information on corrections and re
lated social problems and programs in the Upper Midwest, and (5) 
to pioneer new training programs for key correctional personnel 
in the Upper Midwest. CD, Cor, $l66K) 
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Program Area 7 (continued) 

New Roles for Volunteers: Trainin In Delinquenc Prevention 
For Girls. The National Council 0 Negro Women have selected 
three cities in which women from varied backgrounds and experi
ences, including those from poor and disadvantaged sectors, will 
be tr'ained to work with delinquent and pre-delinquent girls who 
have never been a part of nor able to cope with the traditional 
agencies and programs of our society. CD, Cor, 68K) 

Recruitment and Effective Use of Volunteers in Local Juvenile 
Delinquency Programs. This project aims to evaluate, inten
sively, the recruitment and effective use of local volunteers 
in action programs designed to combat juvenile delinquency 
without resort to institutionalization. The performance of the 
volunteer is obser'ved and analyzed in a range of more than 
thirty distinct jobs, with particular attention given to the 
concept of "net effectiveness": under what conditions and to 
what extent are the benefits of volunteer services counter
balanced by the regular staff time and effort "lost" to direct 
action with juveniles, because it must be invested in the re
cruiting and administrative support of volunteers? Secondly, 
to what extent are favorable procedures and results in Boulder, 
transport,able to other communities? (T&E, AOJ, $llOK) 

Pilot Study of Correctional Training and Manpower. Preparation 
of national guidelines on manpower and training in the field of 
criminal justice by the National Council on Cr'ime and Delin
quency. Two lines of inquiry are being pursued: systematic 
selection, analysis and formulation of data on manpower and 
training originating from 989 academic institutions and 1,449 
practice agencies; and systematic selection and organization of 
policy recommendations on manpower and training contained in 
the reports and standards of government commissions, foundations, 
associations and prominent spokesmen in the domain of criminal 
justice. The end product will be a publication consisting of 
three sections: (1) Policy Guidelines on Academic Education for 
Work with Juvenile and Adult Offenders; (2) Policy Guidelines 
on Special Training and Research Centers for Criminal Justice; 
and (3) Policy Guidelines on Staff 'I'raining in Criminal Justice 
Agencies. The proposed guidelines are intended to help bridge 
the gap between generalized recommendations and operational 
implementation by anchoring the policy guidelines to data on 
existing programs, combined with empirical responses to alternate 
plans by those who conduct training and those who recruit the 
products of such training. (D + R, Cor, $79K) 
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IV. CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE U. S. BUREAU OF PRISONS, U.S. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

MISSION ~~A 1: Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation - Reduction in 
the Need and Desire to Commit Crime 

Program Area 1: 

Program Area 2: 

Identification and Reduction of Causes of Crime 
(no proj ects) 

Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Project Descri:ptions 

Team Classification Study. The team classification system, 
widely used in Federal prisons, is a technique that has increased 
the effectiveness of diagnosis and made it possible to place the 
inmate in programs that are most likely to be successful in 
correcting him. This project will study the team classification 
system to develop information and techniques that would increase 
the unit effectiveness of the team members in identifying and 
treating deficiencies and in evaluating the success of both the 
individual and the relative effectiveness of the corrective 
programs. Current status: Nine specific factors that are re
lated to delinquency and criminality have been identified. Pre
liminary work on methods of measuring these factors has begun. 
(R, Cor, $12K) 

Prison Violence. The prison social system provides an excellent 
laboratory for the study of violence. This project will study 
the causes of intergroup conflict in the prison by an examination 
of (1) the social structure inside the prison that is· conducive 
to disorder, e.g., the relative size of two ethnic groups related 
to their potential for violence; would establishment of inmate 
councils reduce intergroup tensions, etc., and (2) the personal 
characteristics of those inmates who engage in violence--their 
attitudes, their deficiencies, and what can be done to correct 
them. There will also be a determination or what measures can be 
taken to prevent intergroup conflict from deteriorating into 
violence. Current status: The analyst is presently reviewing 
reports from a survey of recent disorders in two Federal 
correctional institutions, and is preparing a methodology for 
studying them. (R, Cor, $3K) 

Selective Service. Between FY 1966 and FY 1967 the number of 
Selective Service violator commitments almost tripled. The in
crease continued into FY 1968, and it is expected that in FY 
1969 there will be some 1500 Selective Service violators in the 
total Bureau population. These inmates differ greatly from the 
general population in background and motivation. They are 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

better educated, committed to causes rather than personal 
gain, and are unsuited for our programs that are intended for 
the less sophisticated general population. The presence of 
these Selective Service violators presents a unique opportunity 
to study: (1) those youths who are the revolutionists, the 
prototypes of the radical new left, and (2) those youths who 
are neither religious pacifists nor radicals, but who chose 
prison rather than service in the military. These two groups 
are expected to differ significantly from each other. The 
significant questions to be studied are: (1) background 
factors influencing them, (2) beliefs and values motivating 
them, (3) most effective prison programs for changing their 
beliefs and values, (4) utilization of their talents or skills 
while imprisoned, and (5) identification of post-release 
community programs most effective in neutralizing their negative 
attitudes. (R, Cor, $12K) 

Morgantown Experimental Study. For the past five years at the 
National Training School Dr. Herbert Quay has been developing 
screening tests to distinguish different types of delinquents, 
such as Immature, Neurotic, Sub-Cultural, and Psychopathic. 
Preliminary studies of specialized programs for these different 
categories of delinquents have shown promising results, so that 
we are now ready to test the effectiveness in a more rigorously 
controlled fashion. The opening of the new Youth Center at 
Morgantown affords a rare opportunity for an experimental com
parison of different kinds of programs with an identical population. 
The initial population for Morgantown will be randomly selected 
from an age and offense appropriate pool of youthful offenders 
recently admitted to the Ashland and Tallahassee facilities. At 
Morgantown, the new kind of program which provides different 
treatment strategies for different types of delinquents will be 
tested; while the control. populations at Ashland and Tallahassee 
will continue to receive the treatment programs which have been 
developed in those institutions. Both the Morgantown experimental 
group and the control groups in the other institutions will be 
"typed" as to delinquent behavioral category on the basis of the 
screening tests, so that comparison of how a particular type 
responds to speciali~ed treatment (at Morgantown) or to gener
alized treatment (at Ashland and Tallahassee) will be possible. 
(T, Cor, $25K) 

Community Treatment Center Evaluation. A substantive study will 
be undertaken which seeks to build on our earlier statistical 
studies of descriptive characteristics and recidivism for 
various parole "risk" groups. One study has shown that the worst 
parole risk group has a ,sfgnificantly lower recidivism rate than 
"base expectancy" tables predicted for them. Although such 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

TTbase expectancylT tables can help us select the best candidates 
for the Community Treatment Center programs, we still do not 
know what program variables account for the differences in out
come, and what modifications we can make in programs so as 
more effectively to reach those types who apparently fail to 
benefi.t. The present evaluation includes a study of how the 
problems to be worked upon while at the Community Treatment 
Center are perceived-by staff and il1mates; and how specific 
variables relate to progress on the problems and to eventual 
success in the community adjustment. Problems such as 
1) securing and maintaining employment, 2) reestablishing 
family ties and responsibilities, or 3) developing non-criminal 
social and recreational associations, will be studied in relation 
to inmateTs motivations, capacities, and opportunities in his 
environment or the services available to assist him. From these 
dimensions we can distinguish particular types of offenders and 
plan different treatment strategies according to the deficiencies 
they present. Not only will such a study improve our effective
ness in the Community Treatment Center programs, but it should 
provide clues for improvement in our institutional programs where 
the inmate is prepared for the Community Treatment phase of 
correctional experience. (R, Cor, $15K) 
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v . CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE CHILDREN T S BUREAU, 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE 

(Projects Funded Under the Child Welfare 
Research and Demonstration Grants Program) 

Program Area 2: Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Philadelphia Psychiatric Center: Comparison of Three Treatment 
Models in Delinquency. (R, Cor, $105K) 

Program Area 4: Improvement of the Probability of ~pprehension 
and Conviction of Offenders 

University of Puerto Rico: of Intake and 
=A~c~c_o_m~l_i~s~h_m_e_n_t~s~o_f~J=u~v~e~n~i~l_e~~~~ __ ~~~~~~~C_a_s_e_s, Puerto 
Rico Section, First Phase. 

Program Area 5: Improvement of the Efficiency and Effectiveness 
of CJS System Management 

Washington Center for Metropolitan Studies: Law, Mental Dis
orders, and Juvenile Processes. (R, AOJ, $87K) 
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VI . CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Program Area 4: Improvement of the Probability of Apprehension 
and Conviction of Offenders 

Project Description 

Two projects for development of computer techniques for the 
recogni"tion of ridge endings and bifurcations on fingerprints. 
(D, P, $200K) 

Program Area 9: Establishment and Operation of a Statistics and 
Crime Measurement Center 

Project Description 

Uniform Crime Reports - Statistical series collection and re
porting, and the analysis of criminal career patterns. (R, P, 
$600K) 
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VII. CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATION 

MISSION AREA I: Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation - Reduction in 
the Need and Desire to Commit Crime 

Program Area 1: Identification and Reduction of Causes of Crime 
(No projects) 

Program Area 2: Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Project Descriptions 

The Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Program. This program 
consists of a nationwide collaborative field experiment to assess 
the effectiveness of "intensive ll versus "current ll rehabilitation 
services provided to Federal offenders at various stages of the 
correctional process. The overall Program Director, in Seattle, 
Washington, will coordinate and direct the research activities 
of the 8 projects involved. Intensive rehabilitation services 
to a randomly selected demonstration group of Federal offenders 
at each project site will ·be possible through the assignment 
of a reduced caseload to a professional, skilled Vocational 
Rehabilitation Counselor who, working in collaboration with a 
Federal Protection Office, will coordinate the training, medical 
treatment, economic support, job placement, and other services, 
and provide needed counseling. He will also conduct a follow-up 
investigation of all cases. A randomly selected control group 
will receive whatever service would be normally available to 
them. Criteria for the evaluation of effectiveness will include: 
recorondtment to institutions, economic independence, social 
participation in community activities, and personal attitudes. 
Reports will be issued with recommendations for possible changes· 
in public laws, rehabilitation policies, and operating procedures. 
The following are the projects included in this program: 

Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Program in Olympia, Washington' 
(Parent Project). (T&E, Cor, $16IK) 

Atlanta Federal Offender Rehabilitation Project. (T&E, ~or, $63K) 

~olorado Federal Offenders Project. (T&E, Cor, $39K) 

Texas Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Project. (T&E, Cor, $32K) 

Tampa Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Project. (T&E, Cor, $l8K) 

Chicago Fed.eral Offenders Rehabilitation Project. (T&E, Cor, $17K) 

s~rinSfield Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Project. (T&E, 
Cor, 11K) 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

Pittsburgh Federal Offenders Rehabilitation Project. (T&E, 
Cor, $13K) 

Surgical and Social Rehabilitation of Adult Male Offenders. To 
study the effectiveness of a program of medical rehabilitation 
comprising plastic surgery for facial and somatic disfigure
ments and the removal of visible tattoos supplemented by social 
and vocational services on the reduction of chronic unemployment, 
emotional disturbance, and recidivism of adult male and female 
correctional inmates released from the custody of the New York 
City Department of Cor.rections. (T&E, Cor, $60K) 

Modeling: An Approach to Vocational Rehabilitation of Juveni'le 
Offenders. This research seeks to determine the degree to which 
juvenile offenders are responsive to modeling opportunities. 
The opportunities, to be provided in cottages of the State of 
WashingtonTs Cascadia Juvenile Reception-Diagnostic Center, 
will be arranged by placing University students in close contact 
wi th Cascadia residen'ts. The research will be experimental in 
nature and will involve a number of different treatment groups. 
The effects of modeling will be assessed, both at Cascadia and 
afterwards, by means of follow-up studies. (R, Cor, '$9IK) 

Work Release: Factors in Selection and Results. North Carolina 
prisoners placed on work release 1957-1963 will be subject to 
analysis to determine: (1) factors related to their selection 
for the program, (2) success rates for various classes of 
prisoners, (3) functioning of work release within the labor force 
structure of the free community, (4) administrative problems for 
the prison incidental to introduction of the program as a stimulus 
for correctional reform, and (5) overall assessment of work 
release as a correctional technique. (R, Cor, $4.K) 

.A Study of Factors Associated wi'th Successful Group Counseling 
for the Rehabilitation of Offenders. This project will investigate 
the following problems: (1) What is the relationship between 
client traits of personality. and success in group counseling?; 
(2) What is the relationship between client traits of personality 
and success in individual counseling?; and (3) What is the 
relationship between a counselorTs success in individual or 
group counseling and counselor traits of personality? Clients 
of the U.S. Probation Office in the District of Columbia will be 
randomly assigned to counselors and to treatments. Personality 
measures and a rating scale will be administered and a discrimi
nant function analysis will be applied to answer the above 
questions. (R, Cor, $41K) 

Effectiveness of a Vocational Rehabilitation Program in a 
Maximum Security Prison. This project will demonstrate the 
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Program Area 2 (continued) 

effectiveness of intensive vocational and social rehabili
tation services-in a collaborative institutional program at 
Attica Prison (New York State) which will serve male 
physically disabled inmates throughout the State system. The' 
goal is to p~epare inmates for a productive work role within. 
the prison as well as 'in the community. Innovating approaches 
will consist of introduction of a rehabilitation workshop 
into the prison setting, program organization based on Daniel 
Glaser's study of prison behavior, application of behavior 
therapy and programmed instruction, and efforts to lower 
barriers between inmates, institution, and community with 
the cooperation of organized labor and industry. ,Project 
evaluation will compare work attitudes, vocational adjustment 
and recidivism for treatment groups comprised of parolees 
and maximum term releasees, as well as vocational adjustment 
of long termers remaining in prison with prior and concurrent 
non-treatment comparison groups. (T&E, Cor, $43K) 

Study of Work-Furlough. A pool of County Jail inmates will be 
divided into experimental and control groups. The experimental 
group A will be permitted to work at paid conventional jobs in 
the free community and will return to the jail for confine~ent 
at night. Experimental group B will receive vocational aide to 
develop jobs so that they too could participate in work-furlough. 
The control group will receive the lIusual ll treatment for jail 
inmates. An assessment will be made of the effect of this 
program. It will involve, on a before-after basis, such 
variables as inmate and keeper attitudes, financial savings, voca
tional behavior, inmate family attitudes, and intra~ and post
institutional behavior. (R, Cor, $90K) 

A Cooperative Program for the Alleviation of Juvenile Behavior~ 
Problems. The purpose of this r~search project is to demonstrate 
the effectiveness of providing individualized education and 
vocational.training in conjunction with intensive counseling to 
combat juvenile delinquency. Continuous project evaluation will 
be conducted to determine the effectiveness of the project in 
relation to (1) the amount of reduction in delinquent acts by the 
juveniles, and (2) the increase of efficiency of providing 
services to delinquents through coordination of efforts and 
activities of the cooperating agencies. (R, Cor, $S8K) 

Vocational Rehabilitation of the Sexual Offender. (R, Cor, $lSK) 
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VIII. CURRENT PROGRAM OF THE COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAMS OF THE 
OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY 

MISSION AREA I: Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation - Reduction in 
the Need and Desire to Commit Crime 

Program Area 1: Identification. and Reduction of Causes of Crime 

Project Descriptions 

Georgetown University Law Center--Study of Federal Government Law, 
Regulations, and Programs inconsistent with national poverty 
objectives. Target: Underprivileged. (R, AOJ, $65K) 

American Bar Foundation--To perform research study in 4 communities 
to assess the need for and utilization of legal services by poor. 
(R, AOJ, $78K) 

President & Fellows of Harvard College--Neighborhood legal services 
program to irttpoverished area. Target: Urban Ghetto. (D, AOJ, 
$lOlK) 

The Research Foundation State University of New York--Onbudsman 
as intermediary in local citizen-government relations. (T&E, AOJ, 
$132K) 

Emory University School of Law--Law school support for metropolitan 
legal aid agencies. Target: Urban Poor, 45% Negro. CD, AOJ, 
$233K) 

National Legal Aid & Defender Association--Community counsel 
demonstration project. (D, AOJ, $327K) 

University of Detroit--A law school for the urban community. 
Target: Urban, low-income persons. CD, AOJ, $352K) 

Legal Aid Society of Cleveland, Inc.--Implementation of arbitra
tion procedures in landlord-tenant relationships. Target: Low
income ghetto residents. . CD, AOJ, $58K) 

Community Relations Conference of Southern California--Community 
Mediation Center designed to effect special change through con
trolled interpersonal communication (i.e., a mediator) Target: 
Urban poor. CD, AOJ, $lOOK) 

California Rural Legal Assistance--To provide legal assistance 
to the poor. Target: Farm workers & rural poor. CD, AOJ, $757K) 
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Program Area I (continued) 

Columbia University Low Memorial Library--To analyze the effect of 
consumer credit systems and garnishment practices on the poor with 
the aim of stimulating reform in related areas of the law. Target: 
Urban ghetto. (T&E, AOJ, $98K) 

Eostom University School of Law--Conduct extensive research into 
impact of Massachusetts! law and administrative procedures on 
the poor; hold workshops on the legal problems of the poor for 
social workers and other non-lawyers. ~arget: Massachusetts 
poor people. (R, AOJ, $97K) 

Columbia University--To provide expert research and training 
services to local legal services programs in the area of social 
welfare law in order to achieve reform in that field. Target: 
Urban ghetto. CD, AOJ, $138K) 

Migrant Legal Services Community Action Fund, Inc., St. Petersburg, 
Florida--To provide legal services to an estimated 100,000 migrant 
families in a IS-county area of South Florida. CD, AOJ, $806K) 

l1arquette University Law School--To train attoI'neys, involve 
students ,and conduct research in the legal problems of the poor. 
(R, AOJ, $IS6K). 

State Bar of Wisconsin--To provide legal services to rural poor 
in Wisconsin and demonstrate the effectiveness of the IIJUDICAREII 
type of legal services program. Eligible poor are given cards 
which allow them to get service from a lawyer of their own 
choosing at program expense. Target: 50,000 underprivileged 
persons in rural counties. (D, AOJ, $290K). 

Washington Township Bar Association, Freemont, California--To 
establish legal assistance office to screen and refer poor clients 
to private attorneys who will be compensated, below the normal 
rate, with grant funds. (JUDICARE). (D, AOJ, $lllK). 

American Arbitration Association, New York, New York--Study on 
dispute settlement procedures between landlords and the poor; 
research on demonstration project. (R, AOJ, $20K) 

University of New l1exico--In-depth IS-month study of selected OEO
funded legal aid programs in the Bay Area of California. (T&E, 
AOJ, $77K) 
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Program Area 2: Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Legal Aid for the District of Columbia--Offender Rehabilitation 
Project. Target: Indigent families. (D, Cor, $266K). 

University of Portland (Upward Bound Oregon Prison Project)-
Education of disadvantaged inmate students of maximum security 
penitentiary. (D, Cor, $240K) 
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IX. SAMPLES OF. OTHER PROGRAMS OF THE FORD FOUNDATION 

Program Area 2: Rehabilitation of Offenders 

Project Description 

The Silverlake Experiment: A Community Study in Delinquency 
Rehabilitation. (Youth Studies Center, University of Southern 
California) - This project examines the effectiveness and ex
periences of a short-term community delinquency treatment 
center as contrasted with a long-term community delinquency 
treatment center as contrasted with a long-term institutional 
program. The sample subjects are 261 male, adjudicated de
linquents, 16 to 18 years of age, who are randomly assigned 
into eXperimental and control groups. There are multiple 
measures of input, process and O'ltcome. data, including change 
indices and recidivism rates. (R: Cor, $57K). 

Program Area 5: Improvement of the Efficiency and Effectiveness 
of CJS System Management 

ProjeG} Descriptions 

Joint Committee of Ameriean Bar Association and the American 
Institute of Architects. A two-year study to establish stand
ards for modernizing the physical facilities of courts and 
court-related ag;:mcies. The a.im will be~to "establish--for the 
.~irst time-~comprehensive guigelines for phYSical and environ
mental arrangements of all types of courts in relation to com
munity needs and req-.drements of agencies involved directly in 
the administration of justice. The study is unique in that it 
will assess the physical and environmental needs of courts and 
their relationship to other relevant agencies in the cOllununity. 
(Grant announc~d 3/68) (R, AOJ, $197K) 

George Washington University Institute of Law. This grant will 
be used by Ronald L. Goldfarb for the most comprehensive report 
to date on the American prison system. The system of correc
tions is the last stage in the criminal-law pr.ocess, yet little 
attention has been paid to the problems of prison administra
tion. Areas to be investigated will include the legal policies 
pertaining to sentencing and correction; architectural prototypes 
of prison environments; and phYSiological and psychological 
studies of the effects of isolation, overcrossing, and other 
prison conditions. (Announced 5/13/68) (R, Cor, $97K) 

The Home Advisory and Service Council of the State of New York. 
A four-year demonstration using volunteer counselors in the 
family courts of four upstate New York counties, extending a 
service now provided by the Council in New York City. It 
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Program Area 5 (continued) 

supplements Family Court probation and social services personnel 
with trained lay volunteer counselors working under professional 
supervision. The Council's program constitutes one approach to 
easing the situation of heavy caseloads and lack of properly 
trained probation workers and adequate counseling services in 
New York State. (D, AOJ, $400K) 

Northwestern University School of Law. An accelerated police 
legal advisor program designed to more than double the number 
of police legal advisors as in past years. Beginning in 1964, 
the program originally was a two-year prograrrl for young lawyers, 
involving a year of law school seminars and internship with the 
police departments of Chicago, Skokie, and Evanston followed by 
a second yearts internship with a police agency elsewhere in 
the country. Graduates receive a master of laws degree. The 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice last year specifically recommended that tlevery medium
and large-sized department • • • employ a skilled lawyer full
time as its legal advisor. Smaller departments--part-time. TT 

As the legal-advisor concept has gained acceptance, the number 
of student applicants to Northwestern has greatly increased. 
To help meet the demand, the new program will take a semester 
or a year to complete, depending on the enrollee's background, 
and no degree will be awarded. Half the students will be re
cent law graduates Who will spend one semester at the law school 
and six-month law graduates who will spend one semester at the 
law school and six· months in a field assignement. The rest will 
be men with experience in a prosecutor's office, and ~.ll thus 
spend only the semester in the school. During their internships 
the lawyers help policemen comply with recent court rulings 
dealing with arrest, search and seizure, confessions, and civil 
rights. They represent police at legislative hearings and, if 
the need arises, in court. (Announced 5/13/68) (D, P, $365K). 

The New York City Police Department. An extension of a pilot 
program be~ln in December 1967: using neighborhood women as re
ceptionists in precinct stations, ·to three highly diversified 
precincts in Manhattan. A large percentage of calls for help 
are not related to police services. The grant will be used to 
establish the receptionist program on a seven-day-a-week basis 
in three precincts having approximately 350,000 residents and a 
wide T.ange of social, economic, and educational levels. The re
ceptionists' duties will include greeting visitors, providing 
information, or putting the inquirer in touch with the appro
priate official in the station or in a community agency. Three 
social workers will provide crisis counseling and extensive re
ferral services to other agencies. Police assigned to the pre
cincts will receive an intensive adv.ance briefing in the objec
tives, operations, and theoretical framework of the program. 
(Grant announced May 13, 1968) CD, P, $168K) 
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Program Area 5 (continued) 

Committee on the Administration of Justice of the Judicial 
Council of the District of Columbiae A study by management ex
perts of court practices in the NationTs capital. The impor
tance of this first top-to-bottom examination of a city court 
system is in the search for solutions to the TTcaseload explo
sionT! that has innundated the courts throughout the country, 
Rather than an investigation, the study is a joint venture in
volving the judges of all D.C. courts, the bar, and experts 
from business, science, and technology. This cooperation is 
expected to demonstrate what can be accomplished by employing 
modern management techniques to help solve problems of judicial 
administration. (R, $2l0K) 

Program Area 7: Improvement of the Selection and Training of 
Personnel 

Project Descriptions 

Institute of Local Self Government (Berkeley, California). An 
analysis of life history factors of police recruits to see if 
the performance of police officers can be predicted. This 
project is a follow-up to a study financed by NIMH which retro
spectively analyzed ,employment records of apprOXimately 5,000 
police officers in California during 1952-62. In the new study, 
the background and personality factors of approximately 2,000 
recruits in 14 California jurisdictions will he assessed pro
spectively, and job performance predicted. At the end of two 
years, the prediction will be compared with actual performance. 
Fundamental reorganization of police personnel classifications 
and work assignments will be recommended, if the new study sub
stantiates earlier tentative findings. The NIMH study found 
that the officers separ'ated from the service had more years of 
education than those retained, and that police departments, 
generally, did not sufficiently meet the needs of their better
educated officers. (Gr'ant announced 5/13/68). (R, P, $95K) 

Rew York University School of Law. This project will be an 
action-oriented criminal justice program for undergraduate and 
graduate law students. It will allow undergraduate law school 
students to specialize in criminal justice' fer the first time 
in a variety of ways. TTSquadcar lawyers T! will follow the his tory 
of a felony case while assigned to a patrol car or precinct; 
station. He will also be present for as much of the prosecution, 
defense, and judicial phases as take place during the seminar. 
Other students will work on assignment with legal aid lawyers, 
district attorneys, U. S. attorneys, and selected private 
attorneys assigned to indigents. A third group will enroll in law 
and psychiatry and Forensic Medicine seminars, and will participate 
in the diagnostic, commi,tment and treatment process. (D, AOJ, $600K) 
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APPENDIX B 

DELPHI REVISITED: AN EXPERIMENT IN ALLOCATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Olaf Helmer ef the RAND Cerperatien has eutlined a methed fer 

werking with greups ef experts which he labels liThe Delphi Methed. 1I 

This precedure is greunded L~ a basic three-step precess: (1) inde

pendent judgments by experts; (2) feedback ef results to' the greup; 

(3) rejudging. The ever all geal ef this methed is to' help achieve 

seme level ef greup censensus in decisien making.* 

IDA used a variatien ef this appreach at a meeting ef the Crim

inal Justice Research and Develepment Steering Cemmittee en April 13, 

1968. The task assigned to' the Cemmittee was to' allecate a petential 

research budget ef $15 millien to' 17 pregram areas /(* As an aid to' 

this greup allecatien, the judgment-feedback-rejudgment procedure was 

empleyed. A brief descriptien of the precedure and seme ef the 

judgment results fellew. 

*';'( 

See Helmer, 0., If A Use ef Simulatien for the Study 
RAND Cerp., P-3443, 1966; "Analysis ef the Future: 
Method,1f RAND Cerp., P-3558, 1967; "Systematic Use 
Opiniens,1f RAND Cerp., P-372l, 1967 • 

of Future Values," 
The Delphi 

of Expert 

.... 'c,.': 
The pregram areas have been revised since the April meeting; hence 
there is a discrepancy between the program areas eutlined earlier 
in this repert and the pregram areas used as a basis fer these 
allecatiens. Also, the budget changed frem the anticipated $15 
millien to the requested $10 million. 
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METHOD 

Nine members of the Steering Committee participated in the allo

cation game. After an explanation of the structure and kinds of proj

ects to be included in each program area (Table B-1), the participants 

were given the equivalent of $15 million -- more modestly represented 

by $1.50 in pennies, nickels and dimes. One cent thus r~presented 

$100,000. These counters were placed by the participants on a grid 

(Table B-2). Different patterns of program area placement were devel

oped on the grids which were randomly distributed to the participants. 

Allocations were made and recorded on a separate sheet (Table B-3), 

the results of which were displayed on graph paper and given to the 

participants. Figure B-1 shows the results fed back on the first set 

of allocation judgments. Each arrow indicates the allocation of one 

participant and the circle on each program area line represents the 

median allocation of the group. The arrow. below each line is the 

allocation developed by InA in prior, more detailed examination. 

Each program area was then discussed in turn, with the judges in 

the extreme position~ being called upon to support their positions. 

After this feedback and discussion, the judges made a second alloca

tion of the $15 million (Figure B-2). 

RESULTS 

The median value of allocations in each program area at Tl (the 

first allocation) and T2 (the second allocation) is presented in 

. Table B-4. 

One of the presumed goals of the Delphi method is to reduce the 

amount of variation around the group's estimate. That is, the feed

back and discussion should reduce the coefficient of variation at the 

second judging (T2) as compared with the first judging ('I'l). 

Table B-5 shows the coefficient of variation for each of the pro

gram areas at each of the two judgings (Ti and T2). A larger coeffi

cient suggests more variability among estimates, a smaller one less 
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TABLE B-1. OPERATIONAL MODEL USED FOR ALLOCATION PROCEDURE 

Program Are::. 1: 

Program Area 2: 

Program ~rea 3: 

Program Area 4: 

Program Area 5: 

Program Area 6: 

Program Area 7: 

Program Area 8: 

Program Area 9: 

Program Area 10: 

Program Area 11: 

Program Area 12: 

Program Area 13: 

Program Area 14: 

PROGRAM AREAS AND ILLUSTRATIVE SUB-AREAS 

Identification and reduction of social causes 
(identification of causes, evaluation of crime-control effec
tiveness in social programs) 

Reducing recidivism through rehabilitation 
(prediction of recidivism, evaluation of treatment programs, 
aids to decision) 

Direct prevention of crime 
(hardening targets, enhancing detection analysis and experi
ments with preventive patrol, deterrence) 

Increasing probability of apprehenSion 
(field experiments, crime pattern analysis, command and control, 
communications, fingerprint recognition, crime laboratories, 
weapons, vehicles) 

4.1 Crime pattern analysis and patrol operations 
4.2 Command, control and communications 

4.3 Crime laboratories and fingerprint recognition 
4.4 Others (vehicles, weapons, analysis, etc.) 

Improving custody 
(prison design, surveillance in community) 

Improving relationship between CJS and public 
(measurement of attitudes, evaluation of programs) 

Improving operations of CJS agencies 
(cost reduction, delay reduction, total systems analysis, dif-' 
fusion of innovation) 

Reducing unfairness, erroneous convictions, and invasion of 
privacy 
(evaluating forms of evidence, record security) 

Providing assistance and guidance in improved selection and 
training of personnel 
(assessment of important personnel attributes, development of 
training materials) 

Developing CJS information systems 

Establishing and operating equipment testing and evaluation 
center 

Statistics Center and crime measurement 

Establishing and operating a major research institute 

Providing technical support for program management 
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TABLE B- 2 • SAMPLE GRIDS 

5 8 . 10 4.2 

3 4.4 2 12 

7 13 6 4.1 

11 4.3 9 1 

4.4 13 8 14 

11 5 7 4.3 

9 4.2 1 10 

12 2 6 3 
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TABLE B-3 o SAMPLE TRANSCRIPTION SHEET 

Nruffi, __________________ __ 

Famili-
IDA arity 1stRun 2ndRun 1stRun 

PROGRAM AREA 15M 0-10 15M 15M 40M 

l. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7. 

B. 
9. 

10. 
ll. 

12. 
13. 
14. 

Reduce Social Causes 
Recid. & Rehab, 
Direct Crime Prevo 
Appreh. : 4.1 Pattern & Patrol 

4.2 CC&C 
4.3 Lab & F'print 
4.4 Others (Veh,W9n) 

Improve Custody 
CJS/Pub1ic Re1at. 
CJS Operations 
Fairness)Convictions,Privacy 
Sel. & Trng. 
Info. Systems 
Equip. T&E Center 
Stat. Center & Meas. 
Research Inst. 
Program Management 

TABLE B-4. i MEDIAN VALUE OF APPROPRIATIONS 
$100K 

PROGRAM AREAS 

1 2 3 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 5 

Tl 9.0 20.0 13.5 7.0 9.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 

T2 5.5 20.0 15.0 7.0 7.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 

PROGRAM AREAS 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Tl 10.0 4.0 5.0 7.5 3.0 9.5 18.0 

T2 15.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 5.0 6.0 17.5 
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variation. Comparing T2 to Tl , the table shows that 10 of the 17 

p!>ogram areas ~ave ~.ess variability the second time around. This 

difference (10 less, 7 greater) is not statistically significant 
2 

(X.~ < 1) • 
.L 

TABLE B-S. COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION 

PROGRAM AREAS 

1 2 3 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 5 6 

Tl 1.057 0.443 0.568 0.720 0.651 0.624 0.565 0.578 0.439 

T2 1.097 0.387 0.534 0.642 0.662 0.625 0.681 0.760 0.426 

0.040 -0.056 -0.034 -0.078 0.011 0.001 0.116 0.182 -0.013 

PROGRAM AREAS 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
-

Tl 0.456 0.951 0.466 0.601 0.827 0.656 0.621 0.583 

T2 0.367 1.323 0.480 0.490 0.544 0.537 0.522 0.585 

-0.089 0.372 0.014 -0.111 -0.293 -0.119 -0.099 0.002 

+ 
7 10 Insignificant by x2• 

Another approach for analysis is to take a more fine-grained 

analogy and question the individual changes made from Tl to T2 • That 

is, look at each change in judgment from the first to the second es

timate and ask if, when a change was made, it moves toward the group 

median at Tl or away from it. One might ther'eby measure the direc

tional influence of the feedback with the group median after the in

dividual has reassessed his first allocation. 
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There were 153 po?sible changes (9 men each re-allocating monies 

for the 17 program areas). More than half of the possible changes did 

not occur. Some 54 percent of the possible man-program area changes 

were O. It is clear that the group discussion did not offer com

pelling arguments for change in most cases. The remaining 47 percent 

of the changes were divided into 44 changes toward the group median 

and 27 away. from it. This difference within the subset of changes is 

significant at less than the 0.05 level of significance. So, when a 

change was made, it tended to be in the direction of the groupTs first

run allocation (Median value in Tl ). 

Each member of the group rated his familiarity in each of the 17 

program areas. This score could range from no familiarity (0) to the 

fullest possible fa~iliarity (10). An assumption might be made that 

a person would be more resistant to group influence for those program 

areas in which his personal familiarity is high and less resistant in 

low familiarity areas. Isolating just those cases wher~ change oc

curred, the results are in the direction of this hypothesis but the 

difference is not statistically significant. 

~~ Change toward Change away 
Median from Median 

~ 
H ~6 19 (58%) 14 (42%) H 
H 
~ ~5 25 (66%) 13 (34%) 
~ 

In less familiar areas, 66 percent of the changes were in the 

direction of the Tl median, as opposed to 58 percent in more familiar 

areas. 

Anecdotal comments from the participants about this method were 

essentially positive. Perhaps the greatest gain was that the method 

provided a basis for organizing the discussion within the program 

areas and for drawing out the principal arguments associated with each 

program area. 
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This discussion cqnsequently proved an efficient means of elicit

ing opinions and judgments from such a group of authorities, even 

though it may not have made a significant difference in group judg

ments. The recording of ' that discussion provided valuable guidance 

in further development of the program areas and associated budgets. 

The analyses reported here show (counter to the group-consensus
type of hypothesis) that marked reduction in variability of estimates 

did not occur as a result of feedback and discussion. Allocations to 

most program areas were unchanged from one judging period to another; 
but among those that did change, a significant share were directed to
ward the group median of the first judging. 
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APPENDIX C 

SUMMARY DESCRIPTIONS OF PROJECTS IN PROPOSED 
FIRST-YEAR RESEARCH PROGRAM 

1. PROGRAM AREA 1. IDENTIFICATION AND REDUCTION OF CAUSES OF CRIME 

1.1 Measurement of Factors Related to Crime (2 projects at 
$100,000 each) 

Two studies should be undertaken for the joint purposes of sorting, 

isolating and evaluating the many factors that are potentially causes 

of crime. One shoUld be a longitudinal study using an existing cohort 

or other saJ.Ilple of individuals for whom a criminal history and general 

biographical data are available. It will probably be necessary to 

augment the available data with additional information specially col

lected (on the available sample). In addition to criminal records 

available at, say, a state c.orrections agency, pertinent new data 

should be collected on personality characteristics and perhaps risk

taking tendencies. The criminal records will have to be supplemented 

by sufficient biographical data. Since sU0h a sample contains only 

persons who have been arrested, it is important to find a comparable 

control group without such criminal records. 

The second study should be a cross-sectional analysis focusing on 

aggregate data rather than tracing single individuals over time. Census 

data may prove useful if it is augmented by other social variables also 

reported by census tract. Various forms of multivariate statistical 

analyses would be applied to these data to identify the effect on 

crime rates associated with each of the relevant variables. (The value 

of this cross-sectional approach is its ability to segregate target 

groups for more intensive preventive attention.) 
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Beth studies depend strengly en the availability ef an adequate 

data base. If such data bases centaining an apprepriate range ef 

variables are available, the studies Cdn be valuable. If it is neces

sary te develep these data bases (a fairly expensive precess), then 

the ClOst ef the studi8s weuld be much larger than indicated and ef 

.reduced prie~ty in a first-year p~egram. Effert, instead, sheuld 

be directed ..... at the develepment ef the data bases. 

1.2 Evaluatien ef the Crime Reductien Censequences ef Actien 
Pregrams (4 prejects at $50,000 each) 

Many secial actien pregrams are being undertaken, seme with the 

express purpose ef reducing crime and ethers. with broader social ebjec

tives. Among these are innovative educatienal pregrams, new heusing 

and relecation plans and changes in requirements fer public welfare 

payments. Very little is ever learned of the crime control cense

quences ef such pregrams. The Institute sheuld suppert such evaluatien 

fer flOur such,pregrams, The support for the actual eperation of the 

action pregrams would be expected te come from sources other than the 

Institute. 

The programs chesen fer evaluation sheuld have access te a satis

factery seurce of baseline data which indicates the lecal crime rates 

prier to the initiation of the program and crime records of partici

pants in the pregram. In addition, there must be a reasenable epper

tunity fer cellecting cemparable data fer the pregram once it is under 

,way. Similar data weuld be required fer a contrel sample not directly 

affected by the pregram. 

It is essential here that the evaluatien focus en individual 

families, as well as examining the cemmunity-wiqe effect of related 

actien programs. Since se many forces are at werk, it requires special 

care that a successful pregram not be labeled line effect on crime!! 

'because everall crime rates did net markedly decline. Most Single 

social action programs are addressed to relatively small groups, and 

the effect may be washed lOut in a cemmunity-wide indicater. The eval

~lation weuld be cenducted by an independent, technically competent greup 
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requiring cooperation and participation by the organization conducting 

the program. 

The programs selected for evaluation could be of many kinds, bu~ 

it is desirable that programs judged to have a high potential effect be 

selected. And for these projects, it is even more important that the 

evaluation opportunities be substantial. 

1.3 Development of 
(2 projects at 

Social Program Evalua'tion 

These projects are intended to represent a more significant effort 

to develop methodology for evaluating action programs. In contrast to 

the previous projects (Section 1.2) heavy emphasis must be placed on 

the development of the methodology itself. This should not be done in 

the abstract, however, but rather in the context of specific'operating 

programs. 

The group conducting the evaluation must contain superior techni

cal and analytical competence to develop sophisticated research designs. 

The research design must account for the difference between the treat~ 

ment group and a control group, secular trends in crime rates, 

Hawthorne effect (the effect on the treatment population of merely 

being under observation), and other variables and effects that could 

be anticipated to affect the results. 

Two specific areas might prove fruitful-7both of them concerned 

with evaluation of data when all experimental niceties cannot be met. 

The first is an extended investigation of time series, and especially 

the study of the so-called IIregression artifact." This is a character

istic of any group of specially selected numbers which may lead to an 

overstatement of effect. Investigated with any completeness in only 

the last five years, it is significant for a valid reading on program 

effects. 

The second area is the development of more experimental finesse 

with re'search designs which do not contain a pre-test. IIAfter-onlyll 

designs are also relatively new, and offer promise for both more econom

ical and valid understandings when baseline data are unavailable. 
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~hese projects should be developed to bring experimenters of high 

caliber into the criminal justice research community, and should be 

useful factors in improving the quality of such research. 

1.4 Analysis of Causation and Development of Civil Disorders 
(2 projects at $150,000 each) 

Much has neen written, in the Report of the National Advisory 

Committee on Civil Diso~ders and elsewhere; on the causes of a riot 

as basic causes (e.g., povelty, discrimination), proximate causes 

(e.g., urban renewal projects, frustration with Government), and direct 

causes (e.g., misdemeanor arrest, police-citizen confrontation). In 

addition, a number of surveys have been conducted to determine who 

participates in a riot and to analyze the attitudes of participants 

and observers. 

Most of these studies, however, repres~nt straightforward data 

collection which lack a significant theoretical base or analysis of 

the data. It is important to inquire into their epidemiological charac

teristics (propagation rates, immunization rates) both locally within 

a city and nationally. Of particular interest are events occurring 

over time which dampen or blunt the thrust of an expanding riot situa

tion. PhYSical barriers, simple fatigue and police presenee are all 

elements, but imperfectly known ones. Various forms of theoretical 

structure might be developed. Both sociology (the d.iffusion of inno

vations) and epidemiology can contribute initial models for comparison. 

Research should examine the relationship between the outbreak of riots 

and the availability of legitimate and responsive grievance mechanisms. 

The effects of IIshow of force" in quenching a riot should also be 

examined. 
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2. PROGRAM AREA 2. REHABILITATION OF CRIMINAL OFFENDERS 

2.1 Prediction of Future Criminal Patterns 
(2 projects at $200,000 each) 

Two major projects should be undertaken to predict the probable 

future criminal behavior of individuals, both adult and juvenile, when 

subjected to various forms of treatment. Such studies will require 

the availability of a historical data base of several thousand criminal

career patterns, along with a variety of personal information on the 

individuals, from which one might develop critical personal attributes. 

The correlation studies should attempt to develop prior estimates of 

recidivism based on personal attributes and experience alone; and then, 

controlling for these, should attempt to assess the effects of treat

ment actions by the criminal justice system. 

If investigation reveals that such adequate data bases do not 

exist, then the resources allocated for these projects should be de

voted to providing the data bases. 

For comparative purposes, the two projects should use different 

statistical approaches, data from different regions of the country, 

and different jurisdictions. They might then serve as a check against 

each other when both studies are completed. 

2.2 Evaluation of Innovative Treatment Pro rams 
150,000 each) 

At the present time, there is considerable innovation and experi

mentation being undertaken in the development of new treatment programs. 

These include post-adjudication community treatment programs, halfway 

houses, pre-adjudication diversion from the criminal process, greatly 

expanded employment of ex-offenders and sub-professionals, group 
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counseling and group therapy sessions, and many other attempts to 

replace the ineffective traditional techniques with new alternatives. 

As has been demonstrated by the su('!cess and replication of the 

California Corrununity Treatment Program and the Provo, Utah, youth pro

gram, a careful, rigorous evaluat'ion of the effects of the program can 

be a significant factor in its more widespread acceptance. 

The Institute should sponsor four projects to evaluate such inno

vative programs. The projects would be conducted by an operating agency 

working in conjunction with an experimentally oriented research team. 

The specific programs selected may be less important than the avail

ability of the opportunity to conduct rigorous evaluations. The neces

sary requirements should include opportunities for random assignment 

of individuals to alternative treatments and controls, an opportunity 

for prior classification of individuals along meaningful dimensions 

(e.g., base expectancy, maturity level) and an opportunity for follow

up to.measure recidivism and rehabilitation. The evaluations should 

compare the costs as well as the operating effectiveness associated 

with each program. 

Particular emphasis in these programs should be given to means 

which follow the suggested approaches of the National Crime Corrunission 

such as corrununity treatment programs, deferred prosecution, programs 

which divert the offender from the criminal justice system, and pro

grams which make extensive use of sub-professionals and ex-offenders. 

The treatment programs which prove to be successful rin the evaluation 

should be reported widely across the nation, should be described in 

detail to the technical assistance staff of LEAA, and should be en

couraged in the action-grant program of LEAA. In this way, effective 

innovation can be widely disseminated. 

2.3 Develo ment and Evaluation of New Offender Trainin Techniques 
and Materials for Offenders (1 project at 100,000) 

A project should be undertaken to develop improved training ma

terials and techniques, such as programmed-learning books, for providing 
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at various stages of the criminal justice process, especially in cor

rectional institutions. Furthermore, these characteristics must be 

related to the types of criminal behavior and criminal careers. Some 

illi'tial studies have been conducted on the drunkenness offender and 

the violent offender, but much more is needed. One such survey should 

be undertaken that builds on the c!'iminal records in a state which 

maintains a reasonably complete data base on its offenders. It would 

be particularly desirable if major porti~ns of that data base were 

available in a computer-readable form. 

Again the goal is to determine, at an early stage, those individ

uals who hold the greatest promise for rehabilitation by alternative 

treatment methods. 
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3. PROGRAM AREA 3. DIRECT CRIME PREVENTION 

3.1 to Minimize Crime 

Most approaches to "target hardening" will be undertaken by private 

citizens individually or by industry making better equipment to be 

bought by individuals or by commercial establishments. Building codes 

are an aspect of hardening the target which is a responsibility of local 

government and to which the Institute could provide significant guidance. 

The Institute should sponsor a study to aid communities to incorpo

rate into their building codes specifications which can provide a sig

nificant increment of protection against certain types of cri~e. Dif

ferent specifications would be developed for private homes, apartment 

houses, and commercial establishments. In many cases, the recommended 

changes will requi~e only a minor increase in building cost. 

The study should be undertaken first by a survey of cities that 

already have crime prevention components in their building codes. 

Additional information could be obtained from i~surance companies which 

already require their insured clients to use additional protective 

~esigns and devices in their structures. The study should be followed 

by an examination of reasonable and economic design modifications that 

appear to warrent incorporation into a building code. Where the effect 

on crime is ambiguous, specific field tests and analyses might be under

taken or suggested to assess the effect. 

This study might include a variety of cost and effectiveness 

tradeoffs to identify, wherever adequate data may eXist, the least 

costly methods for reducing crime. 
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The code might include such aspects of design as interior light

ing, visibility from patrol cars, locks on windows and doors, door 

materials, and elevator alarm systems. 

3.2 Alarm S stems 

Community surveillance can be achieved either by the resident 

citizens themselves or by expensive hardware systems such as a TV 

surveillance system. (A demonstration project of a TV system is cUr

rently being tested in one city.) Community surveillance by the 

residents often uses no specific program or organizations but is a 

natural result of the community's desire to detect and ward off po

tential criminals. However, in several cities it has become necessary 

to establish citizen groups with members allocating part of their time 

solely to surveillance activities. In other cases, people normally 

on the street (e.g., taxi drivers) are encouraged and aided .in per

forming such surveillance. 

The Institute should make a study of various methods of community 

surveillance, and citizen reaction to each, perhaps propose and test 

new methods, and develop demonstration projects which could be intro

duced on a larger scale ina high-crime area. These demonstration 

projects would require the cooperation of local citizens and perhaps 

new or modified hardware devices. 

3.3 Studies of Factors in Deterrence 
(2 projects at $150,00.0 each) 

The concept of deterrence is central to much of the operation of 

the criminal justice system. Still, very little. is known about who is 

deterred from what behavior by what kinds of action. There is already 

some evidence that the susceptibility of persistent offenders to de

terrence via the criminal sanction differs from that of persons with

out a long criminal history. Two studies should be undertaken to ex

plore these questions. 
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One study should contrast a group of repeated offenders to a con

trol group of similar socio-economic and age levels. To learn what 

does deter, their differences in perceptions of crime, of police, of 

apprehension, of conviction, and other aspects of deterrence should 

be explored. The questions to be examined include ~heir differential. 

susceptibility to direct prevention techniques such as street lighting 

and police patrol, their perceptions of the threat of apprehension 

under various circumstances, and their perceptions of the threat of 

conviction if they are apprehended. 

A second set of studies should be conducted under laboratory 

conditions to study factors involved in individual risk-taking situa

tions. Gaming or other reward/penalty situations might be used to 

determine the risk-taking propensity of offenders, non-recidivists, 

and non-offender control groups and to identify what aspects of 

changes in the physical or incentive environment lead to changes in 

the risk-taking behavior. Some non-obvious findings are probable. 

Such a study should be undertaken by a university social psychology 

department with considerable experience i.n laboratory experimentation 

using as subjects prisoners in juvenile and adult institutions, 

former parolees and probationers, and a comparable control group. 

This subject of deterrence is one that is amenable to fairly 

rapid understanding through laboratory, field, and survey research. 

Because of the importance of these considerations to basic under

standing of the role of the criminal justice system, this area should 

have high priority in the early phases of the InstituteTs program. 

3.4 Anal 'sis and Ex erimentation with Preventive Patrol Strate ies 
and Techniques (2 projects at 100,000 each) 

There are many complex questions to be explored in ~he tactics 

of preventive patrol. These include such issues as the effects of 

i~creasing the intensity of patrol (as was done in Operation 25 in 

New York and as is currently being done in Precint 20 in New York) 

and the best mix of marked and unmarked patrol cars, foot patrolmen, 

and special tactical squads. To develop the most appropriate tactics 
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in the use of mobile forces against specified crimes, a historical 

analysis of the times and locations of various kinds of crimes is re

quired so that future crimes may be more accurately predicted and 

preventive actions can be ·taken (e.g., prepositioning of unmarked 

car,s). 

The Institute should undertake two separate experimental projects 

with two police departments, each 'operating in close conjunction with 

an experiment design and evaluation group. 

One experiment should examine the consequences of a significant 

increase in the patrol forces allocated to a particular precinct. 

The additional forces would not be required in most cases to respond 

to routine calls for service, but would have as their sole purpose 

the prevention of crime. The variables to be measured would include 

the crime rate by type of crime, both in the test precinct and in the 

adjoining precincts, both before and after deployment of the addi

tional forces. The experiment should also measure side effects (e.g., 

additional misdemeanor arrests, hostility to the police, and traffic 

violation arrests) in both the test and adjoining precincts. The 

principal hypothesis being tested is that certain kinds of crimes 

(e.g., street robberies) will decrease significantly in the test. 

precincts after some period of time. To adequately test this hypothe

sis, it may be necessary to conduct resident surveys before and after 

the new deployment to detect any change in the citizens! crime report

ing behavior. (The National Crime Commission indicated that only 

about one serious crime in three is reported in some areas, perhaps 

due to lack of confidence in the police ability to apprehend the 

perpetrator. With a greatly increased force, the citizens may be more 

inclined to report crimes.) It is important to determine the time it 

takes until a measurable effect is noted in order to provide a guide 

to the development of future strategies on the reassignment of patrol 

forces. 

This experiment should also consider the effects of redeployment 

of the incremental force from one precinct to another after various 
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times spent in each precinct. The study should examine the incremental 
force required to achieve a significant increment in deterrence, the 

time foT.' that eff~ct to be noted, o.nd the duration of the effect after 

the forces are withdrawn. Defining the parameters of this lIinertia of 

deterrence" can lead to significant improvement in preventive patrol 

strategie::::. 

The . second expc'.:'iment should be conducted to investigate other 

variables of preventive patrol such as the interactions between patl~ol 

and street lighting and the best mix of marked and unmarked patrol 

cars and footmen 'for randomized patrol. Studies should include the 

planning of mobile patrols based on the analysis of crime data to 

determine times and locations for augmenting the regular patrol force. 

The development of both these experiments should be preceded by 

a more detailed analysis by the Instituta of the results of the Opera

tion 25 and Precinct 20 tests in New York, particularly emphasizing 

the spillover effects of crimes in adjacent precincts. 

The experiments should then be undertaken with a Request for 

Proposals which the Institute .should distribute to police departments 

and to research organizations. They should be submitted jointly by 

teams composed of an operating police department and a technical 

support group. The technical'support group would construct proposed 

models of patrol operations which would specify the data needs for 

each of the experiments and would allow tests of various theories of 

preventive patrol to be performed. The measurable parameters might 

include patrol speed as a function of traffic conditions, patrol 

sighting distance in one-man and two-man cars, frequencies with which 

various points in the cities are passed, percentage time spent pa

trolling, and the visible duration of interceptable or preventable 

crimes. 

In conducting these experiments, all the conventional precautions 

about efficient experiment design, using randomization and experi

mental control, must be carefully observed. 
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A fringe benefit from th.ese experiments is the relationship that 

will be cTeated between police departments and neighboring technical 

research organizations--a relationship certain to lead to continued 

involvement of technical personnel with police departments. 

3.5 An Analysis of the Economic Structure of Organized Crime 
(1 project at $200,000) 

This ~tudy should be an intensive economic analysis of organized 

crime as a criminal system and should be designed to identify the 

vulnerabilities and weaknesses of such systems in order to mount 

strategic attack upon them. The study will likely require the de

velopment of an economic model of the organized crime industry which 

operates as a black market supplying an existing demanq for forbidden 

goods and services. The model will require the collection of data on 

demand, demand elasticity to price changes, and components of opera

ting costs. It would have to be conducted with the close cooperation 

of the organized crime intelligence unit of a police force in a large 

city. Within the model framework to be developed, the study should 

explore various strategies for reducing the profitability of organized 

crime activities by increasing their costs or reducing the demand for 

goods and services. Initially, it will probably be best to focus 

on a particular set of black market operations, perhaps even a single 

~c~~n. 

3.6 of Potential Riot Situations 

It has been demonstrated on several occasions that a rapid dis- . 

play of sufficient force can prevent a critical incident from flaring 

into a major riot situation. It is important to know the relationships 

among the critical variables relating pre-positioning, intelligence, 

command response time, and mobility. An analysis should be conducted 

of the successful quenching operations, both those using small and 

large forces, to dete~mine the critical parameters and response re

quirements. Mathematical models should be developed to examine the 

interrelationships of the system parameters and to find the optimum 

cost method for providing a capability for a rapid show of force. 
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4. PROGRAN AREA 4. IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROBABILITY OF APPREHENSION 
AND CONVICTION OF OFFENDERS 

4.1 Anal sis of Re orted Crimes b 
Characteristics (1 project at 

In most police departments crime patterns are depicted by pin 

maps updated at periodic intervalS. These pin maps show the locations 

and sometimes the time of crimes of various types. In some cases 

(e.g., St. Louis), computers have been used to generate such displays. 

More sophisticated techniques of analysis and prediction are required. 

This study should focus on the development of such techniques using 

multivariate statistical analysis in conjunction with computer

generated displays. 

The object would be manifold. First, it would be useful to know 

where and when crimes are most likely to occur in order to properly 

pre-position patrol forces. For this objective, time and space 
analyses are required. Second, it would be extremely helpful. for 

detective forces to know which crimes were probably committed by the 

same individual or group of individuals. For this objective, a very 

sophisticated analysis of the detailed characteristics of 7ach com,~ 

mitted cTime is required. These characteristics describe the mode 

of operation (MO) of the offender. It has been shown that for many 

classes of crimes (e.g., bank robberies, rapes) an offender's MO re

mains remarkably unchanged from crime to crime. A successful anulysis 

would cause those crimes committed by the same offender to cluster and 

be easily identifiable. 
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4.2 Anal sis of Factors Leadin 
(1 project at 100,000) 

rehension 

Crime Commission studies have used a sample of calls for police 

assistance to identify some of the factors in a crime and police re

actions (e.g., rapid response time, on-sight detection, and detective 

investigation) that are associated with successful apprehension. A 

more detailed study is needed to identify the best modes for. improving 

apprehens~on probability. The factors to be considered should include 

the emergency nature of the call, the type of crime, the naming of the 

suspect, the a~ailability of physical evidence at the scene, and the 

formal collection and analysis of such evidence. The results of this 

study should identify more precisely which of these factors lead to 

apprehension and should permit an assessment of the consequences for 

apprehension rates of various police actions and policies. 

The study should also emphasize the preventive capability inher

ent in early arrival at many non-emergency calls, where escalation to 

a possible emergency is averted. 

4.3 Allocation of Police Patro]~ Resources (1 project at $150,000) 

The effective allocation of police patrol resources is perhaps 

the most important single operational problem facing police depart

ments today. 

The problems involved in police patrol allocation include pre

diction of demand for services (e.g •. , calls for service, preventive 

patrol); establishment of an allocation criterion (e.g., minimize 

average or maximize response time, minimize costs to provide a speci

fied level of response, minimize probability of dispatch delay); pre

positioning of forces (e.g., mix of marked and unmarked one- and twe

man cars, method of spatial assignment); and ~e-positioning of forces 

in real time. 

The proposed project shoulQ build on studies already undertaken 

(especially in St. Louis and Boston). It should incorporate analytical 

approaches to develop schedules of police assignment consistent with 
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anticipated demands for services, using criteria, such as those listed 

above. The control of variables in such studies would include the 

number and location of police forces at various times during the day 

and during the week. 

This study should be conducted by an analytical group in con

junction with a police department, preferably one with available data 

in computer form indicating where and when different calls for service 

occur. After schedules and procedures have been developed, they 

should be tested in the field and performance and costs compared with 

the prior schedules. 

4.4 Control S stems 

These two projects should examine the police patrol operations, 

under both normal and emergency conditions, to identify the require

ments for a~ advanced command and control system and to develop pre

liminary design and system specifications. The emphasis in the design 

should be on examining, unconstrained by existing practice, how patrol 

functions might and should be conducted with the improved technology. 

These two projects might be viewed as two competitive parallel 

program definition studies to be conducted over one year. The better 

design study would be awarded a follow-on contract to support the 

development of a new model command-and-control system. This study, 

therefore, is the initial phase of a major continuing project. 

4.5 Deyelopment of a Laboratory for Simulation of Command-and
Control Operations (1 project at $300,000) 

A simulation laboratory is needed to explore various'configura

tions and operating procedures of a police communications center. 

Such a laboratory would use simulated work stations and simulated dis

plays, perhaps produced by a compute~. It would be instrumented to 

evaluate response time and correctness of decision under various 

operating conditions. Such a laboratory tests new ide~s for their 

efficacy and provides a site for training and evaluating communications 
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center operators. Moreover, it is an effective way to introduce 

modern training technology into police operations. 

The funding for the first year would be for the design and initial 

development of the simulation facility and for developing the plan of 

use during coming years. A continuing operating expense on the order 

of $200,000 to $300,000 per year in future years should be comtem

plated. 

The laboratory should become a facility in which different police 

departments f configurations and procedures could be tested and guide

lines for the improvement of operations developed and disseminated. 

4.6 Design of Police Radio Networks (1 project at $200,000) 

In most major metropolitan areas, it is important that the dif

ferent police departments be able to communicate with each other dur

ing emergencies. Where radio frequencies are scarce and congested, 

some form of frequency sharing through a common network will become 

necessary. Building upon the studies in the Chicago area, such radio 

networks should be designed. 

4.7 Development of New Family of Portable Police Radios 
(1 project at $200,000) 

This project should lead to the preparation of specifications for 

a new, low-cost, lightweight family of portable police radios. The 

preliminary studies would address questions such as the optimum loca

tions of base stations and the optimum frequency for transmission in 

a city and for penetrating buildings. The emphasis in the study 

should be on means of achieving lightweight, low-cost, and high 

reliability. 

This project will require a committee of police users, radio 

engineers, and industry representatives to resolve the requirements 

questions. 
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Tne study should also explore the costs, benefits, and risks as

sociated with the various forms of Federal stimulation of the develop

ment. These include outright Federal ~urchase and then redistribution 

or sale to police departments, Federal support of the development if 

~he radios are sold at· specified price, Federal guarantee of an initial 

order quantity, or other approaches to assure the large volume neces

sary to achieve low unit cost and to minimize dis'tribution and sales 

costs. 

Prior to embarking on this project, the Institute should review 

the recent radio developments by industry to ascertain the immediate 

needs. 

4.8 Develo ment and. Evaluation of Forensic and Other Evidential 
Techniques (2 projects at 150,000 each) 

Two projects should be undertaken to improve the quality of tr.ial 

evidence. One project should be undertaken to develop a data base 

of characteristics of materials most often involved in crimes. The 

preparation of the data base should be preceded by a survey of crime 

laboratories to identify the form of data they most need. A second 

project should be an evaluation of the reliability of eye-witness 

testimony. The project should involve a variety of social psychology 

experiments in which flaseailantsfl encountered a victim and then the 

victim was posed with the problem of distinguishing the assailant 

from others of varying degrees of similarity. Various forms of in

formation presentation, such as lineups, television tapes, color 

photographs, and black and white photographs should be used. Of par

ticular interest here are attributes of witnesses associated with 

more or less credible reporting. 

4.9 ition Techni ues 

Projects for automatic recognition and classification of finger

prints are now being conducted under sponsorship of NYSIIS and the 

FBI. In view of this activitYli there is no need for the Institute to 
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duplicate such efforts. It is important, however,to arrive at an 

assessment of the potential utility of a single fingerprint system 

in terms of potential additional apprehensions. 

This project would be undertaken at a police department with 

records on calls for evidence technicians, and a single fingerprint 

cap'ability •. Estimate~ would be made of the additional number of 

crimes solved due to an ideal single fingerprint capability. 

4.10 Development of Experimental Police Vehicles 
(1 project at $200,000) 

The Institute should undertake a project to develop the specifi

cations of a new police vehicle and then conduct a design competition 

for the construction of a prototype automobile. The car design should 

be based on a conventional chassis and engine to minimize ultimate 

production costs. The specifications should be based on a survey of 

requirements and of potential equipment. The requirements survey 

s~ould include considerations of the functions a policeman performs 

in his vehicle and the functions he performs outside it where the 

vehicle might assist him. The study would, therefore, identify what 

support he needs. The study would. also consider the visual impact on 

the public generally of various configurations of the vehicleTs 

exterior. 

Once these specifications for the vehicle have been written, 

they should be distributed widely to engineering and industrial de

sign organizations with invitations to submit proposals for the con

struction of a prototype vehicle. 
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5 • PROGRAM AREA 5. IMPROVEMENT OF THE EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS 
OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT 

5.1 0 erations of a Total Criminal Justice S stem 
at 200,000 each) 

Comprehensive criminal justice system planning, as called for by 

the planning grants program, requires the development of more effec

tive tools for interrelating the component parts of the criminal jus

tice system. Mathematical models of the total system represent an 

important tool for examing the interactions among actions at various 

point in the system for examining the cost consequences of different 

allocation policies. 

These two projects should be directed at analyzing a criminal 

justice system for a state and for a city. This work would build on 

the illu~trative model presented in the National Crime Commission 

Science & Technology Task Force Report for the United States as a 

whole. 

The studies sho'Jld be conducted by a system analysis group work

ing in close conjunction with a state and a city criminal ju§tice 

planning commission. In that way, the important and relevant policy 

issues will be addressed by the systems analysis group and the state 

and city models will be adapted to the kinds of questions being asked. 

5.2 Resources b Time, Place and Function 
each) 

The three projects are intended to examine improved ways of al

locating resources for the police, courts, and corrections subsystems. 
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The police project should involve an improved statistical proce

dure which attempts to identify the effect on crime of an incremental 

police officer at various times and locations. Such a project would 

lead to improved police efficiency in 'the particular department being 

studied and provide a model for applying such procedures elsewhere. 

The project should be undertaken as a joint effort between an opera

tions research group and a police department. 

The study for the courts would focus on improving the efficiency 

and reducing the delay in processing cases through atypical court. 

fhe emphasis would be on identifying the critical bottlenecks, con

siderations of reallocation of clerical resources from one stage to 

another, development of efficient scheduling procedures, and consid

eration of the tradeoffs between the costs of detention and the costs 

of additional resources for faster court processing. The study should 

be undertaken in a court with an effective administrator able to col

lect the data, to work with the support group conducting the analysis, 

and to implement the improvements that result. 

In correction, studies should be undertaken in the project to 

identify an optimum workload by type of offender and by characteris

tics of corrections officer. The study should also develop means for 

assessing the appropriate sequence of visits be'tween offender and cor

rectional officer within the constraints of a specified work load. It 

is anticipated that these studies will indicate a high frequency of 

visits immediately upon assignment to parole or probation with the 

frequency decreasing as termination approaches. Some of the statis

tical techniques of quality control inspection might be very relevant 

to this study. 

5.3 Studies on the Process of Innovation and Change in Criminal 
Justice Agencies (1 project at $100,000) 

This study should examine a variety of ~riminal justice agencies 

which have recently undergone significant innovation and change. This 

might include the introduction of a new communication center, the in

troduction of a computer, or a radical cIlange in the court scheduling 
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system. Those agencies in which the change has successfully been ap

plied should be distinguished from those in which the change has not 

achieved its intended or potential promise. The studies should indi~ 

cate the characteristics which distinguish the successes from the 
failures, particularly in terms of the change agents, the preparatory 

work, the role of the various levels of management, and the organiza

tions T traditions that indicate how change can be successfully in

corporated in the future. The studies should also examine the de

sirable and undesirable consequences of these changes. 

5.4 Develo ment of Model Criminal Justice Information S stems 
Across Agencies and Jurisdictions (2 projects at 200,000 each) 

Two ITlodel projects should be undertaken. The first is designed 

to develop a computer-based information system meeting the needs of a 

comprehensive planning agency within a single city or a metropolitan 

area. The emphasis would be on fjnding means for meeting the needs 

across the entire criminal justice system in a consistent and com

patible way. The first phase of the study would be identifying the 

information requirements for each of the component subsystems, with 

the second phase the design of an information system to meet these re

quirements. The funding for the purchase and actual development and 

programming of the information system would come from other sources 

at a later time. 

The second project would emphasize regional needs combining the 

total criminal justice information system requirements of a group of 

states. Here, too, the emphasis would be on identifying the informa

tion requirements among the states in a consistent and compatible form 

and establishing specifications for an integrated, centrally based 

information system serving police, courts, and corrections throughout 

the region and connecting to the relevant national information 

systems. 
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5.5 Development of Standard Computer Formats (2 projects at 
$50,000 each) 

These projects would involve convening committees of users 

and computer specialists in specific areas where there is, or is 

likely to be, considerable interchange of information. One of the 

projects should be focused specifically on the appropriate format for 

criminal records at the Federal and state level. The FBI should be a 

principal participant in such a gr9uP. In addition, representatives 

from the computerized state information systems and from those state 

systems planning to establish computer-based criminal reco'rds should 

be active members. 

The second project would consider the possibility of obtaining 

agreements among local police departments and state crime reporting 

agencies of a format for common reporting of crime events. The pur

pose of ~he standard format is principally to identify the informa

tion needed locally by the operating police departments and to bring 

together the collective wisdom and requirements of various depart

ments. 

Since an ~~portant user ofa portion of this information will be 

the FBI, in the publication of their Uniform Crime Reports; they 

should also be an important participant in such a group. 

5.6 Development of Computer Utility Programs (2 projects 
at $50,000 each) 

These projects are designed to provide a central programming 

service in areas of ,specific interest to criminal justice agencies. 

This makes it possible for one programming group, working in con

junction with a specific criminal justice agency but scanning the 

needs of the others, to prepare a software package that can then be 

widely disseminated. 

One project should focus on providing a software capability for 

court systems. Such a package would include docket preparation, 
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prisoner records, trial scheduling, and a variety of information

processiTIg requirements associated with the courts. A second project 

should focus on the principal police or corrections management func

tions of personnel, finances, records, etc. 
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6. PROGRAM AREA 6. IMPROVEMENT OF RELATIONS BETWEEN THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM AND THE COMMUNITY 

6.1 Measurement of Attitudes and Behavior (3 projects at 
$100,000 each) 

These studies should be conducted by groups in three communities 

troubled by difficult relationships between the criminal justice sys

tem and the community--especially in those communities which contem

plate new programs to improve such relationships. The studies would 

provide a baseline of information on the degree of hostility and con

flict, later to be compared with the changes brought about by the new 
programs. The studies should also focus on identifying the critical 

sensitivity points reflecting those interactions leading to the great

est hostility. The stUdies should be undertaken in three different 

communities using different direct and indirect approaches to measure 

the attitudes and the behavior of both police and community residents. 

6.2 Evaluation of Community Relations Programs (4 projects at 
$100,000 each) 

Of the many community relations programs being undertaken, four 

should be selected for independent evaluation by the Institute. These 

evaluations will require the collection of baseline data before the 

introduction of the community relations programs and then a careful 

analysis of the changes in community attitudes and behavior as well as 

in police attitudes and behavior brought about by the' program. The 

data resulting should be classified in sufficient detail so that the 

population affected by the program can be defined with reasonable 

precision. 
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6.3 Assessment of Effect on Attitudes and Behavior of Criminal 
Justice System Operations (1 project at $100,000) 

This project should focus on the effect of criminal justice 

system actions on community attitudes. An experiment might be con
ducted, for instance, with two approaches to establishing halfway 

houses in different sectors of a large city. The success rates in 

terms of communi'cy acceptance (measured by expressed opposition) and 

employer cooperation (measured by hiring rate) represent the de

pendent variables in such an experiment. The independent variables 
should include such elements as the use of mass media education 

campaigns or the creation of community action groups. 
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7 • PROGRAM AREA 7. IMPROVEMENT OF THE SEL~CTION 
AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL 

7.1 Relating Skills to Jobs (2 projects at $100,000 each) 

One specific project would focus on the standard means for evalu

ating, say, a street patrolman. The conventional approach is to rate 

a sample of incumbents in those jobs and correlate these ratings with 

characteristics of the incumbents to find those which correlate most 

highly with successful job performan.ce. The characteristics would be 

personality characteristics, social characteristics, physical char

acteristics, in'terest, attitudes, abilities, and aptitudes" Separate 

and independent analyses of the jobs themselves will provide addi

tional information relevant to the skills or characteristic require

ments. These analyses will then give rise to the development of se

lection tests for the jobs. 

A second project should center on external description of re

quired characteristics for one or two specific tasks, develop a careful 

description of the tasks, and the attributes of the men who must fill 

them. For the street patrolman, the question is what is entailed if 

he is to be more completely integrated into his beat area, if he is to 

become a collaborator with citizens f groups, and if he should expand 

the legitima~e span of his activities. A project on the street patrol

man would spell out the new demands, the degree to which old patrol

man skills are productive or counterproductive, and the ways in which 

a local jurisdiction might identify and train men talented for the 

newly defined job. 
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7.2 Development and Evaluation of Job Selection Tests 
(1 project at $100,000) 

Using a variety of existing personality and aptitude tests, the 

scoring profile of those rated highly in job performance suggests o. 

desirable profile in the selection of personnel. A project should be 

undertaken in conjunction with several police departments whereby such 

tests are administered to a random selection of personnel who are 

independently rated and the discriminating tests identified. 

This technology of testing is already well developed for man

power selection. The unique demand for the criminal justice system 

is that the proper yardstick be developed. This yardstick comes from 

both our accrued experience for jobs on which there is a long history 

and a more tentative set of criteria for jobs which are significantly 

different from the conventional definitions. A project should be 

undertaken in conjunction with several police departments to attack 

both sides of this problem and to link it closely with the ways in 

which new persOIm.el are trained and in-service training for ve·teran 

officers is undertaken. Clearly a significant part of such a project 

would be attention to the question of how one selects from among 

current personnel those who have the greatest promise for new assign

ments. 

7.3 Materials and Techniques 

This project should undertake the development of specific train

ing materials and explore n~w techniques for presenting them. These 
might include programmed learning texts and recorded television 

lectures. The project should include an evaluation phase in which 

the new materials and techniques are presented to a randomly selected 

sample of a police department or a corrections agency and their job 

performance subsequently compared after the training period with those 

not subjected to such training. 
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8 • PROGRAM AREA 8. ESTABLISHMENT OF EQUIPMENT TESTING AND EVALUATION 
LABORATORY 

9. PROGRAM AREA 9. ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF A STATISTICS AND 
CRIME MEASUREMENT CENTER 

10. PROGRAM AREA 10. EGTABLISHHENT OF A MAJOR PRIVATE RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE 

11. PROGRAM AREA 11. PROVISION FOR PROGRAM MANAGEHENT TECmUCAL 
SUPPOR'"l' 

These program areas in Mission Area IV each involve the creation 

of an institution to support the overall progr~. Their operations 

and functions are discussed in Chapter IIIB. 
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